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A database is said to beC-Armstrong for a finite set Σ of data dependencies
in a class C if the database satisfies all data dependencies in Σ and violates
all data dependencies in C that are not implied by Σ. Therefore, Arm-
strong databases are concise, user-friendly representations of abstract data
dependencies that can be used to judge, justify, convey, and test the under-
standing of database design choices. Indeed, an Armstrong database satis-
fies exactly those data dependencies that are considered meaningful by the
current design choice Σ. Structural and computational properties of Arm-
strong databases have been deeply investigated in Codd’s Turing Award
winning relational model of data. Armstrong databases have been incor-
porated in approaches towards relational database design. They have also
been found useful for the elicitation of requirements, the semantic sam-
pling of existing databases, and the specification of schema mappings.
This research establishes a toolbox of Armstrong databases for SQL
data. This is challenging as SQL data can contain null marker occurrences
in columns declared NULL, and may contain duplicate rows. Thus, the ex-
isting theory of Armstrong databases only applies to idealized instances of
SQL data, that is, instances without null marker occurrences and without
duplicate rows. For the thesis, two popular interpretations of null markers
are considered: the no information interpretation used in SQL, and the exists
but unknown interpretation by Codd. Furthermore, the study is limited to
the popular class C of functional dependencies. However, the presence of
duplicate rows means that the class of uniqueness constraints is no longer
subsumed by the class of functional dependencies, in contrast to the rela-
tional model of data. As a first contribution a provably-correct algorithm
is developed that computes Armstrong databases for an arbitrarily given
finite set of uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies. This con-
tribution is based on axiomatic, algorithmic and logical characterizations
of the associated implication problem that are also established in this the-
sis. While the problem to decide whether a given database is Armstrong
for a given set of such constraints is precisely exponential, our algorithm
computes an Armstrong database with a number of rows that is at most
quadratic in the number of rows of a minimum-sized Armstrong database.
As a second contribution the algorithms are implemented in the form of a
design tool. Users of the tool can therefore inspect Armstrong databases
to analyze their current design choice Σ. Intuitively, Armstrong databases
are useful for the acquisition of semantically meaningful constraints, if the
users can recognize the actual meaningfulness of constraints that they in-
correctly perceived as meaningless before the inspection of an Armstrong
database. As a final contribution, measures are introduced that formal-
ize the term “useful” and it is shown by some detailed experiments that
Armstrong tables, as computed by the tool, are indeed useful.
In summary, this research establishes a toolbox of Armstrong databases
that can be applied by database designers to concisely visualize constraints
on SQL data. Such support can lead to database designs that guarantee ef-
ficient data management in practice.
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Constraints largely define the world we live in. For examples, people can
only be at one place at a time, every species of echidna belongs to the
class of mammals, and the National Health Index number (NHI number)
uniquely identifies every person who uses health and disability support
services in New Zealand. Database systems manage data about an appli-
cation domain in our world. Therefore, effective data management and
transforming data into value require databases to satisfy the constraints
that define the application domain [1, 41, 87].
1.1 Challenges with constraints
Constraints are fundamental for database modeling and design [97, 105,
123]. They are required for essential data management services such as
updates [46,76,128], queries [116], security [19], sampling [36], data clean-
ing [51], exchange [98] and integration [23]. It is a major challenge to iden-
tify classes of constraints that are precious. That is, constraints in these
classes are able to express important properties about application domains
and database management systems can maintain them efficiently. Effi-
cient maintenance entails that the implication problem, associated with
this class of constraints, can be decided efficiently [49,127]. TheC-implication
1
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problem is to decide if for any given set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of constraints in C, Σ im-
plies ϕ, that is, every database that satisfies all the constraints in Σ also
satisfies ϕ. For very expressive classes the implication problem becomes
infeasible. A prime example is the class of first-order formulae [18]. Ex-
amples of precious classes of constraints include uniqueness constraints
and so-called functional dependencies [1,41,87,94,97,122,123,125]. Given
that precious classes of constraints have been identified, a second chal-
lenge is to discover the constraints in this class which are semantically
meaningful for the application domain of interest. Failure to discover a
semantically meaningful constraint entails that the database management
system permits database instances that are not representations of the real
world. While this thesis is mainly concerned with addressing the second
challenge, the first challenge must be addressed beforehand.
1.2 State of database practice
Recently, the database industry has been worth more than 32 billion US
dollars, and was still growing in the double digits [100]. Database sys-
tems can be purchased from vendors such as Oracle, IBM and Microsoft,
and are available in the form of open-source software including MySQL,
PostgreSQL and Ingres. Most data are managed by database systems that
implement the ISO and ANSI industry standard for defining and query-
ing data, that is, the Structured Query Language (SQL) [33]. SQL was
developed by IBM [26] to implement Edgar Codd’s relational model of
data [28]. After more than 40 years in use, SQL-based database systems
still dominate the market today and influence new paradigms as the field
evolves [4]. Web models, such as XML and RDF, are applied primarily to
roll-out, exchange and integrate data that are commonly SQL-based [41].
Many websites, such as Facebook, and distributed applications, such as e-
commerce, require high scalability. However, their core data stores and
services remain SQL-based [108]. While SQL covers Codd’s relational
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model of data, additional features are meant to ease data processing [33].
SQL data are laid out in tables. Tables can contain i) duplicate rows to
avoid expensive duplicate removal, and ii) null markers to accommodate
partial information in columns declared NULL. Relations are tables with
no duplicate rows and no null marker occurrences.
1.3 State of database theory
Codd introduced the relational model of data in his seminal paper in 1970
[28]. His overall achievement was to transform data management into a
science. In 1981 Codd received the Turing Award “for his fundamental
and continuing contributions to the theory and practice of database man-
agement systems”. Mainstream research has addressed the above chal-
lenges in the relational model of data [49]. Approximately one hundred
different classes of constraints on relations have been investigated [122],
but few of them are motivated by practice. Research has shown that pre-
cious classes of constraints can enable quality data management in theory
[1,87,94,97,125]. Some researchers have examined the effect of null mark-
ers on the implication problem for some classes of constraints [8,72,87,89].
Surprisingly, there is very little work in the literature that analyzes con-
straints on general SQL tables. Instead, the community attempts to under-
stand constraints on Web data [5, 6, 17, 67, 68, 80, 129]. An investigation of
constraints on SQL data would not just address the dominant data format
in practice, but also contribute to our understanding of more sophisticated
formats, such as Web data.
1.4 State of disparity
We observe: 1) In practice, SQL data is the premier data format, and 2) In
theory, constraints on SQL have not received sufficient attention. More-
over, C-implication problems in the presence of partial information are
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already more intricate than those over relations [8, 69]. Thus, the cur-
rent foundation for constraints applies to only very special instances of
SQL data. This distinct disparity between theory and practice restrains
the quality of data management severely.
1.5 Objective and approach of the thesis
The main objective of the thesis is to address the above challenges with
constraints in SQL databases. More precisely, the underlying research
question asks:
How can database designers discover real-world database constraints
that are meaningful for the given application domain?
In particular, the goal of the thesis is to provide tool support to discover
semantically meaningful SQL constraints effectively.
The concept of Armstrong databases [47,48,96] will be investigated in the
context of SQL data in order to address this goal. Informally, Armstrong
databases are sample databases that perfectly represent a given collection
of database constraints. So far, the concept of Armstrong databases has
mainly been investigated for relations only, that is, for idealized instances
of SQL data. In this special case, structural and computational proper-
ties of Armstrong databases have been studied. Based on these proper-
ties, prototypes have been built to compute Armstrong databases. Finally,
these prototypes have been used to establish empirical evidence for the
usefulness of Armstrong databases in the discovery of semantically mean-
ingful constraints.
The goal of the thesis is to develop a toolbox of Armstrong databases
for the precious classes of uniqueness constraints and functional depen-
dencies over SQL data. As these are the most popular classes of con-
straints and SQL is the dominant data format in practice, such a contri-
bution would have an impact on database theory, practice and educa-
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tion. From a theoretical perspective, the contribution would provide a
better understanding of SQL constraints, extending our knowledge from
the idealized special case of strictly relational constraints. From a practical
perspective, database designers can apply the toolbox to discover a more
complete set of semantically meaningful SQL constraints. Ultimately, this
would lead to better database designs and improved data processing ca-
pabilities. From an educational point of view, the measures for assessing
the usefulness of Armstrong databases can be used to mark certain non-
multiple choice questions in database course assignments and exams. The
computation of the Armstrong databases itself can be used as a means to
provide automated feedback to students.
1.6 Organization
Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature. In particular, the terms
used informally in this introductory chapter will be defined formally. The
chapter will discuss previous work on data dependencies and Armstrong
databases over relations with a particular focus on uniqueness constraints
and functional dependencies. The literature review will continue with a
discussion of two popular approaches to encompass partial information in
databases, as well as previous work on the implication problem and Arm-
strong databases for uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies
in this context. The chapter ends with a summary, states a research gap,
and the objectives of the thesis.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are concerned with foundations. In Chapter 3
specifically, the implication problem for a combined class of uniqueness
constraints, NOT NULL constraints and functional dependencies is char-
acterized axiomatically, algorithmically, and logically, following Codd’s
original proposal to interpret null markers in databases as value unknown
at present. In Chapter 4, structural and computational properties of Arm-
strong tables for this class are established.
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Chapter 5 presents the actual toolbox, called SQL-Sampler, developed
in this research. SQL-Sampler provides Web-based and desktop-based
graphical user interfaces that allow its users to compute Armstrong ta-
bles for various classes of SQL constraints, including those from the recent
literature as well as the class investigated in the previous two chapters.
Chapter 5 contains a description of the system requirements, the design of
SQL-Sampler, implementation details, as well as a use case example with
screenshots.
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 are concerned with the empirical evaluation
of the toolbox, and more generally, the usefulness of Armstrong tables for
the discovery of meaningful SQL constraints. Chapter 6 describes the de-
sign of the experiment and introduces several measures that formalize the
notion of “usefulness”. Chapter 7 contains the quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis of the data gathered in the experiments. It shows that Arm-
strong tables, as produced by SQL-Sampler, are indeed useful for the dis-
covery of actually meaningful SQL uniqueness constraints and functional
dependencies that are incorrectly perceived as meaningless prior to the
inspection of these Armstrong tables. It also shows that Armstrong tables
are not useful for the discovery of actually meaningless SQL uniqueness
constraints and functional dependencies that are incorrectly perceived as
meaningful prior to the inspection of these Armstrong tables.
The conclusion of the thesis is presented in Chapter 8 which contains
a summary of the main results as well as an outlook into possible future
work.
1.7 Publications
Several of the results that will be presented in this thesis have been an-
nounced in international conferences and journals. These are:
• V. B. T. Le, S. Link, and F. Ferrarotti, “SQL-Sampler: A Tool to Vi-
sualize and Consolidate Domain Semantics by Perfect SQL Sample
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Data”, in Proceedings of the 10th Asia-Pacific Conference on Con-
ceptual Modeling (APCCM) (G. Grossmann and M. Saeki, eds.), vol.
154 of Conferences in Research and Practice in Information Technol-
ogy, 10 pages, Australian Computer Society, 2014.
This paper received the Best Student Paper Award.
• V. B. T. Le, S. Link, and F. Ferrarotti, “Effective recognition and visu-
alization of semantic requirements by perfect SQL samples”, in Pro-
ceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Conceptual Mod-
eling (ER) (W. Ng, V. Storey, and J. Trujillo, eds.), vol. 8217 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pp. 227-240, Springer, 2013.
This paper received the Best Student Paper Award.
• V. B. T. Le, S. Link, and M. Memari, “Schema- and data-driven dis-
covery of SQL keys”, Journal of Computing Science and Engineer-
ing, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 193-206, 2012.
• V. B. T. Le, S. Link, and M. Memari, “Discovery of keys from SQL ta-
bles”, in Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Database
Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA) (S. Goo Lee, Z. Peng,
X. Zhou, Y.-S. Moon, R. Unland, and J. Yoo, eds.), vol. 7238 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pp. 48-62, Springer, 2012.
• F. Ferrarotti, S. Hartmann, V. B. T. Le, and S. Link, “Codd table rep-
resentations under weak possible world semantics”, in Proceedings
of the 22nd International Conference on Database and Expert Sys-
tems Applications (DEXA), Part I (A. Hameurlain, S.W. Liddle, K.-D.
Schewe, and X. Zhou, eds.), vol. 6860 of Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, pp. 125-139, Springer, 2011.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter provides a focused literature review of the existing work on
some popular classes of constraints: keys and functional dependencies.
The review is based on the two challenges with constraints, identified in
Chapter 1. In Section 2.1 well-known results on the implication problem
for the classes of keys and functional dependencies over pure relations are
summarized. Armstrong relations for these two classes are discussed in
Section 2.2. Section 2.3 briefly reviews two popular interpretations of null
markers in partial relations: no information and value unknown at present.
Subsequently, previous work on keys and functional dependencies over
partial relations is discussed in Section 2.4, following both of these inter-
pretations. Results on Armstrong tables for keys and functional depen-
dencies over partial relations are given in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6, the
literature review is summarized, existing gaps in the research literature
are listed, and the objectives of the thesis are stated.
2.1 Data Dependencies over Relations
The purpose of this section is to summarize well-known results on the
implication problem for the class of keys and functional dependencies in
the relational model of data. Keys and functional dependencies form ar-
9
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guably the most popular class of data dependencies in database research
and practice.
2.1.1 The Relational Data Model
The relational model of data [28], or simply the relational model, refers to
a database model with at least the following three components:
• Structural component: a set of relations, each of which can be repre-
sented in the form of a table containing values.
• Integrity component: integrity constraints which identify the relations
that are semantically meaningful in the given application domain.
• Manipulative component: languages to define data structures and se-
mantics, and to perform updates and queries.
For the purpose of this thesis, only the structural and the integrity com-
ponent are of interest. Excellent resources for a broader introduction to the
relational model of data include [1, 87, 94].
It is essential to distinguish between the syntax and semantics in data-
bases. On the syntactic level we have relation schemata. These model the
properties that all entities of interest are described by. Formally, a relation
schema is a finite non-empty set R of elements, called attributes. Each
attribute A ∈ R denotes a property of each entity of interest. The possible
values of an attribute A are taken from the domain dom(A) of A.
On the semantical level we have relations. These are finite sets of tu-
ples. Formally, a tuple t over the relation schema R is a function t : R →⋃
A∈R
dom(A) that assigns to every attribute A ∈ R a value t(A) ∈ dom(A).
Relations over a relation schema are commonly illustrated in the form of
tables. As an example consider a simple database about employees in Ta-
ble 2.1.
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
Wally E-commerce Jobs
Table 2.1: The relation rtotal over WORK
The relation in Table 2.1 is defined over the relation schema WORK. The
latter consists of the attributes Emp, Dept and Mgr. Intuitively, tuples over
the schema consist of an employee who works in a department which has a
manager. As domains for the attributes one can choose suitably restricted
sets of strings.
2.1.2 Data Dependencies
Data dependencies are semantically meaningful and syntactically restricted
sentences of the predicate calculus that must be satisfied by any legal re-
lation [122]. Their presence remedies some of the semantic poverty of
relations, e.g., with pure relations one has trouble representing the fact
that some relationships among attributes are one-to-one or one-to-many
[1, 122].
In general, a dependency over a relation schema R is a function d that
maps every relation r over R to a value d(r) ∈ {0, 1}. If d(r) = 1, we
say that relation r satisfies the dependency d. Otherwise, we say that r
does not satisfy d, or that r violates d. We say that a relation r satisfies
a set Σ of data dependencies, if r satisfies every data dependency σ ∈ Σ.
Throughout this thesis we will use the terms constraint and data dependency
interchangeably. Strictly speaking, data dependencies form a subclass of
integrity constraints [122], but the difference is not important for this the-
sis. In general, we will use the term that is most common in the literature,
e.g. there will be uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies.
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Semantic Implication
Central to the study of data dependencies is their implication problem.
The following subsections review principle concepts of data dependencies
[1, 49, 87, 94, 122].
Suppose we fix a given class C of data dependencies. Then the impli-
cation problem for C is to decide whether for any given finite set Σ ∪ {ϕ}
of data dependencies in C it is true that Σ implies ϕ. Here, Σ implies ϕ
if every relation that satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ. In other words, there is
no relation r that satisfies Σ and violates ϕ. If Σ implies ϕ, then we write
Σ |= ϕ. Otherwise, we write Σ 6|= ϕ.
The set Σ∗ = {ϕ ∈ C | Σ |= ϕ}, that consists of all data dependencies in
C implied by Σ, is called the semantic closure of Σ. The implication problem
for the class C is to decide whether for an arbitrarily given relation schema
R, and an arbitrarily given set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of data dependencies in C over R,
Σ |= ϕ holds.
For two sets Σ1 and Σ2 of data dependencies in C, we call Σ2 a cover of
Σ1 if and only if Σ∗1 = Σ∗2. Covers are just different representations of the
same semantics.
It is important to highlight the significance of the implication problem.
Suppose the elements of Σ ∪ {ϕ} are considered to be data dependencies
that capture important semantic properties. If Σ |= ϕ holds, then it suffices
to check that any given relation satisfies Σ - as this implies that the rela-
tion also satisfies ϕ. Hence, the validation whether the relation satisfies ϕ
is redundant, and a database management system can save considerable
resources. Otherwise, if Σ 6|= ϕ, then the database management system
must validate whether a given relation satisfies ϕ - since this does not fol-
low from the fact that the relation satisfies Σ.
Note that we have restricted our attention to finite relations only. There-
fore, we also study the finite implication problem only. However, for the
classes of data dependencies considered in this thesis, the finite implica-
tion problem coincides with the unrestricted implication problem, where
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one also permits infinite relations. In general, the finite and unrestricted
implication problems are different [1].
Syntactic Inference
One can attempt to decide the implication problem for a given class C of
data dependencies by a syntactic approach, e.g. by applying inference




and inference rules without any premise are called axioms.
An inference rule is called sound for the implication of data dependen-
cies, if the set of elements of the premise implies the conclusion, given that
the condition of the rule is satisfied. For a finite set Σ∪ {ϕ} of data depen-
dencies and a set R of inference rules let Σ `R ϕ denote the inference of ϕ
from Σ by R. That is, there is some sequence γ = [σ1, . . . , σn] of data de-
pendencies such that σn = ϕ and every σi is an element of Σ or results from
an application of an inference rule inR to some elements in {σ1, . . . , σi−1}.
For a finite set Σ of data dependencies, let Σ+R = {ϕ | Σ `R ϕ} denote
its syntactic closure under inferences by R. A set R of inference rules is
said to be sound (complete) for the implication of data dependencies in C if
for every relation schema R and for every set Σ of data dependencies in C
overR we have Σ+R ⊆ Σ∗ (Σ∗ ⊆ Σ+R). The (finite) setR is said to be a (finite)
axiomatization for the implication of data dependencies if R is both sound
and complete.
In what follows we will focus on two popular classes of data depen-
dencies over relations. That is, we will focus on the class of keys and
the class of functional dependencies. In the literature on the relational
model only, already approximately 100 different classes of data depen-
dencies have been proposed and investigated. An excellent survey and
classification of these classes is the topic of the book [122].
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2.1.3 The Class of Keys
Keys are arguably the most important class of data dependencies [20, 28,
120,124]. Formally, a key over a relation schema R is an expression key(K)
where K ⊆ R. A relation r over R is said to satisfy the key key(K) over
R if and only if for all tuples t, t′ ∈ r the following is true: if t 6= t′, then
there is some A ∈ K such that t(A) 6= t′(A). In other words, a key key(K)
is violated by r if there are two different tuples t, t′ such that t(K) = t′(K).
Axiomatization
The implication problem of keys can be characterized by the set K of infer-
ence rules in Theorem 2.1 [122]. In agreement with the database literature
we often write XY to denote the set union X ∪ Y .
Theorem 2.1. The following set K of inference rules forms a finite axiomatization





Note that the relation axiom is sound as a relation is defined as a set of
tuples, i.e., there cannot be two different tuples that have the same values
on all the attributes of the relation schema. In other words, the relation
axiom says that no duplicate tuples are permitted in relations. The superkey
rule says that every superset of a key is also a key.
As an example consider the set Σ over WORK that consists of the key
key(Emp). The superkey rule allows us to infer the following keys from Σ:
key(Emp,Dept), key(Emp,Mgr), and key(Emp,Dept,Mgr).
Algorithmic Solution
The axiomatization provides important hints on how to solve the impli-
cation problem of keys algorithmically. That is, to decide whether for a
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given relation schema R and a given set Σ ∪ {key(K)} of keys over R it
is true that Σ |= key(K) holds, it is sufficient to check whether K = R or
there is some key(K ′) ∈ Σ such that K ′ ⊆ K. If |X| denotes the cardinality
of a set X , and ||Σ|| denotes the total number of attributes that occur in Σ,
then the worst-case time-complexity to decide the implication problem of
keys over relations is O(max{|R|, ||Σ||}).
As an example consider the set Σ = {key(Emp,Dept), key(Emp,Mgr)} of
keys over WORK. Consider further the key key(Emp), denoted by ϕ. The
following relation shows that Σ does not imply ϕ.
Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Dilbert E-commerce Jobs
Indeed, the singleton Emp does not equal WORK, and is not a superset
of any of the keys in Σ.
The axiomatization K shows that one only needs to specify so-called
minimal keys. For a set Σ ∪ {key(K)} of keys over a relation schema R, the
key key(K) is said to be minimal if and only if Σ |= key(K) and there is
no key(K ′) ∈ Σ∗ such that K ′ ⊂ K. Here, K ′ ⊂ K means that K ′ ⊆ K
and K −K ′ 6= ∅. Intuitively, minimal keys represent minimal numbers of
attributes required to distinguish between any two tuples of the database.
This is the reason why minimal keys are very important in database prac-
tice. Indeed, keys form one of the exclusive classes of data dependencies
that are automatically supported by database management systems [33].
The maximum number of minimal keys is exponential in the number of
attributes from the underlying relation schema [37].
2.1.4 The Class of Functional Dependencies
Keys cannot express many desirable semantic properties that data engi-
neers have in mind. Therefore, more expressive notions of data depen-
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dencies are required in database practice. One of the most popular classes
is that of functional dependencies [5, 10, 12, 28, 66, 76, 86, 119, 124, 129, 133].
A functional dependency (FD) over a relation schema R is an expres-
sion X → Y where X, Y ⊆ R. A relation r over R satisfies the functional
dependency X → Y over R if and only if for all t, t′ ∈ r the following
condition is satisfied: if t(X) = t′(X), then t(Y ) = t′(Y ). In other words,
the values on X determine the values on Y as a function.
As an example consider the relation schema WORK. The FD Emp →
Dept expresses the fact that every employee can work for at most one de-
partment. The FD Dept → Mgr expresses the fact that every department
has at most one manager. The relation rtotal of Table 2.1 satisfies both of
these FDs. However, the relation rtotal violates the FD Dept, Mgr → Emp:
indeed, there are two different employees that work in the same depart-
ment with the same manager.
Over relations, the class of functional dependencies subsumes the class
of keys. That is, for every relation schemaR, for every attribute setX ⊆ R,
and for every relation r over R it is true that r satisfies the key key(X) if
and only if r satisfies the FD X → R.
As an example, the relation rtotal of Table 2.1 satisfies the key key(Emp)
and the FD Emp→ Dept,Mgr.
Axiomatization
Armstrong [7] proposed the axiomatization F in Theorem 2.2 for the im-
plication of functional dependencies over relations.
Theorem 2.2 (Armstrong, 1974). The following set F forms a finite axiomati-




X → Y Y → Z
X → Z
(reflexivity) (extension) (transitivity)
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Remark 2.1. The system presented in Theorem 2.2 uses the extension rule instead
of the augmentation rule
X → Y
XZ → Y Z ,
which was originally proposed by Armstrong [7]. The augmentation rule can be
derived from the reflexivity axiom, extension rule, and transitivity rule as follows:
XZ → X X → Y
XZ → Y
XZ → XZY XZY → Y Z
XZ → Y Z
.
As the extension rule is the special case of the augmentation rule where Z = X ,
the soundness and completeness of the reflexivity axiom, augmentation rule, and
transitivity rule imply the soundness and completeness of the reflexivity axiom,
extension rule, and transitivity rule.
As an example consider the relation schema WORK, and the set Σ that
consists of the FDs Emp → Dept and Dept → Mgr. We can infer the FD
Emp,Dept → Dept from the reflexivity axiom. We can infer the FD Emp →
Mgr by applying the transitivity rule to the FDs in Σ. Moreover, we can
infer the FD Emp → Emp,Mgr by applying the extension rule to the FD
Emp→Mgr.
Algorithmic Solution
An important notion is that of a closureX∗Σ for an attribute setX ⊆ R with
respect to a set Σ of FDs over R. Indeed,
X∗Σ = {A ∈ R | Σ |= X → A}
consists of all those attributes from R which are functionally determined
by X given Σ. The importance of this notion stems from the fact that for
all relation schemata R, and all sets Σ ∪ {X → Y } of FDs over R it is
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true that Σ |= X → Y if and only if Y ⊆ X∗Σ [7, 10]. Hence, to decide
the implication problem for the class of FDs it is sufficient and necessary
to compute the attribute set closure. A simple, yet efficient algorithm to
compute the attribute set closure is Algorithm 2.1 (in [8], but originally
presented in [12]) .
Algorithm 2.1 Closure(X ,Σ,R)
Input: attribute set X , FD set Σ over relation schema R




4: for all V → W ∈ Σ do
5: if V ⊆ CLOSURE then
6: CLOSURE← CLOSURE ∪W
7: end if
8: end for
9: until OLDCLOSURE = CLOSURE
10: return CLOSURE
If ||Σ|| denotes the total number of attributes that occur in Σ, the algo-
rithm can be implemented such that the implication problem with input
Σ ∪ {X → Y } can be decided in time O(||Σ ∪ {X → Y }||) [10, 40].
As an example, consider the relation schema WORK, the FD set Σ that
consists of Emp→ Dept and Dept→Mgr. Let ϕ denote the FD Emp→Mgr.
Suppose we would like to decide whether Σ |= ϕ. Then we declare X :=
{Emp} and we use Algorithm 2.1 to compute X∗Σ = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}. As
{Mgr} ⊆ X∗Σ it is indeed true that Σ implies ϕ.
Logical Characterization
Fagin established an equivalence between the implication problem for the
class of functional dependencies over relations and the implication prob-
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lem for the class of Horn clauses in propositional logic [45], that we briefly
review here.
For a finite set L of propositional variables, let L∗ denote the proposi-
tional language over L, generated from the unary connective ¬ (negation),
and the binary connective ∨ (disjunction). L∗ is the smallest set that satis-
fies:
1. L ⊆ L∗,
2. if ϕ′ ∈ L∗, then (¬ϕ′) ∈ L∗, and
3. if ϕ′1, ϕ′2 ∈ L∗, then (ϕ′1 ∨ ϕ′2) ∈ L∗.
We assume that negation binds stronger than disjunction, and omit paren-
theses if it does not cause ambiguity. A literal is a propositional variable or
the negation of a propositional variable. A clause over L is an element of
L∗ that is the disjunction of literals. The occurrence of a variable in a clause
is negative, if it carries a negation in front of it. Otherwise, the occurrence
is said to be positive. A clause over L is a Horn clause if there is at most
one positive occurrence of some variable.
An interpretation of L is a total function ω : L → {F,T} that maps
every variable A′ ∈ L to its truth value ω(A′). An interpretation ω of L can
be lifted to a total function Ω : L∗ → {F,T} by means of simple rules:
1. Ω(A′) := ω(A′) for all A′ ∈ L,
2. Ω(¬ϕ′) := ¬Ω(ϕ′), and
3. Ω(ϕ′ ∨ ψ′) := Ω(ϕ′) ∨ Ω(ψ′).
An interpretation ω is a model of a set Σ′ of formulae in L∗ if and only
if Ω(σ′) = T holds for every σ′ ∈ Σ′. We say that Σ′ logically implies an
L-formula ϕ′, denoted by Σ′ |=L ϕ′, if and only if every interpretation that
is a model of Σ′ is also a model of ϕ′.
For example, for L = {Emp′,Dept′,Mgr′} the set Σ′, consisting of the
Horn clauses ¬Emp′ ∨ Dept′ and ¬Dept′ ∨Mgr′, does not logically imply
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the Horn clause ϕ′ = ¬Dept′ ∨ ¬Mgr′ ∨ Emp′. In fact, the interpretation ω
that assigns F to Emp′, and T to both Dept′ and Mgr′, is a model of Σ′ but
not ϕ′.
We assume, without loss of generality, that every FD over R is of the
form X → A where A ∈ R (by replacing X → Y with the FDs X → A
for all A ∈ Y ). Let φ : R → L denote a bijection between the attributes of
a relation schema R and the set L of propositional variables. We extend
this mapping φ to a mapping Φ from functional dependencies over R to
Horn clauses over L. In fact, for a functional dependency X → A over R





∨ φ(A). In what follows, for a functional
dependency σ we write σ′ instead of Φ(σ), and for a finite set Σ of FDs we
write Σ′ instead of {σ′ | σ ∈ Σ}.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a relation schema, and let Σ ∪ {ϕ} denote a set of FDs
over R. Then Σ implies ϕ if and only if Σ′ logically implies ϕ′.
For example, the set Σ, consisting of the FDs Emp → Dept and Dept →
Mgr, does not imply the FD ϕ = {Dept,Mgr} → Emp, illustrated by the
two-tuple relation r:
Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
Indeed, we have already seen above that the associated set Σ′ of Horn
clauses does not logically imply the associated Horn clause ϕ′.
The example also illustrates how counterexample relations to the im-
plication of FDs are in one-to-one correspondence to counterexample truth
assignments to the logical implication of the associated Horn clauses. In-
deed, the special truth assignment ωr assigns true to the variable A′ when
the two tuples in r have matching values on the attribute A. Theorem 2.3
follows now easily from the fact that for every FD ϕ that is not implied
by an FD set Σ, there is a two-tuple relation that satisfies all FDs in Σ and
violates ϕ [45].
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Fundamental Assumption
Functional dependencies play a central role for the design [24, 54, 105, 107,
123, 124] and normalization [90, 106] of databases, and have found im-
portant applications in a diverse number of areas including query op-
timization [27, 39, 104], database maintenance [53, 74, 118] and security
[14,132], and data cleaning [51,52], entry [105], exchange [98] and integra-
tion [23, 101, 131]. Fundamental to all these applications is the assumption that
the set of functional dependencies that are semantically meaningful for a given
relation schema R has been correctly identified.
2.2 Armstrong Relations
It is an important question to ask how database designers and data en-
gineers can learn the set of functional dependencies that are semantically
meaningful for a given relation schema R. Intuitively, humans learn a lot
from good examples. It is therefore reasonable to assume that designers
and engineers can learn meaningful functional dependencies from good
sample data. The question arises what sample data qualifies as good. For
a set Σ of functional dependencies, a good relation should at least satisfy
Σ. As a consequence, every good relation will also satisfy every functional
dependency implied by Σ, i.e., Σ∗. A perfect relation violates every other
functional dependency. That is, a perfect relation for Σ satisfies Σ and vio-
lates every functional dependency not implied by Σ.
It is a consequence of a result by Armstrong [7] that for all relation
schemata R and for all sets Σ of FDs over R there is a perfect sample re-
lation for Σ. Following common terminology we call such a relation an
Armstrong relation for Σ [48]. The following example illustrates the poten-
tial benefits of utilizing Armstrong relations for the discovery of semanti-
cally meaningful FDs.
Let us assume we develop an information system for some human re-
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source application. So far, we have defined the relation schema WORK.
Suppose the FDs Emp→ Dept and Dept→Mgr have been identified as se-
mantically meaningful for the application. They form the FD set Σ. How-
ever, it is unclear whether there are any other semantically meaningful
FDs that have not been identified yet. Therefore, we decide to inspect a
relation that faithfully represents our initial design draft. The relation we
decide to examine is the one in Table 2.2. This relation is Armstrong for
the FD set Σ.
Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
Wally E-Commerce Gates
Dogbert Library studies Jobs
Table 2.2: The Armstrong relation rArm for Σ
By inspecting the Armstrong relation the designers simply notice that
Gates manages two different departments, i.e. Information Systems and E-
Commerce. After consultation with the end users of the human resource
application, we decide to specify the FD Mgr→ Dept. That is, in the appli-
cation domain every manager can manage at most one department.
This simple example illustrates the potential benefit of using Armstrong
relations in the process of discovering the complete set of FDs that are se-
mantically meaningful for the underlying application domain. Failure to
identify such a complete set means that the output of the requirements
analysis is afflicted with errors.
Empirical studies show that more than half the errors which occur dur-
ing systems development are requirements errors [42, 78, 99]. Require-
ments errors are also the most common cause of failure in systems devel-
opment projects [42, 114, 115]. The cost of errors increases exponentially
over the development life cycle: it is more than 100 times more costly to
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correct a defect post-implementation than it is to correct it during require-
ments analysis [16]. This suggests that it would be more effective to con-
centrate quality assurance efforts in the requirements analysis stage, in or-
der to catch requirements errors as soon as they occur, or to prevent them
from occurring altogether [136]. Hence, Armstrong relations appear to be
an invaluable tool for the requirements analysis of the target database.
Indeed, Armstrong relations are widely regarded as good test data and
a helpful tool for data engineers to judge, justify, convey, or test their un-
derstanding of the relation schema [3, 11, 13, 35, 36, 96]. In fact, an FD is
implicit in the explicit specification of an FD set Σ if and only if it is satis-
fied by an Armstrong relation for Σ. For this reason, Armstrong relations
represent one of the few instances where example-based reasoning is effec-
tive. That is, if Σ constitutes the design choice of the set of FDs currently
perceived as meaningful to the underlying application domain, then an
Armstrong relation rΣ for Σ constitutes an example on which data en-
gineers can test the meaningfulness of an arbitrary FD ϕ. Namely, ϕ is
meaningful under the current design choice if and only if the example re-
lation rΣ satisfies ϕ. Consequently, this approach to design is called design-
by-example. Industry-leading data modeling tools, such as the ERwin data
modeler, emphasize the need for good test data to validate the semantics
of the models they produce [22].
2.2.1 General Definition of an Armstrong Relation
For future reference we repeat the formal definition of an Armstrong rela-
tion here [47, 48].
Let C denote a class of data dependencies, letR denote a relation schema,
and Σ a set of data dependencies in C over R. We say that a relation r over
R is a C-Armstrong relation for Σ if and only if r satisfies Σ and violates
every data dependency in C that is not implied by Σ. We say that C enjoys
Armstrong relations if and only if for every relation schema R, and every
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set Σ of data dependencies in C over R there is a relation over R that is
Armstrong for Σ.
2.2.2 Armstrong Relations for Functional Dependencies
We now review the existing theory of Armstrong relations for the class of
functional dependencies [11, 96].
Structural Properties
Armstrong showed that the class of functional dependencies over relations
does enjoy Armstrong relations [7]. Characteristics of these Armstrong re-
lations involve three different notions. The first notion is that of a closed
attribute set [11]. Let R be a relation schema, and Σ a set of FDs over R.
We say that an attribute set X ⊆ R is closed with respect to Σ if and only
if X∗Σ = X . Furthermore, let clΣ(R) denote the set of all attribute subsets
of R that are closed with respect to Σ. The function (·)∗Σ : P(R) → P(R)
defined by taking any attribute set X ⊆ R to its attribute set closure X∗Σ
with respect to Σ indeed defines a closure operation. That is, it is exten-






As an example consider Table 2.3 which shows a closure operation (·)∗Σ
for Σ = {Emp → Dept,Dept → Mgr}. The closed attribute sets of WORK
are therefore ∅, {Mgr}, {Dept, Mgr} and {Emp, Dept, Mgr}.
The second notion is that of a maximal set [96]. A set X ⊆ R is said to
be maximal for an attribute A ∈ R with respect to a set Σ of FDs over R
if and only if Σ 6|= X → A and for every attribute B ∈ R − X it is true
that Σ |= XB → A. Hence, X is maximal among all those attribute sets
that do not functionally determine A, given Σ. Let maxΣ(A) denote the set
of all attribute sets that are maximal for A with respect to Σ. Further, let
maxΣ(R) =
⋃
A∈R maxΣ(A) denote the maximal sets of R.
The third notion is that of an agree set. Given two tuples t and t′ over




Emp Emp, Dept, Mgr
Dept Dept, Mgr
Mgr Mgr
Emp, Dept Emp, Dept, Mgr
Emp, Mgr Emp, Dept, Mgr
Dept, Mgr Dept, Mgr
Emp, Dept, Mgr Emp, Dept, Mgr
Table 2.3: Closure operation (·)∗Σ for Σ = {Emp→ Dept; Dept→Mgr}. The
closed header sets of WORK are printed in bold
maxΣ(WORK)




Table 2.4: Families of maximal sets of WORK for Σ = {Emp →
Dept; Dept→Mgr}
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R, the agree set ag(t, t′) = {A ∈ R | t(A) = t′(A)} consists of all those
attributes of R on which t and t′ agree, i.e., have the same value [11, 96].
Now, the agree set ag(r) of a relation r is the set of the agree sets of all pairs
of distinct tuples in r. That is, ag(r) = {ag(t, t′) | t, t′ ∈ r and t 6= t′}.
As an example consider the Armstrong relation rArm for
Σ = {Emp→ Dept,Dept→Mgr}
from Table 2.2. The agree sets of this relation are {Dept, Mgr}, {Mgr}, ∅.
We can now state the anticipated structural characterization of Arm-
strong relations [11, 96].
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a relation schema, Σ a set of FDs and r a relation over
r. Then r is an Armstrong relation for Σ if and only if the following condition is
satisfied:
maxΣ(R) ⊆ ag(r) ⊆ clΣ(R). (2.1)
The condition maxΣ(R) ⊆ ag(r) means that every maximal set is an
agree set of the relation. This ensures that the relation violates all FDs not
implied by Σ. The condition ag(r) ⊆ clΣ(R) means that every agree set is
closed. This ensures that r satisfies Σ.
As an example, consider again the relation schema WORK with FD set
Σ = {Emp→ Dept,Dept→Mgr}. As a summary of the previous examples
we have
maxΣ(WORK) {Dept, Mgr}, {Mgr}, ∅
ag(rArm) {Dept, Mgr}, {Mgr}, ∅
clΣ(WORK) {Dept, Mgr}, {Mgr}, ∅, {Emp, Dept, Mgr}
We conclude that rArm is indeed an Armstrong relation for Σ.
Computational Properties
Theorem 2.4 provides a strategy for computing an Armstrong relation for
a given set Σ of FDs over a given relation schema R: Compute the set of
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maximal sets with respect to Σ, and generate pairs of tuples whose agree
sets realize these maximal sets. As every maximal set is closed, this strat-
egy produces an Armstrong relation. The remainder of this section is used
to develop this strategy in detail.
Let R be a relation schema, and Σ = Σ′ ∪ {X → A} be a set of FDs over
R. For WC ⊆ R, it takes O(|R| × ||Σ||) time to test whether W ∈ maxΣ(C).
We use mtest(W,C,R,Σ) to denote the test if W ∈ maxΣ(C). The maximal
sets for R with respect to Σ can be computed by testing all subsets of R.
This, however, will hardly be efficient. The following result establishes an
iterative approach for computing the maximal sets for R with respect to Σ.
Let R be a relation schema, and Σ = Σ′ ∪ {X → A} a set of FDs over R.
For C ∈ R let V ∈ maxΣ(C). Then either V ∈ maxΣ′(C) or for some B ∈ X ,
Z ∈ maxΣ′(B) and W ∈ maxΣ′(C) we have V = W ∩ Z [96].
As an example, consider the relation schema WORK with FD set Σ =
{Emp → Dept,Dept → Mgr}. The following table shows the maximal
set families for all attributes of WORK with respect to increasing sets of
functional dependencies.
A ∈ R W ∈ max∅(A) W ∈ max{Emp→Dept}(A) W ∈ maxΣ(A)
Emp {Dept, Mgr} {Dept, Mgr} {Dept, Mgr}
Dept {Emp, Mgr} {Mgr} {Mgr}
Mgr {Emp, Dept} {Emp, Dept} ∅
Note, in particular, that ∅ ∈ maxΣ(Mgr) satisfies ∅ = V = W ∩ Z for
Z = {Mgr} and W = {Emp, Dept}.
Algorithm 2.2 computes the families of maximal sets [97]. It starts with
the maximal sets for R with respect to an empty FD set, and then adds the
FDs of Σ one by one while monitoring the resulting changes to the family
of maximal sets.
Algorithm 2.3 computes an Armstrong relation r for a set Σ of FDs [96].
First, it computes the families maxΣ(R) of maximal sets using Algorithm
2.2. Subsequently, it produces a relation r such that maxΣ(R) ⊆ ag(r) holds.
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Algorithm 2.2 MaxSetComputation(R,Σ)
Input: relation schema R, a set Σ of FDs over R
Output: sets maxΣ(C) of maximal sets for all C ∈ R
1: for all C ∈ R do
2: maxΣ(C)← {R− C}
3: end for
4: Θ← ∅
5: for all X → A ∈ Σ do
6: Θ← Θ ∪ {X → A}
7: for all C ∈ R do
8: nmaxΣ(C)← maxΣ(C)
9: for all W ∈ maxΣ(C) do
10: if not mtest(W,C,R,Θ) then
11: nmaxΣ(C)← nmaxΣ(C)− {W}
12: for all B ∈ X do
13: for all Z ∈ maxΣ(B) do
14: if mtest(W ∩ Z,C,R,Θ) then











26: return maxΣ(C) for all C ∈ R
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Algorithm 2.3 ArmRelationComputation(R,Σ)
Input: Relation schema R, a set Σ of FDs over R
Output: Armstrong relation r for Σ
1: let cA,0, cA,1, . . . ∈ dom(A) be distinct
2: for all A ∈ R do
3: compute maxΣ(A) (using Algorithm 2.2)
4: end for
5: r ← {t0}where ∀A ∈ R, t0(A)← cA,0
6: i← 1
7: for all X ∈ maxΣ(R) do
8: r ← r ∪ {ti}where ∀A ∈ R, ti(A)←
{
ti−1(A) , if A ∈ X
cA,i , else
9: i← i+ 1
10: end for
As an example, Algorithm 2.3 is applied to compute an Armstrong
relation for Σ = {Emp → Dept,Dept → Mgr} over the relation schema
WORK. Table 2.5 shows this relation. When substituted adequately, this






Table 2.5: An Armstrong relation for WORK computed by Algorithm 2.3
The complexity of finding an Armstrong relation, given a set of func-
tional dependencies over R, is precisely exponential in the size |R| of R.
We recall what we mean by precisely exponential [11]. Firstly, it means that
there is an algorithm for computing an Armstrong relation, given a set Σ
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of FDs, where the running time of the algorithm is exponential in the num-
ber of attributes. Secondly, it means that there is a set Σ of FDs in which
the number of tuples in each minimum-sized Armstrong relation for Σ is
exponential — thus, an exponential amount of time is required in this case
simply to write down the relation [11, 96].
Despite the general worst-case exponential complexity in the number
of attributes, Algorithm 2.3 is a fairly simple algorithm for generating
Armstrong relations that is quite conservative in its use of time.
Let the size of an Armstrong relation be defined as the number of tu-
ples that it contains. In practice, the most appealing Armstrong relation
for an FD set Σ should be of minimum size. The reason is that a small
number of tuples is easier to comprehend for humans. Therefore, it is a
practical question to ask how many tuples a minimum-sized Armstrong
relation requires. An Armstrong relation r for Σ is said to be minimum-
sized if there is no Armstrong relation r′ for Σ such that |r′| < |r|. That
is, for a minimum-sized Armstrong relation for Σ there is no Armstrong
relation for Σ with a smaller number of tuples [11].
Theorem 2.5. Let Σ be a set of FDs over relation schema R, and let r be a
minimum-sized Armstrong relation for Σ. Then√
1 + 8 · |maxΣ(R)|
2
≤ |r| ≤ |maxΣ(R)|+ 1.
We conclude that Algorithm 2.3 always computes an Armstrong rela-
tion of reasonably small size. On input (R,Σ), Algorithm 2.3 computes an
Armstrong relation for Σ whose size is at most quadratic in the size of a
minimum-sized Armstrong relation for Σ [11, 96].
Prototypes
Silva and Melkanoff [112] were the first to recognize the “practical” poten-
tial of Armstrong relations for the discovery of semantically meaningful
dependencies. They implemented a prototype that presents a design team
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with an Armstrong relation for a given set of functional and multivalued
dependencies. Their idea was that with the help of an Armstrong relation
the design team did not have to think about whether some dependency is
implied by the input, but simply notice whether the dependency is satis-
fied or violated by the relation. Noticeably, for the class of FDs this capa-
bility is also included in the Database Design Expert System DBE [15], and
for the class of standard FDs and inclusion dependencies such a function-
ality is also provided by the DBA companion [35]. Specifically, the algo-
rithms for the computation of Armstrong relations presented in this sec-
tion have been implemented in the Design-by-example tool available from
http://www.cs.uta.fi/˜hs/dbe.html.
2.2.3 Evidence For the Usefulness of Armstrong Relations
In previous work, Armstrong relations were called “user-friendly repre-
sentations” of sets of data dependencies [96], and it was stated that they
are “useful for database design” [9, 96]. However, the phrase “useful for
database design” was exclusively justified in terms of the structural and
algorithmic properties of Armstrong relations. For instance, this may re-
fer to the fact that FDs enjoy Armstrong relations. Other interpretations of
“useful” may refer to either the size of an Armstrong relation for an FD set
Σ, or the existence/efficiency of algorithms to compute such an Armstrong
relation. These interpretations of “useful” have received considerable in-
terest from the research community [11,36,63,96], as demonstrated on the
previous pages.
Langeveldt and Link [77] conducted a first empirical investigation into
the usefulness of Armstrong relations for the discovery of semantically
meaningful functional dependencies. Specifically, they introduced the three
measures of soundness, completeness, and proximity to study the addi-
tional insights that humans can obtain from the inspection of Armstrong
relations. Their first main result indicates that Armstrong relations are
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not useful in terms of soundness, i.e., in using Armstrong relations it is
not more likely to recognize meaningless FDs which are incorrectly per-
ceived as meaningful. Their second main result indicates that Armstrong
relations are indeed useful in terms of completeness, i.e., in using an Arm-
strong relation it is more likely to recognize meaningful FDs that are in-
correctly perceived as meaningless. Their results are intuitive as it seems
unlikely to recognize the satisfaction of semantically meaningless FDs, but
it seems relatively likely to recognize the violation of semantically mean-
ingful FDs by the given Armstrong relation.
The study by Langeveldt and Link [77] is important for a number of
reasons. It is the first research that shows how Armstrong databases are
effectively exploited by humans. In fact, the results demonstrate how
Armstrong databases can help database designers identify a more com-
plete set of requirements for the target database. The design quality of the
target database is greatly affected by the level of completeness. After all,
normalization algorithms and de-normalization strategies can only work
effectively, when the business rules of the application domain have been
successfully acquired. In turn, the design quality of the target database
has a large impact on the performance of the business that the database
supports. Finally, the work of [77] has provided a first framework for the
empirical evaluation of the usefulness of Armstrong databases in terms of
different measures. It will be one of the goals in this thesis to extend this
framework towards the classes of uniqueness constraints and functional
dependencies over partial databases, whose interaction is more involved
than that of their counterparts over pure relations.
2.2.4 Constraint Acquisition by Sample Data and Natural
Language Processing
The article [2] proposes an informal approach to identify semantic con-
straints by using natural language processing and sample data. Semantic
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constraints considered in this article comprise keys, functional dependen-
cies, cardinality constraints, inclusion, and exclusion dependencies. The
authors derive the structural and semantical part of the future database
by exploiting targeted dialogues in natural language. The output of this
process is evaluated in reasons of ambiguity and fuzzyness of the natural
language. The structural part can be validated with the help of a graphical
editor, and the derived semantics is discussed with the help of sample re-
lations. In particular, the authors propose useful heuristics that minimize
the search space for possible semantic constraints. The approach has also
been implemented as part of a larger database design system called Rapid
Application and Database Development (RADD). It is further noted that
the discovery of semantic constraints from sample databases, the heuris-
tics, and the proposed informal validation methods are also useful in re-
verse engineering. Indeed, the techniques can be exploited to discover the
semantic constraints that are valid in a given database, which will signifi-
cantly assist the translation of an existing database into other data models.
2.3 Partial Information in Databases
One of the most important extensions of Codd’s basic relational model [28]
is partial information. This is mainly due to the high demand for the cor-
rect handling of such information in real-world applications. Approaches
to deal with partial information comprise partial relations [30, 72, 87], or-
relations [73, 88, 126] or fuzzy relations [113]. Here we focus on partial
relations.
In the literature, many interpretations of null markers have been pro-
posed; for example, “missing” or “value unknown at present” [29, 61,
62], “non-existence” [95], “inapplicable” [62], “no information” [134] and
“open” [60]. In this research, two popular interpretations of null markers
will be considered: no information and value unknown at present.
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
ni E-commerce Jobs
Table 2.6: The partial relation rni over WORK
2.3.1 No Information
SQL allows occurrences of a single null marker [33]. For this reason the
null marker should be able to express any kind of partial information
about domain values wherever it occurs. That means, a domain value
might not exist at all, or a domain value does exist but is currently un-
known. In the literature this interpretation of a null marker is known as
no information [134]. To encompass this interpretation of a null marker it
is assumed that the marker ni is a distinguished element in the domain
of each attribute. Furthermore, relations that may feature occurrences of
a null marker are also called partial relations. For X ⊆ R, a tuple t over
relation schemaR is said to beX-total, if t(A) 6= ni for allA ∈ X . A partial
relation is said to be X-total, if every of its tuples is X-total.
As an illustration consider Table 2.6 which shows a partial relation rni
over WORK. The last tuple features the ni marker at the Emp attribute.
This means that either the employee for this tuple does not exist, or the
employee does exist but is unknown at present.
It is possible for a partial relation to have a tuple whose information
content subsumes that of another tuple in the same partial relation. For
example, we may extend the partial relation rni of Table 2.6 by another
tuple, say
(Wally, E-commerce, Jobs).
The information content of the new tuple subsumes that of the third
tuple (ni, E-commerce, Jobs) in rni. One may argue that a partial relation
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
unk E-commerce Jobs
Table 2.7: The Codd relation runk over WORK
should only feature tuples with a maximal information content. On the
other hand, the removal of subsumed tuples from a partial relation may
be too costly to implement in real database systems [33, 122].
More formally, a tuple t over R subsumes a tuple t′ over R, denoted by
t′ v t, if and only if for all A ∈ R it is true that t′(A) = ni or t′(A) = t(A)
[89]. A partial relation r is said to be subsumption-free if and only if there
are no two tuples t, t′ ∈ r such that t′ 6= t and t′ v t hold.
2.3.2 Value Unknown at Present
Codd [30] suggested originally to handle incomplete information by adding
the single null marker unk to the domains of attributes. The meaning of
each occurrence of unk is “value unknown at present”. Partial relations
which can feature occurrences of unk will be called Codd relations. Partial
relations which can feature occurrences of ni will be called SQL relations.
In the following we use the term partial relations to express that a certain
fact holds for Codd and for SQL relations.
The null marker unk is quite different from the null marker ni. As an
illustration consider Table 2.7 which shows a Codd relation over WORK.
The last tuple features the unk marker at the Emp attribute. This means
that the employee for this tuple does exist but is unknown at present.
In the literature, the semantics of Codd relations has been investigated
[86, 87]. A popular approach is that of a possible world semantics. In-
tuitively, a possible world of a Codd relation results from replacing each
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems Gates
Alice Information Systems Gates
Wally E-commerce Jobs
Table 2.8: A possible world relation for runk
occurrence of the unk marker by a value from the domain of the attribute
where it occurs. More formally, the set of all possible worlds relative to a
Codd relation r over R, denoted by Poss(r), is defined by
Poss(r) := {r′ | r′ is a relation over R and there is a bijection b : r → r′
such that ∀t ∈ r, t is subsumed by b(t) and b(t) is R-total}.
This definition of possible worlds embodies the closed world assumption
(CWA) [72], since only R-total tuples from the relation r can be present in
Poss(r). Table 2.8 shows a relation that is a possible world for the Codd
relation runk of Table 2.7.
2.4 Data Dependencies over Partial Relations
This section contains a review of previous work on data dependencies
over SQL and Codd relations. We will focus on those findings that are
of relevance for this research.
2.4.1 Functional Dependencies over SQL Relations
Lien [89] pioneered research on the class of functional dependencies over
subsumption-free SQL relations. We summarize his results on the implica-
tion problem associated with this class.
A functional dependency with nulls (NFD) over a relation schema R is
an expression X → Y where X, Y ⊆ R. An SQL relation r over R satisfies





Table 2.9: The SQL relation rSQL over WORK
the FD X → Y if and only if for all tuples t, t′ ∈ r the following holds: if
t(X) = t′(X) and t, t′ are both X-total, then t(Y ) = t′(Y ).
Hence, whenever two tuples agree on a non-null restriction to X , then
they also agree on the restriction to Y , which may be partial. In other
words, an NFD X → Y can only be violated by an SQL relation r if there
are two distinct X-total tuples t, t′ ∈ r such that t(X) = t′(X) and there
is some attribute A ∈ Y such that t(A) 6= t′(A) (i.e. either t(A) and t′(A)
have different non-null values, or one of t(A) and t′(A) is null but the other
value is non-null).
As examples, the SQL relation rSQL in Table 2.9 satisfies the NFDs Emp→
Dept and Dept→Mgr, and it violates the NFDs Mgr→ Dept, Mgr→ Emp,
and Emp→Mgr.
For total SQL relations the definition of an NFD reduces to that of an
FD, and so is a correct generalization of the concept. It is also consistent
with the no information interpretation [8]. Firstly, tuples with nulls in
attributes in X cannot cause a violation of a functional dependency X →
Y : the nulls mean that no information is available about those attributes.
Secondly, the functional dependence of Y on X forces any two X-total
tuples t, t′ where t(X) = t′(X) to have the same information on all the
attributes in Y . That is, for all A ∈ Y we have either t(A) = ni = t′(A) or
ni 6= t(A) = t′(A) 6= ni.
Next Lien’s axiomatization and algorithmic solution of the implication
problem for the class of NFDs is revisited.
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Axiomatization
It is noted first that the transitivity rule for FDs from Theorem 2.2 is not
sound for the implication of NFDs. A simple example is presented in Table
2.9. Indeed, the relation rSQL satisfies the NFDs Emp → Dept and Dept →
Mgr, but it violates the NFD Emp → Mgr. It follows that the implication
problem of NFDs is different from that of FDs.
Theorem 2.6 (Lien,1982). The set L, consisting of reflexivity axiom, augmenta-
tion rule, decomposition rule, and union rule below, forms a finite axiomatization




X → Y Z
X → Y
X → Y X → Z
X → Y Z
(reflexivity) (augmentation) (decomposition) (union)
As an example consider the relation schema WORK and the NFD set Σ
that consists of Emp → Dept and Dept → Mgr. An application of the re-
flexivity axiom allows us to infer the NFD Emp→ Emp. Applying the aug-
mentation rule to Dept → Mgr, we can infer Emp, Dept → Mgr. Applying
the union rule to Emp→ Dept and Emp→ Emp we infer Emp→ Emp, Dept.
Algorithms
Again, the notion of a closure X∗Σ for an attribute set X with respect to
an NFD set Σ is of vital interest. As was the case for FDs, the question
whether an NFD set Σ implies an NFD X → Y is the same as asking
whether Y ⊆ X∗Σ [8]. However, the closure X∗Σ with respect to a set of
NFDs must be computed differently from that with respect to a set of
FDs. Indeed, in the context of SQL relations, the mapping (·)∗Σ is no longer
a closure operation. More precisely, the operation is no longer idempo-
tent. For example, consider the relation schema R = WORK, X = {Emp}
and Σ = {Emp → Dept,Dept → Mgr}. Then X∗Σ = {Emp,Dept}, but
(Emp,Dept)∗Σ = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}. Therefore, X∗Σ 6= (X∗Σ)∗Σ.
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The following algorithm computes the attribute set closure with re-
spect to a set of NFDs [8]. The algorithm can be implemented such that
the implication problem with input Σ ∪ {X → Y } can be decided in time
O(||Σ ∪ {X → Y }||).
Algorithm 2.4 NClosure(X ,Σ,R)
Input: attribute set X , NFD set Σ over relation schema R
Output: attribute set closure X∗Σ of X with respect to Σ
1: CLOSURE← X
2: for all V → W ∈ Σ do
3: if V ⊆ X then




For example, on input
(X = {Emp},Σ = {Emp→ Dept,Dept→Mgr}, R = WORK),
Algorithm 2.4 computes X∗Σ = {Emp, Dept}. Indeed, the only NFD V →
W ∈ Σ that satisfies V ⊆ X is Emp→ Dept.
2.4.2 FDs and NOT NULL constraints over SQL Relations
SQL allows the declaration of attributes as NOT NULL [33]. This means
that SQL relations must be total on all attributes declared NOT NULL. This
feature of SQL provides data designers and engineers with a lot of flexibil-
ity. They can decide which information is necessary to know, and which
information can potentially remain partial.
Atzeni and Morfuni [8] studied the implication problem for the com-
bined class of NFDs and NOT NULL constraints over subsumption-free
SQL relations.
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Following Atzeni and Morfuni, we define a null-free subschema (NFS)
over the relation schema R as an expression nfs(Rs) where Rs ⊆ R. The
NFS nfs(Rs) over R is satisfied by a partial relation r over R, denoted by
|=r nfs(Rs), if and only if r is Rs-total.
The SQL relation rSQL of Table 2.9 satisfies the NFS nfs(Emp, Mgr) and
violates the NFS nfs(Emp, Dept), for example.
It suffices to fix a single null-free subschema for a given relation schema,
which corresponds to the set of attributes declared NOT NULL. Note that
an NFS nfs(Rs) is implied by a set Σ = {nfs(R1s), . . . ,nfs(Rns )} of NFSs if
and only if Rs is a subset of the union R1s ∪ . . . ∪Rns .
The NFS nfs(Rs) has an impact on the implication of NFDs. Con-
sider again the relation schema R = WORK, the NFD set Σ = {Emp →
Dept,Dept → Mgr} and let ϕ denote the NFD Emp → Mgr. Let nfs(Rs)
be the NFS of R where Rs = {Emp,Mgr}. Then Σ ∪ {nfs(Rs)} 6|= ϕ,
as the subsumption-free SQL relation of Table 2.9 shows. However, if
Rs = {Dept}, then Σ ∪ {nfs(Rs)} |= ϕ holds indeed.
The presence of an NFS nfs(Rs) subsumes both the case of total rela-
tions (Rs = R) and the case where null markers can occur on each attribute
(Rs = ∅).
At this point, a convention regarding the notation is introduced. Since
only a single NFS nfs(Rs) is required for each relation schema R, and since
an NFS nfs(R′s) is implied by nfs(Rs) if and only ifR′s ⊆ Rs, the implication
problem of NFDs in the presence of an NFS is studied instead. The prob-
lem is to decide, whether for an arbitrary relation schema R, an arbitrary
NFS nfs(Rs) and an arbitrary set Σ∪{ϕ} of NFDs overR, Σ∪{nfs(Rs)} |= ϕ
holds. Here, we write Σ |=Rs ϕ instead of Σ ∪ {nfs(Rs)} |= ϕ.
Axiomatization
Atzeni and Morfuni established an axiomatization for the implication prob-
lem of NFDs in the presence of an NFS [8].
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Theorem 2.7. The following set A, consisting of reflexivity axiom, union rule,
decomposition rule, and null transitivity rule, forms a finite axiomatization for the
class of NFDs and NOT NULL constraints over subsumption-free SQL relations.
XY → X
X → Y X → Z
X → Y Z
X → Y Z
X → Y
X → Y Y → Z
X → Z Y−X⊆Rs
(reflexivity) (union) (decomposition) (null transitivity)
Note that the null transitivity rule can only infer the NFD X → Z from
the NFDs X → Y and Y → Z, if all the attributes in Y − X have been
declared NOT NULL, i.e., are members of the NFS nfs(Rs). Also note that
the so-called augmentation rule
X → Y
XZ → Y
follows from the reflexivity axiom and the null transitivity rule [8].
As an example consider the relation schema WORK, the NFD set Σ that
consists of Emp → Dept and Dept → Mgr, and the NFS nfs(Dept). An
application of the null transitivity rule allows us to infer the NFD Emp →
Mgr.
Algorithms
Atzeni and Morfuni also established a linear-time algorithm for deciding
the implication problem for NFDs in the presence of an NFS [8]. As Beeri
and Bernstein did for total relations [10], Atzeni and Morfuni utilized the
notion of an attribute set closure X∗Σ,Rs = {A ∈ R | Σ |=Rs X → A} of an
attribute set X with respect to an NFD set Σ and an NFS nfs(Rs) over the
relation schema R. An NFD X → Y over R is implied by Σ in the presence
of nfs(Rs) if and only if Y ⊆ X∗Σ,Rs holds. Algorithm 2.5 computes the
attribute set closure X∗Σ,Rs of X with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) over R [8].
For example, on input
(X = {Emp},Σ = {Emp→ Dept,Dept→Mgr}, Rs = Dept, R = WORK),
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Algorithm 2.5 NFSClosure(X ,Σ,Rs,R)
Input: column header set X , NFS nfs(Rs), and NFD set Σ over R




4: for all V → W ∈ Σ do
5: if V ⊆ CLOSURE ∩XRs then
6: CLOSURE← CLOSURE ∪W
7: end if
8: end for
9: until OLDCLOSURE = CLOSURE
10: return(CLOSURE)
Algorithm 2.5 computes X∗Σ = {Emp, Dept, Mgr}.
2.4.3 FDs over Codd Relations
Levene and Loizou introduced and axiomatized the classes of weak and
strong functional dependencies with respect to a possible world semantics
[86].
A weak functional dependency (WFD) over a relation schema R is an
expression (X → Y ) where X, Y ⊆ R. A Codd relation r over R satisfies
the WFD (X → Y ) if and only if there is some possible world p ∈ Poss(r)
such that for all tuples t, t′ ∈ p the following holds: if t(X) = t′(X), then
t(Y ) = t′(Y ).
A strong functional dependency (SFD) over a relation schema R is an
expression (X → Y ) where X, Y ⊆ R. A Codd relation r over R satisfies
the SFD (X → Y ) if and only if for all possible worlds p ∈ Poss(r), and
for all tuples t, t′ ∈ p the following holds: if t(X) = t′(X), then t(Y ) =
t′(Y ).
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert Information Systems unk
unk Information Systems Gates
Table 2.10: WFDs and SFDs in Codd relation rCodd
Both WFDs and SFDs occur in the real world. As an illustration con-
sider the Codd relation rCodd of Table 2.10 over WORK. The relation rCodd
satisfies:
• (Emp→ Dept) since every substitution of the unk occurrence in the
Emp column results in a relation that satisfies the FD Emp→ Dept.
• (Dept → Mgr) since there is a substitution of the unk occurrence
in the Mgr column such that the FD Dept → Mgr is satisfied by the
resulting possible world.
WFDs and SFDs have advantages and disadvantages over one another:
SFDs can be maintained efficiently since any update of an unk occurrence
to a non-null value cannot violate the corresponding FD. This, however, is
not the case for WFDs. On the other hand, the weak approach to satisfac-
tion of an FD allows a higher degree of uncertainty to be represented in
the database than the strong approach (where an FD must be satisfied in
all possible worlds) [86].
Implication Problem and Armstrong Relations
The axiomatization of SFDs is given by the Armstrong axioms in Theo-
rem 2.2, while WFDs have the same axiomatization as the NFDs of Lien
[89] over SQL relations, see Theorem 2.7. Algorithmic solutions to the
implication problems for the class of SFDs and the class of NFDs carry
over, respectively. Above all, Levene and Loizou have also established an
axiomatization for the combined class of WFDs and SFDs over Codd re-
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lations [86]. However, the axiomatization is beyond the scope of this the-
sis. Levene and Loizou also showed that the combined class of weak and
strong FDs enjoys Armstrong relations [86]. They conclude that “further
research could be carried out in this area in order to generalize some of the
combinatorial results concerning the size of Armstrong relations (whose
size is, in general, exponential) and to construct algorithms that generate
such relations”. However, Koehler, Leck and Link recently established a
counterexample, showing that Armstrong relations do not always exist for
the combined class of weak and strong FDs [75]. In fact, already for weak
and strong uniqueness constraints Armstrong relations do not always ex-
ist, and the characterization of their existence is difficult [75]. For these
reasons the thesis does not discuss SFDs, but will focus on WFDs and their
interaction with other constraints.
2.4.4 Uniqueness Constraints and Keys
This section is devoted to a brief review of previous research work on keys
and uniqueness constraints in the presence of null markers.
Key Sets
Codd’s principle of entity integrity states that every attribute of the pri-
mary key must be NOT NULL [31]. This principle, popular in database
theory and practice, assumes that none of the attributes of the primary
key may ever carry an undefined, unknown value, since otherwise one
would not know what entity a tuple with an undefined value represents.
In [121], Thalheim shows that there are alternatives to Codd’s principle
of entity integrity. He proposes the notion of a key set, and studies its com-
binatorial properties. A partial relation satisfies a key set, if for each pair
of distinct tuples, there is some key in the key set on which the two tuples
are total and distinct. For example, the relation in Table 2.11 satisfies the
key set {{Emp}, {Dept}, {Mgr}}, but violates the key sets {{Emp}, {Dept}},
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert - Gates
- Information Systems Murdoc
Wally E-commerce -
Table 2.11: Partial relation satisfying the key set {{Emp}, {Dept}, {Mgr}}
{{Emp}, {Mgr}}, and {{Dept}, {Mgr}}.
Codd Keys
Candidate keys that respect Codd’s principle of entity integrity were pro-
posed and studied in [65]. Recall that the attributes in a key, that is can-
didate for the primary key, are supposed to be NOT NULL. For that reason
an SQL relation r is defined to satisfy a Codd key Codd(X) if and only if
r is X-total and there are not any two distinct tuples t, t′ ∈ r such that
t(X) = t′(X) holds.
The axiomatization K of keys over total relations in Theorem 2.1 does
not apply to Codd keys. In fact, neither the relation axiom nor the su-
perkey rule are sound for the implication of Codd keys. For example, the
SQL relation in Table 2.9 satisfies the Codd key Codd(Emp,Mgr), but it vio-
lates the Codd key Codd(Emp,Dept,Mgr).
Hartmann et al. [65] established the following simple axiomatization
for Codd keys over SQL relations.
Theorem 2.8 (Hartmann et al.,2010). The following inference rule forms a fi-




For example, consider the set Σ comprising the two Codd keys Codd(Emp)
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and Codd(Dept, Mgr). An application of the key extension rule allows us to
infer Codd(Emp,Mgr).
The implication problem of Codd keys can be decided in linear time
in the input. Let denote Σ ∪ {Codd(K)} be a set of Codd keys over the
relation schema R. Algorithm 2.6 decides in time O(||Σ ∪ {Codd(K)}||)
whether Σ |= Codd(K) holds.
Algorithm 2.6 CoddKey(Codd(K),Σ,R)
Input: set Σ ∪ {Codd(K)} of Codd keys over relation schema R
Output: YES if Σ |= Codd(K), and NO otherwise.
1: total(Σ)← ∅
2: key← false
3: if Codd(∅) ∈ Σ then
4: key← true
5: end if
6: for all Codd(K1) ∈ Σ− {Codd(∅)} do
7: if K1 ∩K 6= ∅ then
8: total(Σ)← total(Σ) ∪ {K1}










For example, consider again the set Σ = {Codd(Emp), Codd(Dept,Mgr)}
of Codd keys over relation schema WORK. Algorithm 2.6 returns NO on
input (Codd(Dept),Σ, R), but returns YES on input (Codd(Emp,Mgr),Σ, R).
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Uniqueness Constraints over SQL Relations
Surprisingly, the work on uniqueness constraints and keys over partial
database instances has received little attention in the research literature.
We provide some reason for why this might be the case, starting with SQL
relations. Here, one could define a uniqueness constraint as follows.
A uniqueness constraint with nulls (NUC) over relation schemaR is an
expression u(X) where X ⊆ R. An SQL relation r satisfies the NUC u(X)
if and only if for all tuples t, t′ ∈ r the following holds: if t(X) = t′(X) and
both t and t′ are X-total, then t = t′.
The work on data dependencies has mainly been carried out under the
assumption that database instances are duplicate free, i.e., instances are
relations in which no two different tuples can occur that have matching
values on all attributes. Under this assumption it is true for all SQL re-
lations r over a relation schema R, that r satisfies the NUC u(X) if and
only if r satisfies the NFD X → R. Hence, uniqueness constraints occur as
special cases of functional dependencies, just like their counterparts in the
relational model of data.
In practice, however, duplicate elimination is expensive and not always
desirable. The industry standard SQL, for example, permits occurrences
of duplicate tuples in their instances, by default. SQL queries return du-
plicate tuples, unless specified explicitly by the DISTINCT clause. From
a theoretical point of view, it therefore seems interesting to study multi-
sets of tuples instead of sets of tuples. In what follows, we will refer to
SQL tables, if we want to emphasize that we admit multisets of tuples with
potential null marker occurrences of ni.
Interestingly, over SQL tables it is no longer true that the NUC u(X)
over schema R holds if and only if the NFD X → R holds. More precisely,
there are SQL tables r that satisfy the NFD X → R, but violate the NUC
u(X).
As an example consider the SQL table in Table 2.12 over the relation
schema WORK. It satisfies the NFD Emp → WORK, but violates the NUC




Table 2.12: SQL table that violates u(Emp) and satisfies Emp→ Dept,Mgr
u(Emp).
These explanations and example warrant a study of the implication
problem for at least the combined class of NUCs and NFDs, preferably in
the presence of an NFS.
Uniqueness Constraints over Codd Relations
Uniqueness constraints can be defined similarly over Codd relations. We
will focus here on the weak approach.
A weak uniqueness constraint (WUC) over relation schema R is an ex-
pression u(X) where X ⊆ R. A Codd relation r satisfies the WUC u(X)
if and only if there is a possible world p ∈ Poss(r) that satisfies the key
key(X).
For all Codd relations r over a relation schemaR it is true that r satisfies
the WUC u(X) if and only if r satisfies the WFD (X → R). However,
one may admit that possible worlds are multisets of tuples. That is, we use
the term table to refer to a multiset of (total) tuples. Moreover, we use the
term Codd table to refer to multisets r of tuples, with potential null marker
occurrences of unk, whose possible worlds include tables:
Poss(r) := {r′ | r′ is a table over R and there is a bijection b : r → r′
such that ∀t ∈ r, t is subsumed by b(t) and b(t) is R-total}.
Similar to the case of NUCs and NFDs, there are Codd tables r over R
that satisfy the WFD (X → R), but violate the WUC u(X). As an exam-
ple consider the Codd table in Table 2.13 over the relation schema WORK.
It satisfies the WFD (Emp→ WORK), but violates the WUC u(Emp).
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Emp Dept Mgr
Dilbert unk Gates
Dilbert Information Management unk
Table 2.13: Codd table that violates ♦u(Emp) and satisfies ♦(Emp →
Dept,Mgr)
These explanations and example warrant a study of the implication
problem for at least the combined class of WUCs and WFDs, preferably in
the presence of an NFS.
2.5 SQL Armstrong Tables
The concept of Armstrong relations was summarized in Section 2.2, along
with the classical theory for the class of functional dependencies, and em-
pirical studies about the usefulness of Armstrong relations in identify-
ing semantically meaningful functional dependencies. Section 2.4 showed
how functional dependencies interact with one another over partial data-
bases, in particular SQL and Codd tables. Since this interaction is different
from that over relations, it would be highly interesting to investigate Arm-
strong tables. That is, Armstrong databases over SQL tables and Codd ta-
bles. In this section recent work on Armstrong databases over SQL tables
is summarized. This will provide the background material necessary to
understand the contributions of this thesis, including i) solutions to the
implication problems for classes of uniqueness constraints and functional
dependencies over Codd tables, ii) the implementation of algorithms in a
graphical user interface, iii) an empirical study of the usefulness of Arm-
strong tables for the acquisition of semantically meaningful constraints.
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2.5.1 NFDs Do Not Enjoy SQL Armstrong Tables
As we have seen, in the relational model, the class of functional depen-
dencies enjoys Armstrong relations. This includes so-called non-standard
functional dependencies ∅ → A where the left-hand side of the FD expres-
sion is an empty set of attributes.
In [64] it was shown that the class of NFDs does not enjoy Armstrong
tables in the presence of a null-free subschema. For the relation schema
WORK, NFD set Σ = {∅ → Emp; Emp→ Dept}, and the NFS nfs(Dept,Mgr)
there is no Armstrong table [64].
Theorem 2.9. The class of functional dependencies with nulls in the presence of
a null-free subschema does not enjoy Armstrong tables.
However, non-standard functional dependencies occur very rarely in
practice and the class of standard functional dependencies with nulls does
enjoy Armstrong tables in the presence of a null-free subschema. In the fol-
lowing, we review structural and computational properties of Armstrong
tables for the combined class of NUCs, NFDs and null-free subschemata
over SQL tables. Note that we implicitly assume from now on that sets of
NUCs and NFDs over SQL tables do not contain any non-standard NFDs
nor non-standard NUCs of the form u(∅).
2.5.2 Structural Properties of SQL Armstrong Tables
Before a structural characterization of SQL Armstrong tables can be given,
some generalizations of the notions of maximal sets and agree sets are
required. Indeed, the potential presence of duplicate tuples requires a new
notion, too.
Families of maximal sets
Let Σ be a set of NFDs and let nfs(Rs) be an NFS over relation schema R.
For an attribute C ∈ R, the maximal sets maxΣ,Rs(C) of C with respect to Σ
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and nfs(Rs) is defined as:
maxΣ,Rs(C) := { ∅ 6= X ⊆ R | Σ 6|=Rs X → C ∧
∀B ∈ R−X(Σ |=Rs XB → C)}
The maximal sets of R with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) are defined as
maxΣ,Rs(R) =
⋃
C∈R maxΣ,Rs(C). If Σ and Rs are clear from the context
we may simply write max(C) and max(R), respectively.
Thus, the maximal sets of an attribute C with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs)
are the maximal attribute subsets of R that do not functionally determine
C. Note that the empty set ∅ is not considered as maximal due to the
exclusion of non-standard functional dependencies ∅ → C from NFD sets.
Therefore, an Armstrong table does not need to violate any non-standard
NFDs.
As an example, consider the relation schema WORK with attributes
Emp, Dept, and Mgr, and NFS nfs(WORKs) where WORKs = {Emp, Mgr}.
Furthermore, let Σ consist of the two NFDs Emp→ Dept and Dept→Mgr.
We obtain
• maxΣ,WORKs(Emp) = {{Dept,Mgr}},
• maxΣ,WORKs(Dept) = {{Mgr}}, and
• maxΣ,WORKs(Mgr) = {{Emp}}.
Specifically, Σ does not imply the NFD Emp → Mgr in the presence of
WORKs = {Emp, Mgr}.
Duplicate sets
As seen in Equation (2.1) of Theorem 2.4 it is a necessary condition for an
Armstrong relation that for each maximal set there must be distinct rows
in the Armstrong relation whose strong agree set is the maximal set. This
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is to guarantee that all the NFDs not implied by the set of NUCs and NFDs
in the presence of an NFS can be violated. Over tables, however, it is still
possible that there are NUCs u(X) not implied by Σ in the presence of
nfs(Rs) over R, even if the NFD X → R is implied. For this reason, it is
required for the computed Armstrong table that for all attribute setsX that
are maximal with this property, there must be distinct rows in the table
whose strong agree set is X . This motivates the following definition [64].
Let Σ be a set of standard NUCs and NFDs and let nfs(Rs) be an NFS
over relation schema R. We define the duplicate sets dupΣ,Rs(R) of R with
respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) as follows:
dupΣ,Rs(R) := {X ⊆ R | Σ |=Rs X → R ∧ Σ 6|=Rs u(X) ∧
∀A ∈ R−X(Σ |=Rs u(XA))}
If Σ and nfs(Rs) are clear from the context we may simply write dup(R).
As an example, consider the relation schema WORK with attributes
Emp, Dept, and Mgr, and NFS nfs(WORKs) where WORKs = {Emp, Mgr}.
Furthermore, let Σ consist of the two NFDs Emp→ Dept and Dept→Mgr.
We obtain
dupΣ,WORKs(WORK) = {{Emp, Dept, Mgr}}.
Indeed, Σ solely consists of NFDs and, thus, does not imply any unique-
ness constraint with nulls. That is, an Armstrong table for Σ must violate
every uniqueness constraint with nulls. This can be achieved by including
a pair of duplicate tuples which have matching non-null values on all the
attributes in {Emp, Dept, Mgr}.
Strong and weak agree sets
Equation (2.1) of Theorem 2.4 shows that the notion of agree sets is useful
in characterizing Armstrong relations. For tables, which can feature oc-
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Row Emp Dept Mgr
t1 Dilbert IT Gates
t2 Wally IT Gates
t3 Kim Design Jobs
t4 Jack Marketing Jobs
t5 Casey ni Murdoc
t6 Casey ni Key
t7 Snowden Security Nixon
t8 Snowden Security Nixon
Table 2.14: Table r over WORK
currences of null markers, this notion requires further refinement. In [64]
the authors defined strong and weak notions of agree sets.
Let R be a relation schema, r be a table over R, and t1, t2 be two tuples
of r. The agree set of two tuples t1, t2 is defined as
ag(t1, t2) := {(X, Y ) | ∀A ∈ R(
((t1(A) = t2(A) ∧ t1(A) 6= ni)↔ A ∈ X) ∧
(t1(A) = t2(A)↔ A ∈ Y ))} .
The agree set of r is defined as ag(r) = {ag(t1, t2) | t1, t2 ∈ r ∧ t1 6= t2}.
The strong agree set of r is defined as ags(r) = {X | (X, Y ) ∈ ag(r)}, and the
weak agree set of r is agw(r) = {Y | (X, Y ) ∈ ag(r)}. Finally, for X ∈ ags(r),
we have w(X) =
⋂{Y | (X, Y ) ∈ ag(r)}.
As an example, consider the SQL table r over WORK in Table 2.14. Us-
ing the first letters of Emp, Dept, and Mgr, we have:
• ag(r) = {(DM,DM), (M,M), (E,ED), (EDM,EDM), (∅, ∅)}
• ags(r) = {DM,M,E,EDM, ∅},
• agw(r) = {DM,M,ED,EDM, ∅}, and
• w(E)={ED}.
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Structural Characterization of SQL Armstrong Tables
As shown in Theorem 2.10 [64], the notions of maximal sets, duplicate
sets, strong and weak agree sets allow us to characterize Armstrong tables
structurally.
Theorem 2.10. LetR be a relation schema, Σ a set of standard NUCs and NFDs,
and nfs(Rs) an NFS overR. For all tables r overR it holds that r is an Armstrong
table for Σ and nfs(Rs) if and only if all of the following conditions are satisfied:
1. ∀A ∈ R∀X ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A)(X ∈ ags(r) ∧ A /∈ w(X)),
2. ∀X ∈ ags(r)(X∗Σ,Rs ⊆ w(X)),
3. ∀X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R)(X ∈ ags(r)),
4. ∀X ∈ ags(r)∀u(Z) ∈ Σ(Z 6⊆ X),
5. Rs = {A ∈ R | ∀t ∈ r(t(A) 6= ni)}.
In Theorem 2.10, the first and third conditions ensure that all NFDs
and NUCs not implied by Σ in the presence of nfs(Rs) are violated by r,
the second and fourth conditions ensure that all NFDs and NUCs in Σ are
satisfied by r, and the last condition ensures that r is total on the null-free
subschema and nowhere else.
2.5.3 Computational Properties
Theorem 2.10 has been exploited to devise an algorithm for computing ta-
bles that are Armstrong for any given set of standard NUCs and NFDs on
any given relation schema [64]. Given the input, the idea is to compute the
maximal set families and duplicate sets first, and then to construct a table
whose agree sets realize the maximal and duplicate sets. The algorithms
for these computations are summarized in the following.
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Computing the maximal set families
The computation of the maximal set families, given a relation schema R,
an NFD set Σ and an NFS nfs(Rs) over R, generalizes Algorithm 2.2 which
computes the maximal set families for a given FD set.
Computing duplicate sets
To compute dupΣ,Rs(R) we generate the hyper-graphH = (V,E) with ver-
tex set V = R and the set
E = {K −Rs | u(K) ∈ Σ}
as hyper-edges. From this we obtain dupΣ,Rs(R) as
dupΣ,Rs(R) = {R−X | X ∈ Tr(H) ∧ ∀M ∈ maxΣ,Rs(R)(R−X 6⊆M)}
where Tr(H) denotes the minimal transversals of the hyper-graphH [59].
Consider again the relation schema WORK, the NFS nfs(WORKs) where
WORKs = {Emp, Mgr}, and let Σ consist of the two NFDs Emp→ Dept and
Dept → Mgr. The resulting hyper-graph H has the vertex set WORK and
the hyper-edge set E is empty. It follows that the only minimal transversal
X of H is the empty set , whose complement is {Emp,Dept,Mgr}. This
set is not contained in any of the maximal sets with respect to Σ and
nfs(WORKs). Thus, dupΣ,WORKs(WORK) = {{Emp, Dept, Mgr}}.
Armstrong table computation
Algorithm 2.8 computes an Armstrong table for any given set Σ of NUCs
and NFDs and NFS nfs(Rs) over any given relation schema R [64,91]. The
idea of the algorithm is to compute the maximal sets for all attributes with
respect to the standard NFD set Σ[FD] = {X → R | u(X) ∈ Σ} ∪ {X →
Y | X → Y ∈ Σ} in lines (2-4), to compute the duplicate sets in line (5), to
realize all of these sets in lines (8-14), and to add null marker occurrences
for all attributes that do not belong to the NFS in lines (15-22).
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Algorithm 2.7 MaxSetComputation(R,Σ,Rs)
Input: relation schema R, set Σ of standard NFDs and NFS nfs(Rs) over R
Output: maximal sets maxΣ,Rs(C) for all C ∈ R
1: for all C ∈ R do
2: max(C)← {R− C}
3: end for
4: Θ← ∅
5: for all X → A ∈ Σ do
6: Θ← Θ ∪ {X → A}
7: for all C ∈ R where (C = A or A ∈ Rs) do
8: nmax(C)← max(C)
9: for all W ∈ max(C) do
10: if not mtest(W,C,R,Rs,Θ) then
11: nmax(C)← nmax(C)− {W}
12: for all B ∈ X do
13: if B /∈ Rs and mtest(W −B,C,R,Rs,Θ) then
14: nmax(C)← nmax(C) ∪ {W −B}
15: end if
16: for all Z ∈ max(B) do
17: if mtest(W ∩ Z,C,R,Rs,Θ) then











29: for all C ∈ R do
30: max(C)← {W | W ∈ max(C) and W 6= ∅}
31: end for
32: return max(C) for all C ∈ R
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Row Emp Dept Mgr
t1 cEmp,1 cDept,1 cMgr,1
t2 cEmp,2 cDept,1 cMgr,1
t3 cEmp,3 cDept,3 cMgr,3
t4 cEmp,4 cDept,4 cMgr,3
t5 cEmp,5 ni cMgr,5
t6 cEmp,5 ni cMgr,6
t7 cEmp,7 cDept,7 cMgr,7
t8 cEmp,7 cDept,7 cMgr,7
Table 2.15: Table rsynthetic over WORK
Specifically, when X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R), then i) X /∈ maxΣ[NFD],Rs(R), ii) Z =
{A ∈ R | X ∈ maxΣ[NFD],Rs(A)} = ∅, and iii) Rs ⊆ X . Therefore, lines
(9-11) will add to the table tuples that strongly agree on the elements of
dupΣ,Rs(R).
As a continuation of our running example, consider as an input to Al-
gorithm 2.8 the relation schema WORKS={Emp,Dept,Mgr}with nfs(WORKs)
where WORKs = {Emp,Mgr}, and NFD set Σ consisting of Emp → Dept
and Dept→Mgr. The corresponding output is the Armstrong table shown
in Table 2.15. Suitable substitutions result in the SQL table shown in Table
2.14.
Complexity considerations
The general worst-case exponential time complexity and rather conserva-
tive use of time carry over from Algorithm 2.3 that computes Armstrong
relations [64, 91].
Theorem 2.11. Let R be a relation schema, Σ be a set of standard NUCs and
NFDs and nfs(Rs) an NFS over R. Let r be a minimum-sized Armstrong table
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Algorithm 2.8 ArmsComputationForNUCsNFDs(R,Σ, Rs)
Input: relation schema R, set Σ of standard NUCs and NFDs, and NFS
nfs(Rs) over R
Output: Armstrong table r for Σ and nfs(Rs)
1: Let cA,1, cA,2, . . . ∈ dom(A) be distinct
2: for all A ∈ R do
3: Compute maxΣ[NFD],Rs(A) using Algorithm 2.7
4: end for
5: Compute dupΣ,Rs(R)
6: r ← ∅
7: i← 1
8: for all X ∈ maxΣ[NFD],Rs(R) ∪ dupΣ[NFD],Rs(R) do
9: Z ← {A ∈ R | X ∈ maxΣ[FD],Rs(A)}
10: r ← r ∪ {ti, ti+1}where ∀A ∈ R
11: ti(A)←
{





cA,i , if A ∈ X
cA,i+1 , if A ∈ Z(Rs −X)
ni , else
13: i← i+ 2
14: end for
15: total(r)← {A ∈ R | ∀t ∈ r(t(A) 6= ni)}
16: if total(r)−Rs 6= ∅ then
17: return r ← r ∪ {ti}where ∀A ∈ R
18: ti(A)←
{
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for Σ and nfs(Rs). Then√
1 + 8· | maxΣ[NFD],Rs(Rs) ∪ dupΣ,Rs(R) | ≤| r |
and
| r |≤ 2· | maxΣ[NFD],Rs(Rs) ∪ dupΣ,Rs | +1.
For input (R,Σ, Rs), Algorithm 2.8 computes an Armstrong table for Σ and
nfs(Rs) whose size is at most quadratic in the size of a minimum-sized Armstrong
table for Σ and nfs(Rs).
Further it is known that there are standard NFD sets Σ of size O(n)
where the size of a minimum Armstrong table for Σ is inO(2n). Vice versa,
there are standard NFD sets Σ which have Armstrong tables for Σ where
the number of tuples is in O(n) and the best representation of Σ is of size
in O(2n). It is therefore advisable to utilize both representations, the ab-
stract constraint set Σ and an Armstrong table for Σ [64, 77]. Intuitively,
constraint sets help identify constraints incorrectly perceived as meaning-
ful, and Armstrong tables help identify constraints incorrectly perceived
as meaningless. However, it is one of the objectives of this thesis to pro-
vide evidence for this intuition.
2.5.4 Further Remarks
Similar results to those in this section have recently been obtained for the
combined class of cardinality constraints with upper bounds and NFDs in
the presence of an NFS [63, 91]. This class, however, is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
The general class of NUCs and NFDs in the presence of an NFS leads
naturally to the question of what structural and computational properties
Armstrong tables for the individual class of NUCs and the individual class
of NFDs have. Answers to these questions can be found in [64, 84].
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2.6 Summary and Research Gap
The final section of this chapter gives a brief summary of the literature
review, identifies gaps in the research literature, and states the objectives
to be addressed in this thesis.
2.6.1 Summary
The theory of data dependencies has mostly been addressed in the rela-
tional model of data. Here, the implication problem of functional depen-
dencies has been studied extensively. These studies include axiomatic,
algorithmic, and logical solutions as well as results on the structural and
computational properties of Armstrong relations. There is also empirical
evidence that Armstrong relations are useful for the discovery of seman-
tically meaningful functional dependencies. Some attempts have been
made to encompass partial information in database instances. The most
popular approach in these attempts is the permission of null marker oc-
currences in database instances. SQL relations allow occurrences of the
null marker no information, and Codd relations allow occurrences of the
null marker value unknown at present. For subsumption-free SQL relations,
the implication problem of functional dependencies has been character-
ized axiomatically, algorithmically and logically in the presence of NOT
NULL constraints. For Codd relations, the implication problem has been
characterized axiomatically and algorithmically for the class of weak, the
class of strong, and the combined class of weak and strong functional de-
pendencies. SQL and Codd tables, respectively, permit occurrences of the
corresponding null marker as well as duplicate tuples. Previous work on
constraints has not addressed Codd tables at all, while characterizations of
the implication problem for a more general class of constraints, involving
multivalued dependencies [55, 70, 92], and properties of Armstrong tables
for the combined class of uniqueness and NOT NULL constraints as well
as functional dependencies have been addressed for SQL tables.
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2.6.2 Research gap
As the literature review shows there is a great disparity between the state
of the art in database theory and database practice. Real-world data fea-
tures occurrences of duplicate tuples and subsumed tuples, and of null
markers in columns declared NULL. However, over such data the class
of functional dependencies does not include the class of uniqueness con-
straints. What is therefore missing is a foundation for constraints on ta-
bles. In particular, axiomatic, algorithmic, and logical characterizations of
the implication problem for the combined class of uniqueness constraints,
NOT NULL constraints and functional dependencies is missing over Codd
tables, and has only been addressed for a more general class of constraints
in the context of SQL tables. The constraints are essential for the design of
real-world databases, and have profound applications in almost all data
processing tasks. It is therefore a fundamental problem to assist database
designers and data engineers in their task of discovering those constraints
that are semantically meaningful for their domain of interest. For this pur-
pose, Armstrong databases would be of great help. While recent research
has focused on properties of Armstrong databases over SQL tables, there
is no research regarding Armstrong databases for uniqueness constraints,
NOT NULL constraints or functional dependencies over Codd tables. Pro-
totypes that exist for Armstrong relations have not been developed yet for
Armstrong databases over SQL nor Codd tables. Research on this topic
could therefore result in tools which with design teams and engineers can
effectively visualise, test, validate, and consolidate their understanding of
the semantics of the application domain. Evidence that such tools are in-
deed effective for the identification of semantically meaningful constraints
is therefore also missing.
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2.6.3 Objectives
The overall goal of this thesis is to establish a toolbox of algorithms that
data engineers can utilize to communicate and consolidate their under-
standing about the semantics of the given application domain. The hy-
pothesis is that this understanding can then be encoded in constraints
that enforce the semantics of the application domain within the database.
Three distinct areas of investigation are pursued to address this goal.
1. Foundations: The implication problem of classes of popular con-
straints over tables must be analyzed in depth. Here, axiomatic and
algorithmic characterizations are required for the combined class of
uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies in the presence
of NOT NULL constraints. These insights will be used to study struc-
tural and computational properties of Armstrong databases for this
combined class. For these objectives the thesis will mainly focus on
these constraints in the context of Codd tables.
2. Implementation: The algorithms developed to compute Armstrong
databases must be implemented in a prototype. This prototype must
have an interface that enables data engineers to select their interpre-
tation of a null marker, to effectively input their current application
domain and their perception about the meaningful constraints, and
to execute the Armstrong database computation. They must also be
given the ability to replace the artificial values by real domain values
of their choice. This can be done either prior to the computation or
thereafter. For these objectives the thesis will address various classes
of constraints over SQL relations, SQL tables, Codd relations, and
Codd tables.
3. Evaluation: Empirical evidence will be sought to confirm that the
inspection of the Armstrong databases, produced by the prototype,
really are useful for the acquisition of semantically meaningful con-
straints. For this purpose, quantitative and qualitative measures will
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be defined. These measures can be used to give a precise definition
of the term useful. Experiments with design teams will then be con-
ducted to apply the measures. For these objectives the thesis will fo-
cus on the combined class of uniqueness constraints with nulls and
functional dependencies with nulls over SQL tables with a null-free
subschema.
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Chapter 3
Foundations - Part I:
Reasoning about Constraints over
Codd Tables
In this chapter we will start to address the first objective stated at the end
of Chapter 2. More specifically, we will investigate the implication prob-
lem for the combined class of weak uniqueness constraints and weak func-
tional dependencies over Codd tables with NOT NULL constraints. In Sec-
tion 3.1 we give preliminary definitions on the data model. An axiomatic
characterization of the implication problem is established in Section 3.2.
Subsequently in Section 3.3, the axioms are exploited to derive an algo-
rithm for deciding the implication problem in time linear in the input size.
In Section 3.4 an equivalence of the implication problem is established to
that for Horn clauses in Cadoli and Schaerf’s well-known S-3 logics. Fur-
ther comments on related literature are given in Section 3.5. A summary
of the chapter is presented in Section 3.6. The results of this chapter have
been announced in [56].
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3.1 Preliminary Definitions
Codd’s original proposal [30] to handle partial information suggested to
add to the sets of possible domain values the unmarked null marker unk,
whose meaning is “value unknown at present”. Following Codd’s pro-
posal, some researchers argue that partial information is represented in
SQL by using unk as a distinguished null maker [34].
Let A = {A1, A2, . . .} be a countably infinite set of symbols, called at-
tributes. A relation schema is a finite non-empty subset R of A. Each at-
tribute A of a relation schema R is associated with an infinite domain
dom(A) of the possible values that can occur in column A. To encom-
pass partial information every attribute may have a null marker, denoted
by unk ∈ dom(A). The intention of unk is to mean “value unknown at
present”.
For attribute sets X and Y we may write XY for X ∪ Y . If X =
{A1, . . . , Am}, then we may write A1 · · ·Am for X . In particular, we may
write simply A to represent the singleton {A}. A tuple over R (R-tuple or
simply tuple, if R is understood) is a function t : R → ⋃A∈R dom(A) with
t(A) ∈ dom(A) for all A ∈ R. The null marker occurrence t(A) = unk
associated with an attribute A in a tuple t means that the value t(A) is un-
known at present. For X ⊆ R let t(X) denote the restriction of the tuple
t over R to X . A Codd table r over R is a finite multiset of tuples over r.
Let t1 and t2 be two tuples over R. It is said that t1 subsumes t2 if for every
attribute A ∈ R, t1(A) = t2(A) or t2(A) = unk holds.
For a tuple t over R and a set X ⊆ R, t is said to be X-total if for all
A ∈ X , t(A) 6= unk. Similarly, a Codd table r over R is said to be X-total,
if every tuple t of r is X-total. A Codd table r over R is said to be a total
Codd table if it is R-total.
Extending ideas by Levene and Loizou [86] the set of all possible worlds
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relative to a Codd table r over R, denoted by Poss(r), is defined by
Poss(r) := {r′ | r′ is a total Codd table over R and there is a bijection
b : r → r′ such that ∀t ∈ r, t is subsumed by b(t)}.
This definition of possible worlds embodies the closed world assumption
(CWA) [72], since only R-total tuples from the Codd table r can be present
in Poss(r).
A weak uniqueness constraint (WUC) over a relation schema R is a state-
ment of the form u(X), where X ⊆ R. A Codd table r over R is said to
satisfy the WUC u(X) over R, if there is some r′ ∈ Poss(r) such that for
all t1, t2 ∈ r′, if r1 6= r2, then t1(X) 6= t2(X). The satisfaction of a WUC in
a Codd table reduces to the satisfaction of a key when the Codd table is
R-total. In this case there is exactly one r′ ∈ Poss(r) and ∀r′ ∈ Poss(r) is
equivalent to ∃r′ ∈ Poss(r).
A weak functional dependency (WFD) over a relation schema R is a state-
ment of the form (X → Y ), where XY ⊆ R. A Codd table r over R is
said to satisfy the WFD (X → Y ) over R, if there is some r′ ∈ Poss(r) such
that for all t1, t2 ∈ r′, if t1(X) = t2(X), then t1(Y ) = t2(Y ). We note that the
definition of satisfaction of a WFD in a Codd table reduces to the standard
definition of the satisfaction of a functional dependency when the Codd
table is R-total.
The weak approach to satisfaction of a functional dependency by a
Codd table allows a higher degree of uncertainty to be represented in the
database than the strong approach (where a functional dependency must
be satisfied in all possible worlds) [86]. The disadvantage of the weak
over the strong approach is that strongly satisfied functional dependen-
cies are easier to maintain [86]. Hence, both approaches complement one
another. It is future work to combine strong and weak functional depen-
dencies over Codd tables, in particular in combination with NOT NULL
constraints.
Following Atzeni and Morfuni [8] a null-free subschema (NFS) over the
relation schema R is an expression nfs(Rs) where Rs ⊆ T . The NFS nfs(Rs)
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over R is satisfied by a Codd table r over R, denoted by |=r nfs(Rs), if
and only if r is Rs-total. SQL allows the specification of attributes as NOT
NULL. NFSs occur in everyday database practice: the set of attributes de-
clared NOT NULL forms an NFS over the underlying relation schema.
We introduce an extension of the notion of agree sets of distinct rows
to the presence of null markers [11, 96]. For two tuples t1, t2 over relation
schema R we define
ags(t1, t2) = {A ∈ R | t1(A) = t2(A) and t1(A) 6= unk 6= t2(A)},
agw(t1, t2) = {A ∈ R | t1(A) = unk or t2(A) = unk},
ag(t1, t2) = ags(t1, t2) ∪ agw(t1, t2) .
Intuitively, this definition makes perfect sense: i) two tuples strongly agree
on an attribute if they agree in all possible worlds, and ii) two tuples
weakly agree on an attribute if there is a possible world on which they
agree on the attribute. Moreover, for a Codd table r over relation schema
R we define
ags(r) = {ags(t1, t2) | t1, t2 ∈ r and t1 6= t2},
agw(r) = {agw(t1, t2) | t1, t2 ∈ r and t1 6= t2},
ag(r) = {ag(t1, t2) | t1, t2 ∈ r and t1 6= t2} .
That is, the agree sets of a Codd table consist of the agree sets of the pairs of
distinct tuples they contain. Next we establish a syntactic characterization
of the satisfaction of WUCs and WFDs.
Proposition 3.1. Let XY ⊆ R and r be a Codd table over relation schema R.
Then
1. r satisfies u(X) if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈ r, if X ⊆ ags(t1, t2), then
t1 = t2.
2. r satisfies (X → Y ) if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈ r, if X ⊆ ags(t1, t2), then
Y ⊆ ag(t1, t2).
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Proof. We show first that r satisfies u(X) if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈ r, if
t1 6= t2, then X 6⊆ ags(t1, t2).
If there are some t1, t2 ∈ r such that t1 6= t2 and X ⊆ ags(t1, t2), then
every possible world of r violates the key key(X). Vice versa, if for every
different t1, t2 ∈ r there is some A ∈ X such that i) t1(A) 6= t2(A) or ii)
t1(A) = unk or iii) t2(A) = unk holds, then there is a possible world of r
that satisfies the key key(X). Such a possible world can be obtained from
r by replacing the occurrences of unk by unique domain values.
It remains to show that r satisfies (X → Y ) if and only if for all t1, t2 ∈
r, if X ⊆ ags(t1, t2), then Y ⊆ ag(t1, t2).
If there are some t1, t2 ∈ r such that X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) and Y 6⊆ ag(t1, t2),
then there is some A ∈ Y such that unk 6= t1(A) 6= t2(A) 6= unk. Conse-
quently, every possible world of r violates the FD X → Y . Vice versa, if
for every t1, t2 ∈ r, strong agreement of t1 and t2 on X implies agreement
of t1 and t2 on Y , then there is a possible world of r that satisfies the FD
X → Y . Such a possible world can be obtained from r by replacing the
occurrences of unk by appropriate domain values.
Example 3.1. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,











Based on the semantics of WUCs and WFDs or based on Proposition 3.1 it
is simple to observe that r satisfies u(Mgr), u(Emp,Dept), (Emp→ Dept)
and (Dept→Mgr). However, r violates u(Emp) and (Emp→Mgr).
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In schema design and maintenance data dependencies are normally
specified as semantic constraints on the Codd tables intended to be in-
stances of the schema. During the design process or the lifetime of a
database one usually needs to determine further dependencies which are
implied by the given ones. Let R be a relation schema, let nfs(Rs) denote
an NFS over R, and let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of WUCs and WFDs over R. We
say that Σ implies ϕ in the presence of nfs(Rs), denoted by Σ |=Rs ϕ, if ev-
ery Codd table r over R that satisfies Σ and nfs(Rs) also satisfies ϕ. If Σ
does not imply ϕ in the presence of nfs(Rs) we may also write Σ 6|=Rs ϕ.
Let Σ∗Rs = {ϕ | Σ |=Rs ϕ} be the semantic closure of Σ in the presence of
nfs(Rs). One can attempt to determine the semantic closure by a syntactic
approach, e.g. by applying the inference rules from Table 3.1 below. These




and inference rules without any premises are called axioms. An inference
rule is called sound for the implication of WUCs and WFDs in the presence
of an NFS, if whenever the elements in the premise of the rule and the
NFS are satisfied by some Codd table and the elements and NFS satisfy
the conditions of the rule, then the Codd table also satisfies the element in
the conclusion of the rule. For a finite set Σ∪{ϕ} of WUCs and WFDs and
a set R of inference rules let Σ `R ϕ denote the inference of ϕ from Σ by R.
That is, there is some sequence γ = [σ1, . . . , σn] of WUCs and WFDs such
that σn = ϕ and every σi is an element of Σ or results from an application
of an inference rule inR to some elements in {σ1, . . . , σi−1}. For a finite set
Σ of WUCs and WFDs, let Σ+R = {ϕ | Σ `R ϕ} be its syntactic closure under
inferences by R. A set R of inference rules is said to be sound (complete)
for the implication of WUCs and WFDs in the presence of an NFS if for
every relation schema R, for every NFS nfs(Rs) over R and for every set Σ
of WUCs and WFDs over R we have Σ+R ⊆ Σ∗Rs (Σ∗Rs ⊆ Σ+R). The (finite)
setR is said to be a (finite) axiomatization for the implication of WUCs and
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WFDs in the presence of an NFS if R is both sound and complete.
As a final remark of this section it is pointed out that we defined Codd
tables to be finite database instances. Naturally, this has led us to define
the finite implication problem for the classes of constraints under inspec-
tion. In theory, one may also permit Codd tables with an infinite number
of rows which would lead us to the unrestricted implication problem. How-
ever, for the classes of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with an NFS,
their associated finite and unrestricted implication problems coincide. Of
course, if there is no unrestricted Codd table that satisfies Σ and nfs(Rs)
and violates ϕ, then there is in particular no finite Codd table with that
property. Vice versa, if there is some finite Codd table that satisfies Σ and
nfs(Rs) and violates ϕ, then there must be two tuples in that table that
already offend ϕ while satisfying Σ and nfs(Rs).
Further Outline. In the remainder of this chapter we establish a com-
prehensive analysis of the implication problem for WUCs and WFDs in the
presence of an NFS. First, we characterize the implication problem by a fi-
nite ground axiomatization. Next, we develop an algorithm that decides
the implication problem in time linear in the input. Finally, we establish an
equivalence to the implication of goal and definite clauses in Cadoli and
Schaerf’s well-known family of S-3 logics.
3.2 Axiomatic Characterization
We begin our analysis of the implication problem for WUCs and WFDs
over Codd tables with an NFS by an axiomatic characterization. This
axiomatization forms the basis for our future analysis, extends the well-
known theory of keys and functional dependencies over relations, and the
existing work on weak and strong functional dependencies over Codd re-
lations, see Chapter 2.
Let S denote the set of inference rules in Table 3.1. Reflexivity axiom,
decomposition, null transitivity, and union rule are the familiar rules from
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(XY → X)
 (X → Y Z)
(X → Y )
(reflexivity) (decomposition)
 (X → Y )  (Y → Z)
(X → Z) Y ⊆ XRs
 (X → Y )  (X → Z)
(X → Y Z)
(null transitivity) (union)
 u(X)
(X → Y )
 (X → Y )  u(Y )
u(X) Y ⊆ XRs
(demotion) (null pullback)
Table 3.1: Axiomatization S of Weak Uniqueness Constraints and Weak
Functional Dependencies over Codd Tables with a Null-free Subschema
nfs(Rs).
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Atzeni and Morfuni’s axiomatization of NFDs over SQL relations [8, 70].
The demotion rule says that every Codd table that satisfies a WUC u(X)
also satisfies any WFD with left-handed side X . Furthermore, the null
pullback rule captures further non-trivial interactions of WUCs and WFDs
over Codd tables with an NFS. We show first that these rules are sound,
exploiting Proposition 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. The inference rules inS are sound for the implication of WUCs and
WFDs over Codd tables with NFSs.
Proof. We exhibit the soundness for each of the six rules, exploiting the
syntactic characterization of the semantics of WUCs and WFDs from Propo-
sition 3.1.
For the reflexivity axiom let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R, and
(XY → X) a WFD over R. Trivially, any two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that satisfy
XY ⊆ ags(t1, t2) also satisfy X ⊆ ag(t1, t2) since X ⊆ XY ⊆ ags(t1, t2) ⊆
ag(t1, t2). Hence, by Proposition 3.1, r satisfies (XY → X).
For the decomposition rule let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R such
that r violates the WFD (X → Y ) over R. Hence, by Proposition 3.1,
there are two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that satisfy X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) but Y 6⊆ ag(t1, t2).
Consequently, t1, t2 ∈ r satisfy X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) but also not Y Z 6⊆ ag(t1, t2).
Thus, by Proposition 3.1, r also violates the WFD (X → Y Z) over R.
For the null transitivity rule let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R such
that r violates the WFD (X → Z) over R, satisfies the WFD (X → Y )
over R and satisfies the condition Y ⊆ XRs where nfs(Rs) is an NFS over
R. Hence, by Proposition 3.1, there are two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that satisfy
X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) but Z 6⊆ ag(t1, t2). Since r satisfies the WFD (X → Y ),
Proposition 3.1 tells us that Y ⊆ ag(t1, t2). However, since r satisfies Y ⊆
XRs, it even follows that Y ⊆ ags(t1, t2). Since Z 6⊆ ag(t1, t2), we conclude
by Proposition 3.1 that r violates the WFD (Y → Z).
For the union rule let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R such that r
violates the WFD (X → Y Z) over R. Hence, by Proposition 3.1, there
are two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that satisfy X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) but Y Z 6⊆ ag(t1, t2).
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Consequently, Y 6⊆ ag(t1, t2) or Z 6⊆ ag(t1, t2). Again by Proposition 3.1, r
violates the WFD (X → Y ) or the WFD (X → Z).
For the demotion rule let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R such that
r violates the WFD (X → Y ) over R. Hence, by Proposition 3.1, there
are two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that satisfy X ⊆ ags(t1, t2) but Y 6⊆ ag(t1, t2). The
latter condition implies that t1 6= t2. Again by Proposition 3.1, r violates
the WUC u(X).
For the null pullback rule let r be an arbitrary Codd table over R such
that r violates the WFD u(X) over R, satisfies the WFD (X → Y ) over
R and satisfies the condition Y ⊆ XRs where nfs(Rs) is an NFS over R.
Hence, by Proposition 3.1, there are two different tuples t1, t2 ∈ r that
satisfy X ⊆ ags(t1, t2). Since r satisfies the WFD (X → Y ), Proposition
3.1 tells us that Y ⊆ ag(t1, t2). However, since r satisfies Y ⊆ XRs, it even
follows that Y ⊆ ags(t1, t2). We conclude by Proposition 3.1 that r violates
the WUC u(Y ).
Let F consist of the reflexivity axiom, the decomposition, the null tran-
sitivity, and the union rule from Table 3.1. We use a classical proof to
establish the completeness of F for the implication of WFDs over Codd
tables with an NFS.
Theorem 3.1. The set F is a finite axiomatization for the implication of WFDs
over Codd tables with an NFS.
Proof. LetR be a relation schema, Σ a set of WFDs and nfs(Rs) an NFS over
R. Let (X → Y ) /∈ Σ+F . We establish the completeness of F by showing
that (X → Y ) /∈ Σ∗Rs . That is, we construct a Codd table r over R that
is Rs-total, satisfies Σ and violates (X → Y ). Let X+F = {A ∈ R | Σ `F
(X → A)}. Consequently, Y 6⊆ X+F and there is some A0 ∈ Y − X+F .
Indeed, if Y ⊆ X+F , then (X → Y ) ∈ Σ+F by the union rule. Let r := {t1, t2}
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be the Codd table over R where t1, t2 are defined by:
X+F ∩XRs (Rs −X+F )A0 Otherwise
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 unk · · ·unk
.
Proposition 3.1 shows that r violates the WFD (X → Y ) since A0 ∈ Y .
Furthermore, r is Rs-total. It remains to show that r satisfies Σ. Let (U →
V ) ∈ Σ and U ⊆ ags(t1, t2). By construction, U ⊆ X+F . Hence, (X → U) ∈
Σ+F holds by the definition ofX
+
F . Furthermore, by construction, U ⊆ XRs.
From (X → U) ∈ Σ+F , (U → V ) ∈ Σ, and U ⊆ XRs, it follows by the
null transitivity rule that (X → V ) ∈ Σ+F . Thus, V ⊆ X+F . In particular,
A0 /∈ V since otherwise A0 ∈ X+F by the decomposition rule. This means that
V ⊆ ag(t1, t2). By Proposition 3.1, r satisfies (U → V ) ∈ Σ.
Next we establish the completeness ofS for the implication of the com-
bined class of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with NFS by a reduction
to the completeness of F. Two preparatory lemmata are required first.
For a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs over relation schema R let
Σ[WFD] = {(X → R) | u(X) ∈ Σ} ∪ {(X → Y ) | (X → Y ) ∈ Σ}.
Lemma 3.2. Let Σ∪{(X → Y )} be a set of WUCs and WFDs, and nfs(Rs) an
NFS over relation schemaR. Then Σ |=Rs (X → Y ) if and only if Σ[WFD] |=Rs
(X → Y ).
Proof. If Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → Y ), then Σ |=Rs (X → Y ) because the
demotion rule is sound.
If Σ[WFD] 6|=Rs (X → Y ), then consider the two-tuple relation r from
the completeness proof of Theorem 3.1. In particular, r satisfies Σ[WFD],
r is Rs-total and r violates (X → Y ). Moreover, r satisfies every WUC
u(Z) ∈ Σ: otherwise, the two tuples t1, t2 ∈ r would be duplicates as
(Z → R) ∈ Σ[WFD] is satisfied by r, and r would also satisfy (X → Y ),
a contradiction. Consequently, r shows that Σ 6|=Rs (X → Y ).
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Lemma 3.3. Let Σ∪{u(X)} be a set of WUCs and WFDs, and nfs(Rs) an NFS
over relation schema R. Then Σ |=Rs u(X) if and only if Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X →
R) and there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XRs.
Proof. Suppose Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → R) and there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ
such that Z ⊆ XRs. The soundness of the decomposition rule shows that
Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → Z). The soundness of the null pullback rule shows that
Σ[WFD] |=Rs u(X). Finally, the soundness of the demotion rule shows that
Σ |=Rs u(X).
Suppose that Σ |=Rs u(X). The soundness of the demotion rule means
that Σ |=Rs (X → R) holds, too. From Lemma 3.2 we conclude that
Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → R) holds. It remains to show that if Σ |=Rs u(X)
holds, then there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XRs. We show the
contraposition: if Z 6⊆ XRs holds for all u(Z) ∈ Σ, then Σ 6|=Rs u(X).
Indeed, let r′ be the Codd table consisting of the following two tuples:
XRs R− (XRs)
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 unk · · ·unk
.
Trivially, r′ satisfies every WFD and is Rs-total. For any u(Z) ∈ Σ we
know that Z 6⊆ XRs holds. Hence, r′ also satisfies every WUC in Σ, and
thereby, Σ itself. Since r′ violates u(X), it follows that Σ 6|=Rs u(X).
Theorem 3.2. The set S is a finite axiomatization for the implication of WUCs
and WFDs in the presence of an NFS.
Proof. Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of WUCs and WFDs, and nfs(Rs) an NFS over
relation schema R. We exploit Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 to
show directly that Σ |=Rs ϕ entails Σ `S ϕ holds.
Suppose that ϕ denotes the WFD (X → Y ). From Lemma 3.2 we
conclude that Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → Y ) holds. As F is complete for the im-
plication of WFDs over Codd tables with NFS, it follows that Σ[WFD] `F
(X → Y ) holds. Since F ⊆ Swe conclude further that Σ[WFD] `S (X →
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Y ) holds. Finally, the demotion rule guarantees that Σ `S σ holds for all
σ ∈ Σ[WFD]. Hence, Σ `S (X → Y ).
Suppose now that ϕ denotes the WUC u(X). From Lemma 3.3 we
conclude that Σ[WFD] |=Rs (X → R) holds, and that there is some
u(Z) ∈ Σ where Z ⊆ XRs holds. As in the previous case, it follows that
Σ `S (X → R) holds, and the decomposition rule shows Σ `S (X → Z).
An application of the null pullback rule infers that Σ `S u(X). This con-
cludes the proof.
We write Σ |=2,Rs ϕ to say that ϕ is implied by Σ and nfs(Rs) over two-
tuple Codd tables. That is, Σ |=2,Rs ϕ denotes an instance of the implication
problem in the world of two-tuple Codd tables: every two-tuple Codd
table r over R that is Rs-total and satisfies every element of Σ also satisfies
ϕ. It is a consequence of our previous arguments that Σ |=2,Rs ϕ if and
only if Σ |=Rs ϕ holds. This is an interesting model-theoretic property of
our class of constraints, which will prove to be a key argument when we
establish a logical characterization of their associated implication problem.
Corollary 3.1. For all relation schemata R, for all sets Σ ∪ {ϕ} of WUCs and
WFDs overR and for all NFSs nfs(Rs) overR, Σ |=Rs ϕ if and only if Σ |=2,Rs ϕ.
Proof. Obviously, if there is some two-tuple Codd table r over R that is
Rs-total, satisfies every element of Σ, and violates ϕ, then Σ 6|=Rs ϕ. Vice
versa, if Σ 6|=Rs ϕ, then the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 show
how to construct a two-tuple Codd table r over R that is Rs-total, satisfies
every element of Σ, and violates ϕ.
Example 3.2. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.
Then Σ |=WORKs u(Emp). Indeed, one may apply the null transitivity rule
to the two WFDs of Σ to infer the WFD (Emp → Mgr). One may then
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apply the null pullback rule to this WFD and the WUC from Σ to infer the
WUC u(Emp).
Example 3.3. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr)}.




over WORK with NFS nfs(WORKs) shows. Note that this Codd table fol-
lows the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Example 3.4. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.




over WORK with NFS nfs(WORKs) shows. Note that this Codd table fol-
lows the construction in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.3 Algorithmic Characterization
Given a relation schemaR, an NFS nfs(Rs) and a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs
over R, the inference system S determines the semantic closure Σ∗Rs . This
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usually takes time exponential in the size of the input. In practice, how-
ever, knowledge about all elements of the semantic closure is not always
required. Instead, it often suffices to know whether some fixed WUC or
WFD ϕ is an element of Σ∗Rs . In this case one must decide the instance
Σ |=Rs ϕ of the associated implication problem. For that purpose the com-
putation of Σ∗Rs is too expensive. In this section, we develop an algorithm
that decides the implication problem efficiently.
Recall the completeness proof of Theorem 3.1 where we defined the
attribute closure
X+F := {A ∈ R | Σ `F (X → A)}
for an attribute set X , and a set Σ of WFDs over relation schema R with




X∗Σ,Rs := {A ∈ R | Σ |=Rs (X → A)} .
Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3 allow us to reduce the implication problem for the
combined class of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with NFS to the
computation of attribute closures with respect to WFDs and an NFS.
Corollary 3.2. Let Σ be a set of WUCs and WFDs over relation schema R with
NFS nfs(Rs). Then the following holds:
1. Σ |=Rs (X → Y ) if and only if Y ⊆ X∗Σ[WFD],Rs , and
2. Σ |=Rs u(X) if and only if X∗Σ[WFD],Rs = R and there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ
such that Z ⊆ XRs.
Corollary 3.2 motivates an algorithm that computes the attribute clo-
sure X∗Σ[WFD],Rs from a given attribute set X with respect to a given set
Σ[WFD] of WFDs over a given relation schema R with given NFS nfs(Rs).
Such an algorithm is shown as Algorithm 3.1.
We show first that Algorithm 3.1 works correctly, that is, computes in-
deed the closure of the given attribute set with respect to the given set
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Algorithm 3.1 Closure(X , Rs, Σ, R)
Input: Attribute set X , nfs(Rs), set Σ of WFDs over relation schema R
Output: Attribute closure X∗Σ,Rs of X with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs)
1: Closure← X
2: WFDList← List of WFDs in Σ
3: repeat
4: OldClosure← Closure
5: Remove attributes in Closure ∩XRs from LHS of WFDs in WFDList
6: for all ∅ → Y in WFDList do
7: Closure← Closure ∪ Y
8: WFDList←WFDList− {∅ → Y }
9: end for
10: until Closure = OldClosure or WFDList = [ ]
11: return(Closure)
of WFDs and NFS. Note that the proof relies on the completeness of the
axiomatization F.
Theorem 3.3. On input (X,Rs,Σ, R), Algorithm 3.1 computes the attribute
closure X∗Σ,Rs of X with respect to the WFD set Σ over relation schema R with
NFS nfs(Rs).
Proof. Let Closure denote the output of Algorithm 3.1. It needs to be shown
that Closure = X∗Σ,Rs . Since X
∗
Σ,Rs
= X+F , this is the same as showing that
Closure = X+F holds. For that purpose we proceed in two stages, first
showing that Closure ⊆ X+F .
We proceed by induction on the number j of runs through the repeat
loop between lines 3-10 of Algorithm 3.1. If j = 0, then line 1 set Closure
to X and we have X ⊆ X+F due to the reflexivity axiom. Let j > 0. The
hypothesis tells us that after j runs we have Closure ⊆ X+F . Consider now
the j + 1st run which adds all attributes of Y to Closure whenever there
is some WFD (Z → Y ) ∈ Σ where Z ⊆ Closure and Z ⊆ XRs. From
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(X → Closure) ∈ Σ+F and Z ⊆ Closure we obtain (X → Z) ∈ Σ+F by the
decomposition rule. From (X → Z) ∈ Σ+F , (Z → Y ) ∈ Σ and Z ⊆ XRs
we conclude (X → Y ) ∈ Σ+F by an application of the null transitivity rule.
That is, also after the j + 1st run we have Closure ⊆ X+F .
It remains to show that X+F ⊆ Closure holds as well. For this purpose,
consider the chain
Σ = Σ0 ⊂ Σ1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Σk = Σ+F
where Σj results from Σj−1 by application of a single inference rule from
F, for j = 1, . . . , k. We will use induction on j to show the following
if (Z → Y ) ∈ Σj and Z ⊆ Closure ∩ XRs, then Y ⊆ Closure.
Then we conclude for j = k that Y ⊆ Closure follows from (Z → Y ) ∈ Σ+F
and Z ⊆ Closure ∩ XRs. Hence, X+F ⊆ Closure follows for Z = X and
Y = X+F .
We proceed by induction on j. If j = 0, then (Z → Y ) ∈ Σ. If Z ⊆
Closure ∩ XRs, then ∅ → Y is in WFDList due to line 5, and Y will be
added to Closure in line 7. Hence, Y ⊆ Closure. If j > 0, then the WFD
(Z → Y ) ∈ Σj − Σj−1 has been inferred by application of one of the
four inference rules in F. If (Z → Y ) results from the reflexivity axiom,
then Y ⊆ Z ⊆ Closure, where Z ⊆ Closure follows from the induction
hypothesis. If (Z → Y ) results from applying the decomposition rule to
(Z → Y U) ∈ Σj−1, then Y ⊆ Y U ⊆ Closure, where Y U ⊆ Closure follows
from the induction hypothesis. If (Z → Y ) results from applying the
union rule to (Z → U) ∈ Σj−1 and (Z → V ) ∈ Σj−1, then Y = UV ⊆
Closure, where UV ⊆ Closure follows from the induction hypothesis. If
(Z → Y ) results from applying the null transitivity rule to (Z → U) ∈
Σj−1 and (U → Y ) ∈ Σj−1, then U ⊆ ZRs. In particular, if Z ⊆ Closure ∩
XRs, then the hypothesis tells us that U ⊆ Closure and U ⊆ ZRs ⊆ XRs.
Applying the hypothesis to (U → Y ) ∈ Σj−1 and U ⊆ Closure ∩ XRs
results in Y ⊆ Closure. This concludes the proof.
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We now establish the worst-case linear time complexity of deciding the
implication problem for WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with a null-
free subschema. For that purpose, we first define the sizes of the measures
we use. The size |ϕ| of a WUC or WFD ϕ is the total number of attributes
occurring in ϕ, and the size ||Σ|| of Σ is the sum of |σ| over all elements
σ ∈ Σ. Further, let
Σ[U ] := {(V → W ) ∈ Σ | V ⊆ U} ∪ {u(V ) ∈ Σ | V ⊆ U}.
Theorem 3.4. The problem whether a WUC ϕ = u(X) or WFD ϕ = (X →
Y ) is implied by a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs over relation schema R with NFS
nfs(Rs) can be decided in O(||Σ||+ ||Σ[XRs] ∪ {ϕ}||) time.
Proof. Corollary 3.2 shows how to reduce the implication problem to the
computation of the attribute closure with respect to Σ[WFD] and nfs(Rs).
Algorithm 3.1 can be sped up by first computing the set Σ[XRs] by a single
pass over Σ, given ϕ = u(X) or ϕ = (X → Y ), and nfs(Rs). The test for
attributes to be in Closure ∩ XRs of line 5 in Algorithm 3.1 then reduces to
a test for attributes to be in Closure. Every attribute in Σ[XRs]∪{ϕ} is then
used at most once during the repeat loop.
We conclude this section by analyzing the examples from the previous
section from an algorithmic point of view.
Example 3.5. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.
Then Σ |=WORKs u(Emp). Indeed, Algorithm 3.1 computes
{Emp}∗Σ[WFD],WORKs = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}
and u(Mgr) ∈ Σ where {Mgr} ⊆ {Emp} ∪WORKs. Corollary 3.2 tells us
therefore that Σ |=WORKs u(Emp).
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Example 3.6. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr)}.
Then Σ 6|=WORKs u(Emp). Indeed, Algorithm 3.1 computes
{Emp}∗Σ[WFD],WORKs = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}
but there is no WUC in Σ. Therefore, Corollary 3.2 tells us that Σ 6|=WORKs
u(Emp).
Example 3.7. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.
Then Σ 6|=WORKs u(Emp). Indeed, Algorithm 3.1 computes
{Emp}∗Σ[WFD],WORKs = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}
but for u(Mgr) ∈ Σ we have {Mgr} 6⊆ {Emp} ∪WORKs. Therefore, Corol-
lary 3.2 tells us that Σ 6|=WORKs u(Emp).
3.4 Logical Characterization
In this section we establish yet another characterization of the implication
problem for the combined class of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with
NFSs. The characterization is logical in the sense that these dependen-
cies interact in the same way as Horn clauses do in Cadoli and Schaerf’s
well-known family of approximation logics S-3. The set S contains those
propositional variables that are interpreted classically, that is, a variable
is interpreted true if and only if the negated variable is interpreted false.
However, variables outside of S can be true while their negation is true as
well. Indeed, propositional variables in S correspond to the attributes that
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belong to the null-free subschema. If the null-free subschema contains all
the attributes of the underlying relation schema, then we recover Fagin’s
equivalence between the implication problem of functional dependencies
over relations and that of Horn clauses under classical Boolean implica-
tion. Our characterization refines this equivalence further: indeed, func-
tional dependencies correspond to definite clauses and keys correspond to
goal clauses.
3.4.1 S-3 Logics
Schaerf and Cadoli [111] introduced S-3 logics as “a semantically well-
founded logical framework for sound approximate reasoning, which is
justifiable from the intuitive point of view, and to provide fast algorithms
for dealing with it even when using expressive languages”.
For a finite set L of propositional variables let L` denote the set of all
literals over L, i.e., L` = L ∪ {¬A′ | A′ ∈ L} ⊆ L∗ where L∗ denotes the
propositional language over L. Let S ⊆ L. An S-3 interpretation of L is
a total function ω : L` → {F,T} that maps every variable A′ ∈ S and its
negation ¬A′ into opposite values (ω(A′) = T if and only if ω(¬A′) = F),
and that does not map both a variable A′ ∈ L − S and its negation ¬A′
into F (we must not have ω(A′) = F = ω(¬A′) for any A′ ∈ L − S). An
S-3 interpretation ω : L` → {F,T} of L can be lifted to a total function Ω :
L∗ → {F,T} by means of simple rules [111]. Since we are only interested
in Horn clauses here we require the following two rules for assigning truth
values to a Horn clause:
1. Ω(ϕ′) = ω(ϕ′), if ϕ′ ∈ L`, and
2. Ω(ϕ′ ∨ ψ′) = T if and only if Ω(ϕ′) = T or Ω(ψ′) = T.
An S-3 interpretation ω is a model of a set Σ′ of L-formulae if and only if
Ω(σ′) = T holds for every σ′ ∈ Σ′. We say that Σ′ S-3 implies an L-formula
ϕ′, denoted by Σ′ |=3S ϕ′, if and only if every S-3 interpretation that is a
model of Σ′ is also a model of ϕ′.
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Example 3.8. Let L = {A′, B′, C ′}, S = {A′, C ′}, Σ′ = {¬A′ ∨B′,¬B′ ∨C ′},
and ϕ′ = ¬A′ ∨ C ′. The mappings that assign T to B′ and ¬B′, and F to
¬A′ and C ′ define S-3 interpretations that are models of Σ′, but no models
of ϕ′. Therefore, Σ′ 6|=3S ϕ′.
However, if S = {B′}, then Σ′ |=3S ϕ′. Indeed, if an S-3 interpretation
violates ϕ′, then it must map ¬A′ and C ′ to F. Since B′ ∈ S, exactly one of
B′ and ¬B′ must be mapped to F, also violating Σ′.
3.4.2 Equivalence of Implication Problems
In a first step, we define the fragment of L-formulae that corresponds
to WUCs and WFDs in the presence of an NFS nfs(Rs) over a relation
schema R. Let φ : R → L denote a bijection between R and the set
L = {A′ | A ∈ R} of propositional variables that corresponds to R. For
an NFS nfs(Rs) over R let S = φ(Rs) be the set of propositional variables
in L that corresponds to Rs. Hence, the variables in S are the images of
those attributes of R declared NOT NULL.
We now extend φ to a mapping Φ from the set of WUCs and WFDs
over R. For a WUC u(A1, . . . , An) over R, let Φ(u(A1, . . . , An)) denote
the goal clause ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n. For a WFD (A1, . . . , An → A) over R,
let Φ((A1, . . . , An → A)) denote the definite clause ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n ∨ A′.
For the sake of presentation, but without loss of generality, we assume
that WFDs have only a single attribute on their right-hand side. As usual,
disjunctions over zero disjuncts are interpreted as F. In what follows, we
may simply denote Φ(ϕ) = ϕ′ and Φ(Σ) = {σ′ | σ ∈ Σ} = Σ′.
Our aim is to show that for every relation schema R, for every set Σ ∪
{ϕ} of WUCs and WFDs and for every NFS nfs(Rs) over R, there is some
Rs-total Codd table r that satisfies Σ and violates ϕ if and only if there is
an S-3 model ωr of Σ′ that is not an S-3 model of ϕ′. For arbitrary Codd
tables r it is not obvious how to define the S-3 interpretation ωr.
However, for deciding the implication problem Σ |=Rs ϕ it suffices to
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examine two-tuple Codd tables (instead of arbitrary Codd tables).










F , if unk 6= t1(A) = t2(A) 6= unk
T , otherwise
for all A′ ∈ L. In particular, if {t1, t2} is Rs-total, then ω{t1,t2} is an S-3
interpretation, as the following proposition shows. The reverse direction
is true, as well.
Proposition 3.2. For all relation schemata R, for all two-tuple Codd tables r =
{t1, t2} over R, and for all NFSs nfs(Rs) over R, r satisfies nfs(Rs) if and only if
ωr is an S-3 interpretation of L.
Proof. If r satisfies nfs(Rs), then r is Rs-total. According to the definition
of the special-3-interpretation ωr it holds that for all variables A′ ∈ S we
have ωr(A′) = T if and only if ωr(¬A′) = F, and for all variables in L − S
we cannot have ωr(A′) = F and ωr(¬A′) = F.
If ωr is an S-3 interpretation of L, then for each variable A′ ∈ S, either
ωr(A
′) = T or ωr(¬A′) = T (but not both). According to the definition of
ωr, however, r must be A-total.
The definition of the special-3-interpretation is justified semantically
by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For all relation schemata R, for all two-tuple Codd tables r =
{t1, t2} over R, and for all WUCs and all WFDs ϕ over R, r satisfies ϕ and
nfs(Rs) if and only if ωr is an S-3 model of ϕ′.
Proof. We show first that if r satisfies ϕ and nfs(Rs), then ωr is an S-3 model
of ϕ′. Since r satisfies nfs(Rs), Proposition 3.2 tells us that ωr is an S-3
interpretation. If ϕ denotes the WUC u(A1, . . . , An), then ϕ′ = ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨
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¬A′n. Since r satisfies u(A1, . . . , An) it cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n,
unk 6= t1(Ai) = t2(Ai) 6= unk hold. Therefore, it cannot be that for all
i = 1, . . . , n, ωr(¬A′i) = F holds. Hence, ωr is an S-3 model of ϕ′. If ϕ
denotes the WFD (A1 · · ·An → A), then ϕ′ = ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n ∨ A. Since
r satisfies (A1 · · ·An → A) it cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n, unk 6=
t1(Ai) = t2(Ai) 6= unk hold and unk 6= t1(A) 6= t2(A) 6= unk holds, too.
Therefore, it cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n, ωr(¬A′i) = F hold and
ωr(¬A′) = F holds, too. Hence, ωr is an S-3 model of ϕ′.
We show next that if ωr is an S-3 model of ϕ′, then r satisfies ϕ and
nfs(Rs). Since ωr is an S-3 interpretation, Proposition 3.2 tells us that r
satisfies nfs(Rs). If ϕ′ denotes the goal clause ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n, then ϕ
denotes the WUC u(A1, . . . , An). Since ωr is an S-3 model of ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨
¬A′n it cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n, ωr(¬A′i) = F holds. Consequently,
it cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n, unk 6= t1(Ai) = t2(Ai) 6= unk hold.
Hence, r satisfies the WUC u(A1, . . . , An). If ϕ′ denotes the definite clause
¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n ∨ A′, then ϕ denotes the WFD (A1, . . . , An → A). Since
ωr is an S-3 model of ¬A′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬A′n ∨ A′ it cannot be that for all i =
1, . . . , n, ωr(¬A′i) = F hold and ωr(A′) = F holds, too. Consequently, it
cannot be that for all i = 1, . . . , n, unk 6= t1(Ai) = t2(Ai) 6= unk hold
and unk 6= t1(A) 6= t2(A) 6= unk holds, too. Hence, r satisfies the WFD
(A1, . . . , An → A). This concludes the proof.
We are now in a position to establish the anticipated equivalence be-
tween the implication problem of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with
an NFS and the implication problem of goal and definite clauses in Cadoli
and Schaerf’s S-3 logic. The main results we rely on in the following proof
are Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.4.
Theorem 3.5. Let Σ∪{ϕ} be a set of WUCs and WFDs over the relation schema
R, and let nfs(Rs) denote an NFS over R. Let L denote the set of propositional
variables that corresponds to R, S the set of variables that corresponds to Rs, and
Σ′ ∪ {ϕ′} the set of goal and definite clauses over L that corresponds to Σ ∪ {ϕ}.
Then Σ |=Rs ϕ if and only if Σ′ |=3S ϕ′.
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Proof. According to Corollary 3.1 it suffices to show that Σ |=2,Rs ϕ if and
only if Σ′ |=3S ϕ′.
We show first that if Σ′ |=3S ϕ′ holds, then Σ |=2,Rs ϕ holds as well. For
this purpose suppose that Σ |=2,Rs ϕ does not hold. Consequently, there
is some two-tuple Codd table r over R that satisfies Σ and nfs(Rs), but
violates ϕ. Following Lemma 3.4, ωr is an S-3 interpretation that satisfies
Σ′ and violates ϕ′. Hence, Σ′ |=3S ϕ′ does also not hold.
It now remains to show that if Σ |=2,Rs ϕ holds, then Σ′ |=3S ϕ′ holds
as well. For this purpose, suppose that Σ′ |=3S ϕ′ does not hold. Conse-
quently, there is some S-3 interpretation ω that is a model of Σ′ but not a
model of ϕ′. Let r = {t1, t2} be defined as follows: for all A ∈ R let t1(A) ∈
dom(A) − {unk}, and let t2(A) = t1(A), if ω(A′) = T and ω(¬A′) = F, let
t2(A) = unk, if ω(A′) = T = ω(¬A′), and let t2(A) ∈ dom(A)−{t1(A),unk},
if ω(A′) = F and ω(¬A′) = T. It follows that ωr = ω. Since ωr = ω, Lemma
3.4 guarantees that r satisfies Σ and nfs(Rs), and r violates ϕ. We conclude
that Σ 6|=Rs ϕ.
We conclude this section by analyzing the running examples from this
chapter from a logical point of view.
Example 3.9. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.
As we have demonstrated already, Σ |=WORKs u(Emp). In terms of S-3
logics, the example translates as follows:
• L = {Emp′,Dept′,Mgr′}
• S = {Dept′,Mgr′}
• Σ′ = {¬Emp′ ∨Dept′,¬Dept′ ∨Mgr′,¬Mgr′}
• ϕ′ = ¬Emp′ .
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It is relatively straightforward to see that Σ′ |=3S ϕ′ holds, too. Suppose
that for some S-3 interpretation ω of L, ω(¬Emp′) = F holds. If we want
ω to be an S-3 model of Σ′ we must necessarily have ω(Dept′) = T. Since
Dept′ ∈ S, this means that ω(¬Dept′) = F, which means that ω(Mgr′) = T.
However, Mgr′ ∈ S , and to satisfy the goal clause ¬Mgr′ we must have
ω(¬Mgr′) = T. These requirements are contradictory. Consequently, there
is no S-3 interpretation of L that is a model of Σ′ and not a model of ϕ′.
Example 3.10. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr)}.
As we have already seen beforehand, Σ 6|=WORKs u(Emp). In terms of S-3
logics, the example translates as follows:
• L = {Emp′,Dept′,Mgr′}
• S = {Dept′,Mgr′}
• Σ′ = {¬Emp′ ∨Dept′,¬Dept′ ∨Mgr′}
• ϕ′ = ¬Emp′ .
Consider the S-3 interpretation ω of L that assigns T to all variables, and F
to their negations. It is straightforward to observe that ω is a model of Σ′,
but not a model of ϕ′. Hence, Σ′ 6|=3S ϕ′. Note that the S-3 interpretation
ω is the special-3-interpretation ωr for the two-tuple Codd table r from
Example 3.3 that satisfies Σ, nfs(WORKs) and violates ϕ.
Example 3.11. Consider the relation schema WORK with attributes Emp,
Dept and Mgr, NFS WORKs = {Dept}, and
Σ = {(Emp→ Dept), (Dept→Mgr), u(Mgr)}.
As we have already seen beforehand, Σ 6|=WORKs u(Emp). In terms of S-3
logics, the example translates as follows:
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• L = {Emp′,Dept′,Mgr′}
• S = {Dept′}
• Σ′ = {¬Emp′ ∨Dept′,¬Dept′ ∨Mgr′,¬Mgr′}
• ϕ′ = ¬Emp′ .
Consider the S-3 interpretation ω of L that assigns T to all variables, F to
¬Emp′ and ¬Dept′, and T to ¬Mgr′. Again, it is straightforward to observe
that ω is a model of Σ′, but not a model of ϕ′. Hence, Σ′ 6|=3S ϕ′. Note that
the S-3 interpretation ω is the special-3-interpretation ωr for the two-tuple
Codd table r from Example 3.4 that satisfies Σ, nfs(WORKs) and violates ϕ.
3.5 Further Comments
In this chapter, axiomatic, algorithmic, and logical characterizations of
the implication problem for the combined class of weak uniqueness and
NOT NULL constraints, and weak functional dependencies over Codd ta-
bles have been established. Using the techniques from this chapter, simi-
lar characterizations of the implication problem for the combined class of
uniqueness and NOT NULL constraints, and functional dependencies over
SQL tables can be established. It is stressed here again that SQL tables are
based on occurrences of the ni null marker, while Codd tables are based
on occurrences of the unk null marker using a possible world semantics.
Due to these differences in semantics it is not at all obvious that similar
characterizations hold.
While the contribution of this chapter focuses on Codd tables, recent
related work on constraints over SQL tables should be mentioned here
again. Indeed, axiomatic, algorithmic, and logical characterizations of the
implication problem for the combined class of functional and multivalued
dependencies over subsumption-free SQL relations with NOT NULL con-
straints were established in [70]. These were extended to the combined
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class of uniqueness and NOT NULL constraints, and functional and multi-
valued dependencies over SQL tables [55, 92]. Multivalued dependencies,
however, are beyond the scope of this thesis.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter we have started to address the first objective of this the-
sis, as stated in Chapter 2. We investigated the implication problem for
the combined class of weak uniqueness constraints, weak functional de-
pendencies and NOT NULL constraints over Codd tables. We established
axiomatic, efficient algorithmic, and logical characterizations of the impli-
cation problem. These results were announced in [56] and complement
findings in the research literature, in particular recent findings on the im-
plication problem for the combined class of uniqueness and NOT NULL
constraints, and functional and multivalued dependencies over SQL ta-
bles [55, 70, 92].
In the following chapter we will make extensive use of the axiomatic
and algorithmic characterizations in order to describe structural and com-
putational properties of Armstrong tables for the combined class of weak
uniqueness constraints, weak functional dependencies and NOT NULL con-
straints over Codd tables. In later chapters, we will describe an implemen-
tation of these algorithms and those from the recent literature in a graphi-
cal user interface.
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Chapter 4
Foundations - Part II:
Armstrong Tables
In this chapter structural and computational properties of Armstrong ta-
bles are investigated for the combined class C of weak uniqueness con-
straints and weak functional dependencies over Codd tables with NOT
NULL constraints. As it turns out, this class does indeed enjoy Armstrong
tables, in contrast to the combined class of uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies over SQL tables with NOT NULL constraints [64].
Indeed, the latter class had to be restricted to standard uniqueness con-
straints and standard functional dependencies to enjoy Armstrong tables.
In Section 4.2 a structural characterization of Armstrong tables is estab-
lished. That is, conditions are given that are sufficient and necessary for a
given Codd table to be Armstrong with respect to a given set of constraints
in C. These conditions will be stipulated in terms of agree sets, maximal
sets, and duplicate sets, similar to the notions used in the classical case of
relations and the case of SQL tables. The structural characterization is then
exploited in Section 4.3 to establish an algorithm that, given an arbitrary
relation schema, an arbitrary null-free subschema and an arbitrary set of
weak uniqueness constraints and weak functional dependencies over the
schema, computes a Codd table that is Armstrong with respect to this in-
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put. Several properties are established that provide insight into the com-
plexity of this algorithm. First of all, the time complexity of finding an
Armstrong table is precisely exponential in the size of the input, as it al-
ready is in the idealized special case of Armstrong relations for functional
dependencies. However, the algorithm does produce an Armstrong table
whose size is at most quadratic in the number of rows in a minimum-sized
Armstrong table. While there are cases where the size of a minimum-sized
Armstrong table is exponential in the size of the constraints, there are also
cases where the size of an Armstrong table is logarithmic in the size of the
optimal cover of the input. The results of this chapter were announced
in [56].
4.1 Two Motivating Examples
The chapter begins with a re-examination of the example preceding Theo-
rem 2.9, which showed that there are sets of functional dependencies over
SQL tables for which no Armstrong table exists. In the context of Codd
tables, however, the same constraint set does admit Armstrong tables. In
fact, it will turn out in this chapter that the entire class of WUCs, WFDs,
and NFSs does enjoy Armstrong tables.
Example 4.1. Let WORK denote our running example of a relation schema
with attributes Emp, Dept, and Mgr, and let WORKs = {Dept,Mgr} define
the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting of the WFDs (∅ →
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is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(WORKs) with respect to the combined
class of WUCs and WFDs. Note, in particular, that (∅ → Emp) is satisfied,
since the null marker occurrence unk can simply be replaced by Dilbert.
Similarly, (Emp → Dept) is satisfied, since the null marker occurrence
unk can simply be replaced by a domain value different from Dilbert.
As a second motivating example we re-examine another one of our
running examples from the point of view of WUCs and WFDs.
Example 4.2. Let WORK = {Emp,Dept,Mgr} and let WORKs = {Emp,Mgr}
define the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting of the WFDs







is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(WORKs) with respect to the combined
class of WUCs and WFDs. In contrast to the SQL table from Table 2.14,
which is Armstrong for the analogous set of constraints of SQL tables, the
Codd table above is smaller in size. As it will turn out in this chapter, the
general construction proposed for Codd tables that are Armstrong will
produce tables of approximately half the size of Armstrong tables for the
analogous set of constraints over SQL tables.
4.2 Structural Properties
First we would like to establish sufficient and necessary conditions when
a given Codd table is an Armstrong table with respect to a given set Σ
of WUCs and WFDs and an NFS nfs(Rs). This would generalize Theo-
rem 2.4, a well-known result by Mannila, Ra¨iha¨, Beeri, Dowd, Fagin and
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Statman for functional dependencies over total database relations [11, 96].
Especially useful in this regard is Mannila and Ra¨iha¨’s notion of maximal
sets [96] which we generalize here from total relations to Codd tables.
Definition 4.1. Let Σ be a set of WUCs and WFDs and let nfs(Rs) be an NFS
over relation schema R. For an attribute A ∈ R we define the maximal sets
maxΣ,Rs(A) of A with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) as follows:
maxΣ,Rs(A) := {X ⊆ R |Σ 6|=Rs (X → A)∧
∀B ∈ R−X(Σ |=Rs (XB → A))}.
The maximal sets ofRwith respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) are defined as maxΣ,Rs(R) =⋃
A∈R maxΣ,Rs(A). If Σ and nfs(Rs) are clear from the context we may simply
write max(A) and max(R), respectively.
Thus, the maximal sets of an attribute A with respect to Σ and nfs(Rs)
are the maximal attribute subsets of R that do not functionally determine
A. Note that Definition 4.1 permits the empty set to occur as a maximal
set.
Example 4.3. Let WORK = {Emp,Dept,Mgr} and let WORKs = {Emp,Mgr}
define the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting of the WFDs
(Emp → Dept) and (Dept → Mgr). Then the maximal sets for the at-
tributes are:
• maxΣ,Rs(Emp) = {{Dept,Mgr}},
• maxΣ,Rs(Dept) = {{Mgr}},
• maxΣ,Rs(Mgr) = {{Emp}}.
Example 4.4. Consider the relation schema CONTACT with attributes Ad-
dress, City and ZIP, and an NFS defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP},
and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
Then the maximal sets for the attributes are:
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• maxΣ,Rs(Address) = {{City,ZIP}},
• maxΣ,Rs(City) = {{Address}},
• maxΣ,Rs(ZIP) = {{Address}, {City}}.
For a Codd table to be Armstrong it is necessary that for each maximal
set there must be distinct tuples in the table whose strong agree set is the
maximal set. This is to guarantee that all the WFDs not implied by the set
of WUCs and WFDs in the presence of an NFS are violated. Over tables,
however, it is still possible that there are WUCs u(X) not implied by Σ in
the presence of nfs(Rs) over R, even if the WFD (X → R) is implied. For
this reason we also require of Armstrong tables that for all attribute sets
X that are maximal with this property there must be distinct rows in the
table whose strong agree set is X . This motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.2. Let Σ be a set of WUCs and WFDs and let nfs(Rs) be an NFS
over relation schema R. We define the duplicate sets dupΣ,Rs(R) of R with
respect to Σ and nfs(Rs) as follows:
dupΣ,Rs(R) := {X ⊆ R | Σ |=Rs (X → R) ∧ Σ 6|=Rs u(X)∧
∀B ∈ T −X(Σ |=Rs u(XB))}.
If Σ and nfs(Rs) are clear from the context we may simply write dup(R).
Example 4.5. Let WORK = {Emp,Dept,Mgr} and let WORKs = {Emp,Mgr}
define the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting of the WFDs
(Emp → Dept) and (Dept → Mgr). Then we have dupΣ,Rs(WORK) =
{{Emp,Dept,Mgr}}.
Example 4.6. Consider the relation schema CONTACT with attributes Ad-
dress, City and ZIP, NFS defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP}, and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
Then we have dupΣ,Rs(CONTACT) = {{Address,ZIP}}.
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For our anticipated characterization of Armstrong tables the notion of
a (strong) agree set plays an important role. While strong and weak agree
sets coincide over total relations, the distinction between the two is crucial
for Codd tables. Indeed, we require an additional notion that helps us
to ensure that i) for each maximal set of an attribute there are tuples that
strongly agree on the maximal set but disagree on the attribute, and ii)
each strong agree set includes all attributes functionally determined by it.
Definition 4.3. Let R be a relation schema, and r a Codd table over R. For
X ∈ ags(r) let w(X) = ⋂{Y | ∃t, t′ ∈ r(X = ags(t, t′) ∧ Y = ag(t, t′))}.
Example 4.7. Let r denote the following Codd table
Address City ZIP
Pont Neuf Paris 75001
Le Louvre Paris 75001
Pont Neuf Toulouse 31000
unk Paris 75007
Pont Neuf unk 75001
.
Here we obtain
• ags(r) = {{City,ZIP}, {Address}, {City}, {Address,ZIP}},
• agw(r) = {{Address}, {City}}, and
• w(Address) = {Address},w(City) = {City},w(City,ZIP) = {City,ZIP},
and w(Address,ZIP) = {Address,City,ZIP}.
These notions allow us to obtain the following characterization of Arm-
strong tables for a given Codd table. Conditions 1. and 3. ensure that the
Codd table violates all WFDs and WUCs not implied by Σ and nfs(Rs),
while conditions 2. and 4. ensure that the Codd table satisfies all WFDs
and WUCs in Σ. Finally, condition 5. ensures that the Codd table is total on
every attribute of the null-free subschema, and not total on any attribute
not in the null-free subschema.
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Theorem 4.1. Let R be a relation schema, Σ a set of WUCs and WFDs, and
nfs(Rs) an NFS over R. For all Codd tables r over R it holds that r is an Arm-
strong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) if and only if all of the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. ∀A ∈ R∀X ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A)(X ∈ ags(r) ∧ A /∈ w(X)),
2. ∀X ∈ ags(r)(X∗Σ,Rs ⊆ w(X)),
3. ∀X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R)(X ∈ ags(r)),
4. ∀X ∈ ags(r)∀  u(Z) ∈ Σ(Z 6⊆ X),
5. total(r) = {A ∈ R | ∀t ∈ r(t(A) 6= unk)} = Rs.
Proof. Sufficiency. Let r be some Codd table over R that satisfies condi-
tions 1., 2., 3., 4. and 5. We show that r is an Armstrong table for Σ and
nfs(Rs).
Let (X → A) ∈ Σ. Assume that there are distinct t, t′ ∈ r such that
t(X) = t′(X) and t is X-total. That is, X ⊆ X ′ = ags(t, t′). Note that
A ∈ (X ′)∗Σ,Rs . Hence, condition 2. implies that A ∈ w(X ′). In particular,
A ∈ ag(t, t′). According to Proposition 3.1, r satisfies every WFD in Σ.
Let u(X) ∈ Σ, and let t, t′ ∈ r be distinct tuples of r. Condition 4.
ensures that X 6⊆ ags(t, t′) holds. Proposition 3.1 tells us that r satisfies
u(X). We conclude that r satisfies Σ.
Let (X → A) /∈ Σ∗Rs . It follows that there is someX ′ ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A) such
that X ⊆ X ′ and A /∈ (X ′)∗Σ,Rs . Condition 1. implies that X ′ ∈ ags(r) and
A /∈ w(X ′). Hence, there is some Y ∈ ag(r) such that A /∈ Y . This shows
that there are two distinct t, t′ ∈ r such that X ⊆ ags(t, t′) and A /∈ ag(t, t′).
Proposition 3.1 tells us that r violates the WFD (X → A).
Let u(X) /∈ Σ∗Rs . If (X → R) /∈ Σ∗Rs , then we are in the previous
case, which shows, in particular, that there are two distinct t, t′ ∈ r such
that X ⊆ ags(t, t′). Proposition 3.1 tells us that r violates the WUC u(X).
Suppose now that (X → R) ∈ Σ∗Rs . Then there is some X ′ ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R)
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such that X ⊆ X ′. Condition 3. ensures that there are some t, t′ ∈ r such
that X ⊆ X ′ ⊆ ags(t, t′). Again, Proposition 3.1 tells us that r violates the
WUC u(X). We have shown that r violates every WUC and WFD that is
not in Σ∗Rs .
Finally, Condition 5. ensures that r satisfies every NFS implied by
nfs(Rs), and violates every NFS not implied by nfs(Rs). Consequently, r
is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs).
Necessity. Let r be some Codd table over R that is Armstrong for Σ
and nfs(Rs). We show that r satisfies conditions 1., 2., 3., 4., and 5.
Let A ∈ R, and let X ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A). That is, Σ 6|=Rs (X → A) and for
all B ∈ R − X it is true that Σ |=Rs (XB → A). Since r is an Armstrong
table for Σ and nfs(Rs) it follows that r violates (X → A) and for all
B ∈ R−X that r satisfies the WFD (XB → A). The violation of (X → A)
implies that there are distinct t, t′ ∈ r such that X ⊆ ags(t, t′) and A /∈
ag(t, t′), according to Proposition 3.1. If there was some attribute C of R in
ags(t, t′) − X , then r would violate the WFD (XC → A). Consequently,
X = ags(t, t′). We have just shown that for every A ∈ R and for every
X ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A) it is true that X ∈ ags(r) and A /∈ w(X), i.e., condition 1.
holds.
Next we show that r satisfies condition 2. Therefore, let X ∈ ags(r).
We need to show that X∗Σ,Rs ⊆ w(X). Let A be some attribute of R such
that A /∈ w(X). Consequently, there are some distinct t, t′ ∈ r such that
X = ags(t, t′) andA /∈ ag(t, t′). Again, Proposition 3.1 tells us that r violates
the WFD (X → A). Since r is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) it
follows that A /∈ X∗Σ,Rs . We have just shown that X∗Σ,Rs ⊆ w(X).
We show that r satisfies condition 3. Therefore, let X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R). By
definition, u(X) /∈ Σ∗Rs . As r is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs),
it follows that r violates u(X). According to Proposition 3.1 there must
be distinct t, t′ ∈ r with X ⊆ ags(t, t′). Moreover, by definition of X ∈
dupΣ,Rs(R), it follows that for all B ∈ R − X , u(XB) ∈ Σ∗Rs . As r is an
Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs), it follows that r satisfies u(XB) for
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all B ∈ R − X . Consequently, XB 6⊆ ags(t, t′) for all B ∈ R − X . Hence,
X ∈ ags(r).
It is straightforward to see that r satisfies condition 4. Indeed, as r is an
Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs), r satisfies every u(Z) ∈ Σ. According
to Proposition 3.1 there cannot be any X ∈ ags(r) such that Z ⊆ X .
Since r is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) it follows that total(r) =
Rs.
Note that Condition 1. of Theorem 4.1, i.e.,
∀A ∈ R∀X ∈ maxΣ,Rs(A)(X ∈ ags(r) ∧ A /∈ w(X))
can be replaced by
∀A ∈ R∀X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A)(X ∈ ags(r) ∧ A /∈ w(X)) ,
following Lemma 3.2.
Example 4.8. Consider again the relation schema CONTACT with headers
Address, City and ZIP, NFS nfs(Rs) defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP},
and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
Examples 4.4, 4.6 and 4.7 allow us to verify all the conditions of Theorem
4.1 for the following Codd table t:
Address City ZIP
Pont Neuf Paris 75001
Le Louvre Paris 75001
Pont Neuf Toulouse 31000
unk Paris 75007
Pont Neuf unk 75001
.
Hence, Theorem 4.1 shows that r is indeed an Armstrong table for Σ and
nfs(Rs).
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4.3 Computational Properties
In this section we establish an algorithm that computes for any given rela-
tion schema R, any given set Σ of WUCs and WFDs, and any given NFS
nfs(Rs) over R a Codd table that is Armstrong for Σ and nfs(Rs). The al-
gorithm is based on the structural characterization of Armstrong tables in
Theorem 4.1. For that purpose, we will compute the families of maximal
sets, and the duplicate sets first, before we exploit these sets to construct
tuples with appropriate agree sets that match the conditions in Theorem
4.1.
4.3.1 Computation of Maximal Sets
Following Theorem 4.1 we aim to compute the maximal set families
maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A)
for all A ∈ R, as well as the duplicate sets dupΣ,Rs(R).
Lemma 4.1. Let R be a relation schema, nfs(Rs) an NFS over R, and Σ a set of
WUCs and WFDs over R. For WC ⊆ R, it takes O(|R| × ||Σ||) time to test
whether W ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(C).
Proof. Using Algorithm 3.1,C 6∈ W ∗Σ[WFD],Rs can be checked in timeO(||Σ||),
and C ∈ (WB)∗Σ[WFD],Rs for all B ∈ R −W can be checked in time O(|R| ×
||Σ||).
We use mtest(W,C,R,Rs,Σ) to denote the test if W ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(C)
from Lemma 4.1. The maximal sets for R with respect to Σ[WFD] and
nfs(Rs) can be computed by testing all subsets of R. This, however, will
hardly be efficient. The following result establishes an iterative approach
for computing the maximal sets for R with respect to Σ[WFD] and nfs(Rs).
The algorithm starts with the maximal sets for R with respect to an empty
WFD set in the presence of nfs(Rs), and then adds the WFDs of Σ[WFD]
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one by one while monitoring the resulting changes to the family of maxi-
mal sets.
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a relation schema, nfs(Rs) an NFS over R, and Σ′ =
Σ ∪ {(X → A)} a set of WFDs over R. For C ∈ R let V ∈ maxΣ,Rs(C). Then
V ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(C) or (C = A or A ∈ Rs) holds and there is some B ∈ X − V
such that
i) V B ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(C), if X 6⊆ Rs, or
ii) V = W ∩ Z for some W ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(C) and some Z ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(B).
The proof of Theorem 4.2 uses the following simple observation:
Remark 4.1. Let Σ = Σ′ ∪ {(X → A)} and U ⊆ R. When A ∈ U∗Σ,Rs we have
U∗Σ,Rs =
(UA)∗Σ,Rs = (UA)∗Σ′,Rs , if A ∈ Rs,U∗Σ′,RsA , otherwise,
while U∗Σ,Rs = U
∗
Σ′,Rs holds when A 6∈ U∗Σ,Rs . Furthermore, the following state-
ments are equivalent: a) U∗Σ′,Rs ⊂ U∗Σ,Rs , b)A ∈ U∗Σ,Rs−U∗Σ′,Rs , and c)A 6∈ U∗Σ′,Rs
and X ⊆ URs ∩ U∗Σ′,Rs , cf. Algorithm 3.1.
Proof. From V ∈ maxΣ,Rs(C) and V ⊆ V ∗Σ′,Rs ⊆ V ∗Σ,Rs we get C 6∈ V ∗Σ,Rs and
C 6∈ V ∗Σ′,Rs . If V ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(C) we are done. Otherwise, there is some W ∈
maxΣ′,Rs(C) with V ⊂ W . By V ∈ maxΣ,Rs(C) we obtainC ∈ W ∗Σ,Rs−W ∗Σ′,Rs ,
so that W ∗Σ′,Rs ⊂ W ∗Σ,Rs . When applying Remark 4.1 to the set W , we note
A ∈ W ∗Σ,Rs −W ∗Σ′,Rs and, therefore, (C = A or A ∈ Rs).
Remark 4.1 for W further yields A 6∈ W ∗Σ′,Rs and X ⊆ WRs ∩ W ∗Σ′,Rs .
Hence, A 6∈ V ∗Σ′,Rs as V ⊂ W . Assume A ∈ V ∗Σ,Rs − V ∗Σ′,Rs . Then, C 6= A
as C 6∈ V ∗Σ,Rs , and thus A ∈ Rs. When applying Remark 4.1 to the set
V , we observe V ∗Σ,Rs = (V A)
∗
Σ,Rs
= (V A)∗Σ′,Rs . Hence, C 6∈ (V A)∗Σ,Rs . By
V ∈ maxΣ,Rs(C) we obtain A ∈ V . Thus A ∈ V ⊆ W ⊆ W ∗Σ′,Rs which
contradicts A ∈ W ∗Σ,Rs −W ∗Σ′,Rs . Hence, our assumption is false, and A 6∈
V ∗Σ,Rs holds.
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From A 6∈ V ∗Σ,Rs and Remark 4.1 for V we conclude V ∗Σ,Rs = V ∗Σ′,Rs , and
X 6⊆ V Rs ∩ V ∗Σ′,Rs , that is, (X 6⊆ V Rs or X 6⊆ V ∗Σ′,Rs). By X ⊆ WRs we
obtain ((X −Rs) ∩ (W − V ) 6= ∅ or X 6⊆ V ∗Σ′,Rs). Therefore, V is a subset of
a member U of
V := {W −B | B ∈ X −Rs}∪
{W ∩ Z | W 6⊆ Z ∈ ⋃B∈X maxΣ′,Rs(B)}.
From U ⊂ W and W ∈ maxΣ′,Rs(C) we get C 6∈ U∗Σ′,Rs . By definition of V ,
we observe X 6⊆ URs ∩ U∗Σ′,Rs which yields U∗Σ,Rs = U∗Σ′,Rs by Remark 4.1.
Thus, we obtain C 6∈ U∗Σ,Rs . From V ∈ maxΣ,Rs(C) we derive V = U , that
is, V itself is a member of V . This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2 shows that Algorithm 4.1 computes the family of maximal
sets.
Theorem 4.3. On input (R,Σ, Rs), Algorithm 4.1 computes the sets maxΣ,Rs(C)
for all C ∈ R.
We illustrate the iterative approach towards computing the maximal
set families on our running examples.
Example 4.9. Let WORK = {Emp,Dept,Mgr} and let Rs = WORKs =
{Emp,Mgr} define the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting
of the WFDs (Emp→ Dept) and (Dept→Mgr). The computation
A max∅,Rs(A) max{(Emp→Dept)},Rs(A) maxΣ,Rs(A)
Emp {{Dept,Mgr}} {{Dept,Mgr}} {{Dept,Mgr}}
Dept {{Emp,Mgr}} {{Mgr}} {{Mgr}}
Mgr {{Emp,Dept}} {{Emp,Dept}} {{Emp}}
shows how Algorithm 4.1 may compute the maximal set families.
Example 4.10. Consider the relation schema CONTACT with attributes Ad-
dress, City and ZIP, and an NFS defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP},
and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
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Algorithm 4.1 Maximal-Sets(R,Σ,Rs)
Input: Relation schema R, set Σ of WFDs and NFS nfs(Rs) over R
Output: Maximal sets maxΣ,Rs(C) for all C ∈ R
1: for all C ∈ R do
2: max(C) := {R− C}
3: end for
4: Θ := ∅
5: for all X → A ∈ Σ do
6: Θ := Θ ∪ {X → A}
7: for all C ∈ R where (C = A or A ∈ Rs) do
8: nmax(C) := max(C)
9: for all W ∈ max(C) do
10: if not mtest(W,C,R,Rs,Θ) then
11: nmax(C) := nmax(C)− {W}
12: for all B ∈ X do
13: if B /∈ Rs and mtest(W −B,C,R,Rs,Θ) then
14: nmax(C) := nmax(C) ∪ {W −B}
15: end if
16: for all Z ∈ max(B) do
17: if mtest(W ∩ Z,C,R,Rs,Θ) then







25: for all C ∈ R do
26: max(C) := nmax(C)
27: end for
28: end for
29: return max(C) for all C ∈ R
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Let σ denote the WFD (Address, City→ ZIP). The computation
A max∅,Rs(A) max{σ},Rs(A) maxΣ,Rs(A)
Address {{City,ZIP}} {{City,ZIP}} {{City,ZIP}}
City {{Address,ZIP}} {{Address,ZIP}} {{Address}}
ZIP {{Address,City}} {{Address}, {City}} {{Address}, {City}}
shows how Algorithm 4.1 may compute the maximal set families.
4.3.2 Computation of Duplicate Sets
The next goal is to compute the set of duplicate sets, given a relation
schema R, an NFS nfs(Rs) and a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs over R. For
this purpose we exploit hyper-graphs and minimal transversals of hyper-
graphs.
Recall that a hypergraph H = (V,E) consists of a set V of vertices and
a set E of subsets of V . The elements of E are called hyper-edges. A
transversal ofH is a subset T ⊆ V such that T ∩H 6= ∅ holds for every H ∈
E. A transversal T ofH is said to be minimal if and only if no proper subset
of T is also a transversal of H. Let Tr(H) denote the set of all minimal
transversals of the hyper-graph H. Research on the computation of Tr(H)
is advanced [59].
We will now identify the relationship between duplicate sets and min-
imal transversals of a suitable hyper-graph obtained from the given set of
WUCs and WFDs, and the given NFS.
Lemma 4.2. Let R be some relation schema, nfs(Rs) an NFS over R, and Σ a set
of WUCs and WFDs over R. For every X ⊆ R where Σ |=Rs (X → R) the
following holds: Σ |=Rs u(X) if and only if there is some u(K) ∈ Σ such that
K −Rs ⊆ X .
Proof. If there is some u(K) ∈ Σ such thatK−Rs ⊆ X , then Σ |=Rs u(X)
is a consequence due to the soundness of the null pullback rule.
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Vice versa, if for all u(K) ∈ Σ, K 6⊆ XRs, then the Codd table
XRs R−XRs
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 unk · · ·unk
shows that Σ 6|=Rs u(X).
Given relation schema R, the NFS nfs(Rs), and the set Σ of WUCs and
WFDs over R, we generate the hyper-graph H = (V,E) with vertex set
V = R and the set
E = {K −Rs | u(K) ∈ Σ}
of hyper-edges. The following result shows how the set of duplicate sets
can be computed from the set of minimal transversals of the associated
hyper-graph.
Theorem 4.4. LetR be some relation schema, nfs(Rs) an NFS overR, and Σ a set
of WUCs and WFDs over R. Then dupΣ,Rs(R) = {R−X | X ∈ Tr(H)∧∀M ∈
maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R)(R−X 6⊆M)}.
Proof. We show that X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R) if and only if R − X ∈ Tr(H) and
X 6⊆M for all M ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R).
By definition, X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R) if and only if Σ |=Rs (X → R) and
Σ 6|=Rs u(X) and for all A ∈ R−X , Σ |=Rs u(XA).
It is straightforward to observe that Σ |=Rs (X → R) if and only if for
all M ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R), X 6⊆M holds.
Therefore, X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R) if and only if for all M ∈ maxΣ,Rs(R), X 6⊆
M , and Σ 6|=Rs u(X) and for all A ∈ R−X , Σ |=Rs u(XA).
However, Lemma 4.2 shows that Σ 6|=Rs u(X) if and only if for all
u(K) ∈ Σ, (K −Rs) ∩ (R−X) 6= ∅ holds.
Furthermore, Lemma 4.2 shows that for all A ∈ R −X , Σ |=Rs u(XA)
if and only if for all A ∈ R−X , (K −Rs) ∩ ((R−X)− A) = ∅ holds.
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Therefore, Σ 6|=Rs u(X) and for all A ∈ R −X , Σ |=Rs u(XA) hold if
and only if R −X is a minimal transversal of the hyper-graph H = (V,E)
with vertex set T = R and hyper-edge set E = {K−Rs | u(K) ∈ Σ}. This
concludes the proof.
Theorem 4.4 shows that the following Algorithm computes the set of
all duplicate sets. The computation of the minimal transversals in line 3
can be done with any algorithm known from the research literature to this
well-studied problem [59]. The computation of the maximal set families
can be accomplished by Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.2 Duplicate-Sets(R,Σ,Rs)
Input: Relation schema R, set Σ of WUCs and WFDs, NFS nfs(Rs) over R
Output: Set dupΣ,Rs(R) of duplicate sets
1: V ← R
2: E ← {K −Rs | u(K) ∈ Σ}
3: return {R−X | X ∈ Tr(V,E) ∧ ∀M ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R)(R−X 6⊆M)}
The correctness of Algorithm 4.2 follows immediately from Theorem
4.4.
Corollary 4.1. On input (R,Σ, Rs), Algorithm 4.2 computes the set dupΣ,Rs(R)
of duplicate sets.
We illustrate the computation of duplicate sets on one of our running
examples.
Example 4.11. Consider again the relation schema CONTACT with headers
Address, City and ZIP, NFS nfs(Rs) defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP},
and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
Let (CONTACT,Σ,CONTACTs) be input to Algorithm 4.2. Then we com-
pute:
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• V = {Address,City,ZIP}
• E = {{Address,City}}
• Tr(V,E) = {{Address}, {City}}
• dupΣ,Rs(CONTACT) = {{Address,ZIP}} since {City,ZIP} is already
(contained in) a maximal set of CONTACT, see Example 4.4.
This was the same result we had already announced in Example 4.6.
4.3.3 Computation of Armstrong Tables
The following algorithm computes an Armstrong table for an arbitrary set
Σ of WUCs and WFDs on an arbitrary relation schema R with arbitrary
NFS nfs(Rs). If the non-standard WUC u(∅) is part of the input, Algo-
rithm 4.3 returns in line 3 a Codd table with a single row that is unk on
attributes in R − Rs and total elsewhere. Otherwise, Algorithm 4.3 starts
with a base tuple t0 that is total on every attribute (line 7), computes the
set of maximal sets for each attribute by Algorithm 4.1 in line 8, computes
the duplicate sets by Algorithm 4.2 in line 10, and determines the set Const
of constant columns in line 11 by Algorithm 3.1. The latter are determined
by the attribute closure of the empty set of attributes. The main construc-
tion of the Armstrong table is occurring between lines 13 and 22. Indeed,
Algorithm 4.3 adds a new row for each maximal set and duplicate set. For
each maximal set X , the set Z of attributes is determined in line 14 for
which that set is maximal. Lines 19 and 20 then add a row whose strong
agree set with a base tuple is just the current maximal set, which disagrees
with the base tuple on all the attributes in Z and in Rs − (X ∪ Const), and
which weakly agrees with the base tuple on all remaining attributes. For
each duplicate set X , this set Z is empty and Rs is contained in X . That
is, for each duplicate set, lines 19 and 20 add a row that strongly agrees
with the base tuple on X and weakly agrees with the base tuple every-
where else. Finally, lines 23-29 first determine whether the current Codd
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table features occurrences of unk in all attributes in R − Rs. If that is not
the case, then a new tuple is inserted that ensures such occurrences be-
fore the Codd table is returned. Otherwise, the Codd table is returned
straightaway. The output of Algorithm 4.3 is always an Armstrong table
that matches the conditions of Theorem 4.1. The correctness of Algorithm
4.3 follows essentially from Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4.
Theorem 4.5. On input (R,Σ, Rs), Algorithm 4.3 computes a Codd table that
is Armstrong for Σ and nfs(Rs).
Proof. For the proof, we verify that the output r of Algorithm 4.3 satisfies
the conditions in Theorem 4.1.
If u(∅) ∈ Σ, then r returned by line 3 is an Armstrong table, as there
are no agree sets, maximal sets or duplicate sets, and for all A ∈ R, r
features null marker occurrences in A if and only if A ∈ Rs. For the re-
mainder of the proof we assume that u(∅) /∈ Σ. For condition 1. let
X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A). Due to lines 13-18, we have A ∈ Z and lines 19-20 in-
sert a new tuple in r that agrees strongly with the tuple t0 onX . Moreover,
as A ∈ Z, lines 19-20 further guarantee that A /∈ w(X).
For condition 2. let X ∈ ags(r), and let Σ |=Rs (X → A) for some
A ∈ R − X . We need to show that A ∈ w(X). If X ∈ ags(r), then i)
X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R), ii) X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R), or iii) X = Const ∩ Rs. In case
i) we have A /∈ Z, as otherwise X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A) would contradict
Σ |=Rs (X → A). Also in case i), if A ∈ Rs, then Σ |=Rs (X → A)
and X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(B) contradict one another. Indeed, the latter implies
Σ |=Rs (XA → B), but together with the former and A ∈ Rs we also
get Σ |=Rs (X → B), contradicting X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(B). Hence, A /∈ Rs.
Thus, case i) implies thatA ∈ w(X) by the construction in lines 19-20. Case
ii) immediately implies A ∈ w(X) by the construction in line 21 as then
Z = ∅ and X ⊆ Rs, holds. Case iii) may occur by the construction in lines
25-26. As X∗Σ,Rs = Const we also have A ∈ w(X) due to the construction in
lines 25-26.
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Algorithm 4.3 Armstrong-Computation-Codd-Table(R,Σ,Rs)
Input: Relation schema R, NFS nfs(Rs), set Σ of WUCs and WFDs over R
Output: Armstrong table r for Σ and nfs(Rs)
1: Let cA,0, cA,1, . . . ∈ dom(A) be distinct domain values of A
2: if u(∅) ∈ Σ then
3: return r ← {t0}where ∀A ∈ R
4: t0(A)←
{
cA,0 , if A ∈ Rs
unk , else
. One-tuple Armstrong table
5: else
6: for all A ∈ R do
7: t0(A)← cA,0 . Base tuple for agree sets
8: Compute maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A) . by Algorithm 4.1
9: end for
10: Compute dupΣ,Rs(R) . by Algorithm 4.2
11: Const← ∅∗Σ,Rs . Columns with single values by Algorithm 3.1
12: r ← {t0}; i← 1
13: for all X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R) ∪ dupΣ,Rs(R) do
14: if X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R) then . Compute Attributes for
15: Z ← {A ∈ R | X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(A)} . which X is maximal
16: else
17: Z ← ∅
18: end if
19: r = r ∪ {ti}where ∀A ∈ R
20: ti(A)←

cA,0 , if A ∈ X
cA,i , if A ∈ Z ∪ (Rs − (X ∪ Const))
unk , else
21: i← i+ 1
22: end for
23: total(r)← {A ∈ R | ∀ti ∈ r(ti(A) 6= unk)}
24: if total(r)−Rs 6= ∅ then . Additional row for unk
25: return r = r ∪ {ti}where ∀A ∈ R
26: ti(A)←

cA,0 , if A ∈ Const ∩Rs
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For condition 3. letX ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R). It follows thatX /∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R)
and therefore Z = ∅. Furthermore, if there was some A ∈ Rs − X , then
Σ |=Rs u(XA) and Σ |=Rs (X → A), and the soundness of the pullback
rule would imply that Σ |=Rs u(X) held, too. This would be a contradic-
tion to X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R), and therefore, Rs ⊆ X . Hence, lines 19-20 insert a
new tuple in r that agrees strongly with the tuple t0 on X .
For condition 4. let X ∈ ags(r) and u(Z) ∈ Σ. By construction, X ∈
ags(r) means that i) X ∈ maxΣ[WFD],Rs(R), ii) X ∈ dupΣ,Rs(R), or iii) X =
Const ∩ Rs. Since u(Z) ∈ Σ, we cannot have case i) and we cannot have
case ii). Case iii) would imply that u(∅) ∈ Σ, which cannot occur in this
branch of the if command from line 2.
Condition 5. is ensured by lines 23-29.
We conclude this section by revisiting our running examples.
Example 4.12. Let WORK denote our running example of a relation schema
with attributes Emp, Dept, and Mgr, and let Rs = WORKs = {Dept,Mgr}
define the null-free subschema. Consider the set Σ consisting of the WFDs
(∅ → Emp) and (Emp→ Dept). The maximal sets of WORK with respect
to Σ and nfs(Rs) are:
• maxΣ,Rs(Emp) = ∅
• maxΣ,Rs(Dept) = {{Mgr}}
• maxΣ,Rs(Mgr) = {{Emp,Dept}} .
Furthermore, {Emp,Dept,Mgr} is the only duplicate set of WORK with re-
spect to Σ and nfs(Rs). Algorithm 4.3 would compute the Armstrong table
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A suitable substitution results in the Armstrong table on the right, already
shown in Example 4.1.
Example 4.13. Consider our relation schema WORK = {Emp,Dept,Mgr}
and let WORKs = {Emp,Mgr} define the null-free subschema. Consider
the set Σ consisting of the WFDs (Emp → Dept) and (Dept → Mgr).
Examples 4.3 and 4.5 show the families of maximal and duplicate sets for
Σ and nfs(Rs). Algorithm 4.3 would compute the Armstrong table on the













A suitable substitution results in the Armstrong table on the right, already
shown in Example 4.2.
Example 4.14. Consider the relation schema CONTACT with attributes Ad-
dress, City and ZIP, NFS nfs(Rs) defined by Rs = CONTACTs = {ZIP},
and
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}.
Examples 4.4 and 4.6 show the families of maximal and duplicate sets for
Σ and nfs(Rs). Algorithm 4.3 would compute the Armstrong table on the








Pont Neuf Paris 75001
Le Louvre Paris 75001
Pont Neuf Toulouse 31000
unk Paris 75007
Pont Neuf unk 75001
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A suitable substitution results in the Armstrong table on the right, already
shown in Example 4.8.
4.4 Complexity Considerations
The main objective of this section is to show that the increase in expres-
sivity by going from Armstrong relations to Armstrong tables comes at no
increased costs in terms of the efficiency of creating them. For this pur-
pose, it is shown first that the problem of finding an Armstrong table for
a given set of WUCs and WFDs and a given NFS remains precisely expo-
nential in the size of the input, just as it was the case for relations [11]. It is
further shown that our Algorithm 4.3 for computing Armstrong tables is
rather conservative in the sense that the size of the computed Armstrong
table is at most quadratic in the minimum size of the output possible, simi-
lar to the special case of relations [96]. Subsequently, we examine the most
concise way of representing the information inherent in a set of WUCs,
WFDs and NFSs. Indeed, already in the case of relations neither the rep-
resentation in form of an abstract constraint set nor the representation in
form of an Armstrong table strictly dominates the other. It is therefore
advisable to exploit both representations in practice. In fact, it will turn
out in the results of subsequent chapters that abstract constraints are best
used to identify constraints that are incorrectly perceived as semantically
meaningless, while Armstrong tables are best used to identify constraints
that are incorrectly perceived as semantically meaningful.
4.4.1 Worst-case Complexity to Find Armstrong Tables
The user-friendly representation of an abstract constraint set in form of
an Armstrong table comes, in the worst case, at a high price. In fact, the
number of tuples in a minimum-sized Armstrong table can be exponential
in the number of attributes. Due to this result we cannot expect to design
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an algorithm for generating Armstrong tables in polynomial time in the
worst case. The next result shows that the number of attribute sets max-
imal for Σ and nfs(Rs) added by the number of duplicate sets is a lower
bound for the number of agree sets found in any Armstrong table for Σ
and nfs(Rs). A similar result holds for the special case of relations [11].
Proposition 4.1. Let Σ be a set of WUCs and WFDs and nfs(Rs) be some NFS
over relation schema R, and let r be an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs). Then





Proof. The first and third conditions of Theorem 4.1 implies that
|maxΣ,Rs(R) ∪ dupΣ,Rs(R)| ≤ |ags(r)| .
Moreover, |ags(r)| ≤ |ag(r)|, and |ag(r)| ≤ (|r|
2
)
since every distinct pair of
distinct tuples in r has precisely one agree set.
We recall what we mean by precisely exponential [11]. Firstly, it means
that there is an algorithm for computing an Armstrong table, given a set Σ
of WUCs and WFDs over relation schema R with an NFS nfs(Rs), where
the running time of the algorithm is exponential in the size of Σ. Secondly,
it means that there is a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs and an NFS nfs(Rs) in
which the number of rows in each minimum-sized Armstrong table for Σ
and nfs(Rs) is exponential, so it requires an exponential amount of time
simply to write down the table.
Proposition 4.2. The complexity of finding an Armstrong table for a given set Σ
of WUCs and WFDs over a relation schema R with null-free subschema nfs(Rs)
is precisely exponential in the size of Σ.
Proof. The time complexity of Algorithm 4.3 is dominated by that of Algo-
rithms 4.1 and 4.2 which run clearly in time exponential in the number of
attributes [11, 59, 96].
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It remains to show that there is a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs and an
NFS nfs(Rs) for which the number of tuples in each Armstrong table for
Σ and nfs(Rs) is exponential in the number of attributes. According to
Proposition 4.1 it suffices to find a set Σ of WUCs and WFDs such that
maxΣ,Rs(R) is exponential in the number of attributes. Such a set Σ is given
by ⋃
1≤i≤n
{({A2i−1, A2i} → B)}
and the NFS defined by Rs = A1 · · ·A2nB. This is the same set that Beeri,
Dowd, Fagin and Statman used to show that the time complexity of find-
ing an Armstrong relation for FDs over relations takes at least exponential
time in the number of attributes [11]. This set works here for the same
purpose since all WFDs in Σ have the same right-hand side.
4.4.2 Minimum-sized Armstrong Tables
The previous section has shown that the general worst-case time complex-
ity of Algorithm 4.3 is exponential in the number of attributes. It is demon-
strated now that, despite this worst-case exponential time complexity, Al-
gorithm 4.3 is a fairly simple algorithm for generating Armstrong tables
that is conservative in its use of time.
Let the size of an Armstrong table be defined as the number of tuples
that it contains. In practice, the most appealing Armstrong table for an
abstract constraint set Σ should be of minimum size. The reason is that
a small number of tuples is easier to comprehend for humans. Therefore,
it is a practical question to ask how many tuples a minimum-sized Arm-
strong table requires. An Armstrong table r for Σ and nfs(Rs) is said to be
minimum-sized if there is no Armstrong table r′ for Σ and nfs(Rs) such that
|r′| < |r|. That is, for a minimum-sized Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs)
there is no Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) with a smaller number of
tuples.
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Proposition 4.3. Let Σ be a set of WUCs and WFDs, and nfs(Rs) be some NFS
over relation schema R. Let r be a minimum-sized Armstrong table for Σ and
nfs(Rs). Then√
1 + 8 · |maxΣ,Rs(R) ∪ dupΣ,Rs(R)|
2
6 |r| 6 |maxΣ,Rs(R)∪dupΣ,Rs(R)|+2 .
Proof. The lower bound follows from Proposition 4.1. Indeed, it follows
that





Consequently, we have that√
1 + 8 · |maxΣ,Rs(R) ∪ dupΣ,Rs(R)|
2
≤ |r| .
The upper bound |maxΣ,Rs(R)∪ dupΣ,Rs(R)|+ 2 follows immediately from
Theorem 4.5 and Algorithm 4.3.
We conclude that Algorithm 4.3 always computes an Armstrong table
of reasonably small size.
Corollary 4.2. On input (R,Σ, Rs), Algorithm 4.3 computes an Armstrong ta-
ble for Σ and nfs(Rs) whose size is at most quadratic in the size of a minimum-
sized Armstrong tables for Σ and nfs(Rs).
4.4.3 The Size of Representations
It is shown now that, in general, there is no most concise way of represent-
ing the information inherent in a set of weak uniqueness constraints, weak
functional dependencies and null-free subschemata. We have already seen
a case where the representation using Armstrong tables can be exponen-
tially larger than the best equivalent constraint set, see Proposition 4.2.
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Corollary 4.3. There is some WFD set Σ and an NFS nfs(Rs) such that Σ has
size O(n), and the size of a minimum-sized Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) is
O(2n/2).
The following theorem shows that in other cases, the representation
using Armstrong tables can be exponentially smaller than the best repre-
sentation using constraint sets. Extending Maier’s notion of an optimal
cover from relations [94], for a WFD set Σ and an NFS nfs(Rs) we call a
WFD set Σ′ an optimal cover of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs) if
• Σ′ is a cover of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs), i.e., for every WFD σ ∈ Σ
we have Σ′ |=Rs σ; and for every WFD σ′ ∈ Σ′ we have Σ |=Rs σ′; and
• there is no cover Σ′′ of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs) such that Σ′′ contains
fewer symbol occurrences than Σ′ (repeated symbol occurrences are
counted as many times as they occur).
Theorem 4.6. There is some relation schema R, some NFS nfs(Rs) and some
WFD set Σ over R such that there is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) where
the number of tuples is inO(n), and the optimal cover of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs)
has size O(2n).
Proof. Let R = A1B1 · · ·AnBnC, Rs = R and
Σ = {(X1, . . . , Xn → C) | ∀i = 1, . . . , n(Xi ∈ {Ai, Bi})}.
We show that Σ is the optimal cover of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs), but there
is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) where the number of tuples is in
O(n).
We will show first that Σ is non-redundant (no subset of Σ implies all
WFDs in Σ), and then show that Σ is an optimal cover of itself. We note
that for every WFD σ ∈ Σ, whereX = LHS(σ) denotes the attribute set on
the left-hand side of σ, the closure X∗Σ−{σ},Rs of X with respect to Σ − {σ}
and nfs(Rs) is X itself, i.e., X∗Σ−{σ},Rs = X . The reason is that there is no
σ′ ∈ Σ − {σ} such that LHS(σ′) ⊆ X . Hence, C /∈ X∗Σ−{σ},Rs and we
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conclude that σ is not implied by Σ − {σ} and nfs(Rs). That is, Σ is non-
redundant.
Next we remark that every optimal cover Σ′ of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs)
contains only WFDs (X → Y ) such that Y = C. Suppose, to the contrary,
that there is some WFD (X → Y ) in Σ′ such that Y 6= C. If Y − X = C
and Y ∩X 6= ∅, then Σ′ is not optimal since
(Σ′ − {(X → Y )}) ∪ {(X → Y −X)}
is equivalent to Σ but contains less attributes than Σ′. If Y − X = ∅, then
Σ′ − {(X → Y )} is equivalent to Σ but contains less symbol occurrences
than Σ′. If Y − X 6= ∅ and Y − X 6= C, then Σ 6|=Rs (X → Y ) and,
therefore, Σ′ is not a cover of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs). Moreover, every
WFD (X → Y ) in an optimal cover Σ′ of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs) satisfies
that C /∈ X . If there was a WFD (X → C) ∈ Σ′ and C ∈ X , then
(Σ′ − {(X → C)}) ∪ {(X − C → C)}
is equivalent to Σ but contains less attributes than Σ′.
Next we prove that there is no cover Σ′ of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs)
with a smaller number of attribute occurrences. Suppose there were an
optimal cover Σ′ of Σ with respect to nfs(Rs) with a fewer number of at-
tribute occurrences than Σ. Then for all σ′ in Σ′ it is the case that Σ |=Rs σ′.
Consequently, there must be some σ ∈ Σ such that LHS(σ) ⊆ LHS(σ′).
Suppose every WFD σ ∈ Σ has the property that LHS(σ) ⊆ LHS(σ′) for a
different WFD σ′ ∈ Σ′. Then Σ′ contains at least as many attribute occur-
rences as Σ, a contradiction. Otherwise, there is a proper subset Σ′′ of Σ
such that every WFD σ′ ∈ Σ′ has the property that LHS(σ) ⊆ LHS(σ′) for
some σ ∈ Σ′′. Consequently, Σ′′ implies every WFD in Σ′ with respect to
nfs(Rs) and therefore also every WFD in Σ. This, however, is impossible
since Σ is non-redundant.
Thus we have just shown that Σ is its own optimal cover with respect to
nfs(Rs), and thus exponential in the number of attributes. Now we show
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that there is an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) where the number of
tuples is in O(n). It suffices to show that the set maxΣ,Rs(R) contains a
number of elements that is linear in the number of attributes. For each
i = 1, . . . , n we have maxΣ,Rs(Ai) = R − Ai, and maxΣ,Rs(Bi) = R − Bi.
These are 2n different maximal sets in total. The set maxΣ,Rs(C) consists of
the following n elements: R − AiBiC, i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, maxΣ,Rs(R)
has 3n different elements. Since the set Σ contains WFDs only, there is only
one duplicate set R. Therefore, using Algorithm 4.3 we can easily create
an Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(Rs) that has 3n + 2 tuples only. Indeed,
as Rs = R, the null marker occurrences are not required, and, therefore,
3n+ 1 tuples suffice.
We can see that the representation in form of an Armstrong table can
offer tremendous space savings over the representation as an abstract con-
straint set, and vice versa.
4.5 Further Remarks
In recent previous work Hartmann et al. investigated the combined class
of uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies over SQL tables
with null-free subschemata [64], which was reviewed in Chapter 2. The se-
mantics of WUCs and WFDs over Codd tables with null-free subschemata
is fundamentally different from the semantics of uniqueness constraints
and functional dependencies over SQL tables with null-free subschemata.
Nevertheless, there are striking similarities between the results derived in
this chapter and in previous work [64], respectively. For both classes the
notions of weak and strong agree sets, of maximal sets and of duplicate
sets are fundamental to characterize the structure of Armstrong tables. In
both cases, the structural characterization leads to similar algorithms to
compute Armstrong tables and the complexity results for the algorithms
are very much similar, too. Finally, some remarks are in order to point
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out very important differences between the two combined classes. In the
context of SQL tables, two tuples t and t′ weakly agree on an attribute A
if and only if t(A) = ni = t′(A) [64]. In contrast, in the context of Codd
tables, two tuples t and t′ weakly agree on an attribute A if and only if
t(A) = unk or t′(A) = unk. In particular, the latter condition is in strong
alignment with the weak possible world semantics, as weak agreement
means that there is a possible world in which the tuples agree. While sets
with non-standard functional dependencies over SQL tables with null-
free subschemata do not necessarily enjoy Armstrong tables [64], sets with
arbitrary uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies, including
non-standard ones, over Codd tables with null-free subschemata do al-
ways enjoy Armstrong tables. In essence, this difference is a result of
the different semantics of non-standard WFDs and non-standard NFDs.
Non-standard NFDs ∅ → A permit only a constant value to appear in the
column A in SQL tables, and can therefore not be satisfied when A must
feature ni and some domain value. Non-standard WFDs can still be sat-
isfied in such situations, due to the different notion of weak agreement in
Codd tables. In the general construction of SQL tables that are Armstrong
for a given set of standard uniqueness constraints and functional depen-
dencies [64], each maximal and duplicate set results in two new tuples
that are added to the Armstrong table. In contrast, in the general construc-
tion of Codd tables that are Armstrong for a given set of weak unique-
ness constraints and functional dependencies, each maximal and dupli-
cate set results in a single new tuple that is added to the Armstrong table.
Therefore, Armstrong tables generated for some sets of weak uniqueness
constraints and functional dependencies have roughly half the number
of rows as Armstrong tables generated for the corresponding sets of SQL
uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies. Note, however, that
this is not true for every set.
Finally, Armstrong tables were also investigated for the sole class of
uniqueness constraints over SQL tables with null-free subschemata [83,
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84]. Here, the role of maximal and duplicate sets is replaced by the notion
of an anti-key. As one would expect intuitively, the focus on a less expres-
sive class of constraints results in smaller sizes of Armstrong tables for
them. Therefore, if designers decide to not address functional dependen-
cies or the schemata are in Boyce-Codd normal form, then they can utilize
smaller Armstrong tables to communicate and validate their understand-
ing of the semantics of the application domain.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter structural and computational properties of Armstrong ta-
bles were established for the combined class of weak uniqueness con-
straints and weak functional dependencies over Codd tables with null-free
subschemata. It was shown that the entire class does enjoy Armstrong ta-
bles. Sufficient and necessary conditions were established for an arbitrar-
ily given Codd table to be Armstrong for an arbitrarily given set of con-
straints in the combined class. Based on this structural characterization an
algorithm for computing an Armstrong table for an arbitrarily given set of
constraints in the combined class was established. The problem of finding
such an Armstrong table remains precisely exponential in the number of
the underlying relation schema, as for the special case of Armstrong re-
lations. The algorithm always produces Armstrong tables whose number
of rows is guaranteed to be at most quadratic in the number of rows in a
minimum-sized Armstrong table. Finally, there are cases where the num-
ber of rows in a minimum-sized Armstrong table is exponential in the size
of the given constraints, but there are also cases where the number of rows
in an Armstrong table is logarithmic in the size of the optimal cover of a
given constraint set. The results of this chapter were announced in [56],
and similar results have been obtained for the sole class of uniqueness




This chapter addresses the second objective of this thesis, stated at the end
of Chapter 2. The second main contribution of this thesis is the first pro-
totype of a toolbox, called SQL-Sampler, for computing Armstrong tables
with respect to different classes of constraints and different interpretations
of null marker occurrences. This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 5.1 an introduction to the functionality of SQL-Sampler is given, to-
gether with some screenshots of its graphical user interface. A brief outline
of the system requirements for SQL-Sampler is given in Section 5.2. The
modules that constitute the overall design for the user interface of SQL-
Sampler are presented in Section 5.3. Subsequently, Section 5.4 describes
in detail which of the algorithms from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are linked
in which way to which of the modules in SQL-Sampler. The use of SQL-
Sampler is illustrated by several screenshots of our running example in
Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 contains a brief summary of this Chapter.
SQL-Sampler was introduced and demonstrated to the research commu-
nity based on a conference paper [82].
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5.1 Introduction to SQL-Sampler
SQL-Sampler is the first toolbox to implement new as well as recently de-
veloped algorithms to compute Armstrong tables for different classes of
constraints under different interpretations of null marker occurrences. Its
primary purpose is to assist data engineers in their task of identifying
constraints that are semantically meaningful to a given application do-
main. The engineers can apply the tool to generate concise data samples
that perfectly visualize their current understanding of the semantics of the
application domain. They can analyze the data samples to consolidate
their understanding, either by themselves, or as a basis for discussing se-
mantic requirements with domain experts. The Armstrong tables can also
be exploited to transform a given relational approximation of the target
database into a real SQL design. Leading database design tools, such as
ERWin, promote the creation of test data to validate, communicate and
consolidate the data models they produce [22].
SQL-Sampler is available as a desktop version and as a Web-based ver-
sion. An installation package of the desktop version can be downloaded
at
http://armstrongtable.sim.vuw.ac.nz/ArmstrongData.zip
Figure 5.1 shows the main user interface of SQL-Sampler in the desktop
version under the Windows operating system.
The Web-based version of SQL-Sampler is available at
https://armstrongtable.sim.vuw.ac.nz.
Figure 5.2 shows a screenshot of its user interface. Both versions have
slightly different designs, but offer the same functionality.
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Figure 5.1: Main interface of SQL-Sampler’s desktop version. Users op-
erate the application through components of: -1) Context menu - 2) Input
data buttons - 3) Computation button - 4) Armstrong tables output button.
Display: 2a) Area to input data - 3a), 3b), 3c) Areas to output Armstrong
table and the underlying features














Figure 5.2: Main interface of SQL-Sampler’s Web-based version. Users
operate the application through components of: -1) Context menu - 2)
Schema Input menu - 3) Computation Results menu or Compute Armstrong
table button- 4) Output data buttons. Display: 2a) Area to input constraints
- 3a) Area to output Armstrong table and underlying features
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5.2 System Requirements
The desktop version of SQL-Sampler operates on a 32-bit Windows system
and the .NET framework 3.5 [44].
The Web-based application of SQL-Sampler requires a common Inter-
net browser such as Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Google Chrome on the
client side. At the server-side, SQL-Sampler requires Internet Information
Services (IIS) [110] and ASP.NET Framework 4.0 [43], as well as SQL server
2005/2008 [57].
5.3 Design
The basic design of SQL-Sampler is based on four different modules that
are built on top of a database. The design and workflow of the modules is
illustrated in Figure 5.3. The modules consist of
• the Context Definition,
• the Input Definition,
• the Computation, and
• the Output.
In what follows we briefly describe the functionality of each module.
5.3.1 DEFINE CONTEXT module
This module provides users with the ability to define the context in which
Armstrong tables and related features are computed subsequently. Users
define a context by selecting i) an interpretation of null marker occur-
rences, that is, either the “no information” interpretation ni or the “value
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INPUT  DATA (context sensitivity) 
Imported from file or input manually 
 Column names 
 Columns declared NOT NULL  
 UCs 
 FDs 





 Armstrong table for the defined context 
and input data 
 Other constituent features of the 
Armstrong table 
 Closures 
 Maximal sets 




By selecting null marker: 
 ni with no information interpretation 
 unk with unknown value at present  
interpretation 
and selecting constraint classes: 
 NOT NULL and FDs 
 NOT NULL, FDs, and UCs 












Figure 5.3: Design of SQL-Sampler with four modules and a database
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at present unknown” interpretation unk, and ii) a class C for which C-
Armstrong tables will be computed. Under the “no information” interpre-
tation, users can select one of the three following classes: a) uniqueness
constraints with nulls, b) functional dependencies with nulls, or c) unique-
ness constraints with nulls and functional dependencies with nulls. Under
the “value at present unknown” interpretation, users can compute Arm-
strong tables with respect to the class of d) weak uniqueness constraints
and weak functional dependencies. All classes of constraints include a
null-free subschema, that is, the ability to specify attributes as NOT NULL.
In the user interface, users define the context by choosing one of the
following options, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
a) SQL table for keys: This option computes SQL tables that are Arm-
strong with respect to the class of uniqueness constraints with nulls
(NUCs) and NOT NULL constraints. The implementation of the algo-
rithms is based on those published in [83, 84].
b) Subsumption-free SQL table: This option computes subsumption-
free SQL tables that are Armstrong with respect to the class of func-
tional dependencies with nulls (NFDs) and NOT NULL constraints.
Recall that in the absence of subsumed tuples, the class of unique-
ness constraints with nulls can be expressed by the class of functional
dependencies with nulls. The implementation of the algorithms is
based on those published in [64, 91].
c) SQL table: This option computes SQL tables that are Armstrong
with respect to the class of uniqueness constraints with nulls (NUCs),
functional dependencies with nulls (NFDs) and NOT NULL constraints.
Recall that in the presence of subsumed tuples, the class of unique-
ness constraints with nulls cannot be expressed by the class of func-
tional dependencies with nulls. The implementation of the algo-
rithms is based on those published in [64, 91].
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d) Codd table: This option computes Codd tables that are Armstrong
with respect to the class of weak uniqueness constraints (WUCs),
weak functional dependencies (WFDs) and NOT NULL constraints.
The implementation of the algorithms is based on the algorithms
from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, also announced in [56].
5.3.2 INPUT DATA module
This module allows users of SQL-Sampler to input the data that can be
used to compute an Armstrong table with respect to the context they have
previously defined. This input data includes: i) the attributes of the un-
derlying relation schema, ii) the attributes declared NOT NULL to define
the null-free subschema, iii) the set of uniqueness constraints, iv) the set
of functional dependencies, and v) domain values of attributes that can be
used to populate the Armstrong table that is computed. Figure 5.2 shows
an example of an Armstrong table that is populated by domain values pre-
viously entered by users during the Input data stage. If the user does not
provide domain values, the Armstrong tables are populated with generic
values, as shown in Figure 5.1.
The data that is used by the algorithms depends on the context that has
been selected by the users. Figure 5.5 shows which data can be used in
which context. For example, in the context of Subsumption-free SQL tables
no uniqueness constraints with nulls can be declared. Similarly, in the
context of SQL tables for keys no functional dependencies with nulls can be
declared.
5.3.3 COMPUTE module
This module contains the algorithms that compute a C-Armstrong table for













































Figure 5.4: Work flow of SQL-Sampler for four modules (in numbered
blocks) and objectives of each module (text in rectangle box). 1) Context
Defining module- 2) Data Input module- 3) Computation module- 4) Data
Output module


















Figure 5.5: Data input (text in ellipses) and output (text in rounded
squares) for each context (text in rectangle)
nfs(Rs), provided by the user in the data input, with respect to the con-
text C, that the user selected during the context definition. The algorithms
differ from context to context.
The module also contains algorithms that show several features of the
produced table. These include attribute set closures, maximal sets, dupli-
cate sets, and anti-keys, for example. Figure 5.5 shows which features are
available in which context. In the context Subsumption-free SQL table, for
example, duplicate sets are not required to be computed. Their computa-
tion, however, is necessary in the contexts of SQL tables and Codd tables.
The main purpose of the features is educational: they enable students or
designers to better comprehend the construction of the tables produced.
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5.3.4 OUTPUT DATA module
SQL-Sampler provides three options to display the output it produces: i)
screen, ii) printer, or iii) file. Apart from displaying the output on screen
as default, SQL-Sampler can also export the output to an XML file or to a
printer for subsequent use. The XML format is supported because it can be
processed easily by several common applications (for example, Microsoft
Office, OpenOffice, Apple’s iWork, etc.) and allows the output data to be
exchanged easily.
SQL-Sampler gives its users control over the data values that popu-
late an Armstrong table. The user may choose to input domain values
for attributes during the Input data stage, which are then used to populate
subsequent Armstrong tables, cf. Figure 5.2. If the set of supplied domain
values is insufficient, then the algorithms create additional generic data
values on the fly. For example, the Armstrong table in Figure 5.1 has been
entirely populated by generic data values. Users may also choose to sub-
stitute any generic data values by any values that they prefer to use. This,
however, is done in such a way that the resulting table remains Armstrong.
Figure 5.2 shows the option to Customise Armstrong Table Values.
5.3.5 ARMSTRONGTABLE database
The Web-based version of SQL-Sampler maintains a database, called ARM-
STRONGTABLE, to manage all the data necessary to produce the output
with the help of the prototype. The conceptual diagram of the database
is shown in Figure 5.6. Next, we explain the function of each table in the
ARMSTRONGTABLE database.
• ArmstrongTables(ArmsID, ArmsName, ContID, CreateUser, Create-
Date, LastUpdate, Notes): This table contains the name, ID, and
user-related information for each Armstrong table. Most informa-
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Figure 5.6: Conceptual Diagram of Back-end Database for SQL-Sampler
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tion in this table is automatically updated except for the name of the
Armstrong table which is provided by the user.
• RelationSchemata(AttrID, ArmsID, AttrName, NullFree, ValueType,
ValueStart, ValueEnd, ValueSets, Notes): It stores properties of at-
tributes including their name, domain type, null-free value, start
value and end value which define a range of automatic data values
to populate an Armstrong table. If users specify their own domain
values, the values will be stored in the ValueSets column.
• FDs(ArmsID, AttrIDLefts, AttRight, LeftString, RightString, FDString,
Notes): It contains the functional dependencies the user specifies
during the input data stage.
• UCs(ArmsID, AttrIDSets, AttrNameSets, Notes): It contains the unique-
ness constraints the user specifies during the input data stage.
• DataInputs(DataID, DataName, Notes, MenuURL): It contains the
categories of input data which SQL-Sampler assembles to generate
each type of Armstrong table. Currently, this table consists of four
rows to encode names of attributes, functional dependencies, unique-
ness constraints, and domain values as input data categories. Data
in this table cannot be updated by users.
• Contexts(ContID, ContName, Notes): It stores the different contexts
in which Armstrong tables can be computed by SQL-Sampler. Cur-
rently, this table contains four rows to encode subsumption-free SQL
tables, SQL tables, Codd tables, and SQL tables for keys, as previ-
ously described. Data in this table cannot be updated by users.
• Inputting(ContID, DataID, Notes): This table specifies the inputs for
each context in which Armstrong tables can be computed. For exam-
ple, this table has four rows to specify the names of attributes, null-
free subschema, functional dependencies with nulls, and unique-
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ness constraints with nulls as input for the context SQL table; and
it has three rows to specify the names of attributes, null-free sub-
schema, and functional dependencies with nulls as input for the con-
text Subsumption-free SQL table. More details on the input data for
each context is shown in Figure 5.5. Data in this table cannot be up-
dated by users.
• Computations(CompID,CompName,Notes): It contains the possible
types of outputs computed by SQL-Sampler. Currently, this table
consists of fives rows to encode Armstrong tables, closures of at-
tribute subsets, maximal sets, duplicate sets, and anti-keys as pos-
sible output categories for SQL-Sampler. Data in this table cannot be
updated by users.
• Generating(ContID, CompID, Notes): This table specifies the types
of outputs available in each given context of SQL-Sampler. Figure 5.5
shows the different types available in each context. In the context
Codd table, for example, output is available as Armstrong tables, at-
tribute set closures, maximal sets, and duplicate sets. Data in this
table cannot be updated by users.
5.4 Implementation Details
In this section some implementation details are given on how SQL-Sampler
actually computes Armstrong tables for the specified input data with re-
spect to the specified context. In the following we describe the implemen-
tation of the four modules Define Context, Data Input, Computation, and
Output.
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5.4.1 Context variable
During Context Definition a user specifies the context C in which Armstrong
tables will subsequently be computed. In the implementation of SQL-
Sampler a global variable, called contextChosen, is given a value to identify
one of the four contexts available. The following table shows which value
of contextChosen corresponds to which context.
ContextChosen value Context
1 Subsumption-free SQL table
2 SQL table
3 Codd table
4 SQL table for keys
5.4.2 DATA INPUT functions
SQL-Sampler provides users with two options to input data: i) enter-
ing data manually, or ii) entering data from a file. The following func-
tions carry out the task of retrieving user input data. The functions pro-
duce the names of attributes, the names of attributes declared NOT NULL,
functional dependencies, and uniqueness constraints, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.7.
• GetAttributeList(out AttList, out NFSList, out DomainList) function: re-
turns the names of attributes, and the names of attributes declared
NOT NULL.
• GetFunctionalDependencyList(out FDList) function: returns a list of func-
tional dependencies.
• GetUniquenessConstraintList(ArmsID, out UCList) function: returns a
list of uniqueness constraints.
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The use of the functions is described in more detail in the following
subsections.
5.4.3 COMPUTATION functions
Next we describe how SQL-Sampler implements the module Compute in
order to generate Armstrong tables with respect to different contexts.
ArmstrongTableComputation(C) function
This function controls how SQL-Sampler selects the various algorithms
for computing Armstrong tables, based on the selected context. Next, we
denote by C the global variable contextChosen.
Basically, SQL-Sampler uses the value of C to select the corresponding
algorithms as follows:
• if the value of C is 1, an SQL table is computed that is Armstrong for
the given input data with respect to the context Subsumption-free SQL
table. This is achieved by a call of the function
ComputeArmstrongRelation
SubsumptionFreeSQLTable(AttList, NFSList, Σ).
Input data for this function includes a list AttList of attributes, a list
NFSList of attributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of functional
dependencies with nulls (NFDs). The algorithm that produces the
output Armstrong table is given in [64, 91].
• if the value of C is 2, an SQL table is computed that is Armstrong
for the given input data with respect to the context SQL table. This is
achieved by a call of the function
ComputeArmstrongRelation SQLTable(AttList, NFSList, Σ).
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∑ = FDList È UCList
Check C
Figure 5.7: The flow of functions (in the rectangular box) implemented to
compute Armstrong tables for different classes of constraints and different
interpretations of null marker occurrences
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Input data for this function includes a list AttList of attributes, a list
NFSList of attributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of uniqueness
constraints with nulls (NUCs) and functional dependencies with nulls
(NFDs). The algorithm that produces the output Armstrong table is
given in [64, 91].
• if the value of C is 3, a Codd table is computed that is Armstrong for
the given input data with respect to the context Codd table. This is
achieved by a call of the function
ComputeArmstrongRelation CoddTable(AttList, NFSList, Σ).
Input data for this function includes a list AttList of attributes, a
list NFSList of attributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of weak
uniqueness constraints and weak functional dependencies. The al-
gorithm that produces the output Armstrong table is given in Chap-
ter 4 and was announced in [56].
• if the value of C is 4, an SQL table is computed that is Armstrong for
the given input data with respect to the context SQL table for Keys.
This is achieved by a call of the function
ComputeArmstrongRelation SQLTableForKeys(AttList, NFSList, Σ).
Input data for this function includes a list AttList of attributes, a list
NFSList of attributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of uniqueness
constraints with nulls (NUCs). The algorithm that produces the out-
put Armstrong table is given in [83, 84].
Next we comment briefly on the implementation of central algorithms
for the computation of Armstrong tables. These include the computation
of the maximal set families, the computation of duplicate sets, and the
computation of anti-keys.
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MaximalSetsComputation(AttList, NFSList, Σ, out maxSetList) function
This function takes as input a list AttList of attribute names, a list NFSList
of attributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of functional dependencies.
The output of the function is a list of maximal sets. Figure 5.8 shows de-
tails related to the computation of maximal sets. Note that in the context
of SQL tables, empty attribute sets are discarded from the set of maximal
sets, while in the context of Codd tables, empty attribute sets can be max-
imal. The implementation of this function is based on Algorithm 2.7 and
Algorithm 4.1.
For example, with the AttList = {Date, Emp, Proj, Hrs, Role}, NFSList =
{Date, Emp} and a set Σ = {Emp, Proj→ Hrs; Emp, Proj→ Role; Proj, Role→
Hrs; u(Date,Emp)}, the output resulting from this function is:
• maxset(Date) = {Emp,Hrs,Proj,Role}
• maxset(Emp) = {Date,Hrs,Proj,Role}
• maxset(Hrs) = {{Date,Role},{Date,Proj},{Emp,Role}}
• maxset(Proj) = {{Emp,Hrs,Role},{Date,Hrs,Role}}
• maxset(Role) = {{Date,Hrs,Proj},{Emp,Hrs}}
Function
DuplicateSetsComputation(AttList, NFSList, Σ, out dupTupleList)
As shown in Figure 5.8 the computation of duplicate sets is important for
the computation of Armstrong tables in the contexts of Codd tables and SQL
tables, respectively. The function
DuplicateTuplesComputation(AttList, NFSList, Σ)










































∑ = FDList È UCList
Check C
Figure 5.8: Work flow for the computations of maximal sets, duplicate
sets, and anti-keys (in the rectangular box) in each context for producing
Armstrong table
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requires a list AttList of attribute names, a list NFSList of names for at-
tributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies. The function returns the list of duplicate sets
for Σ and NFSList. For example, with AttList = {Date, Emp, Proj, Hrs,
Role}, NFSList = {Date, Emp} and a set Σ = {Emp, Proj→ Hrs; Emp, Proj→
Role; Proj, Role → Hrs; u(Date,Emp)}, the output resulting from this func-
tion is the list dupSetList that contains the empty attribute set only.
AntikeysComputation(AttList, NFSList, Σ, out AntiKeyList) function
As shown in Figure 5.8 the computation of anti-keys is important for the
computation of Armstrong tables in the context of SQL tables with Keys.
The function
AntikeysComputation(AttList, NFSList, Σ)
requires a list AttList of attribute names, a list NFSList of names for at-
tributes declared NOT NULL, and a set Σ of uniqueness constraints with
nulls. The function returns the list of anti-keys for Σ and NFSList. For ex-
ample, with AttList = {Date, Emp, Proj, Hrs, Role}, NFSList = {Date, Emp}
and a set Σ = {u(Date,Emp)}, the output resulting from this function is
the list AntiKeysList that contains the anti-keys {Hrs,Proj,Role,Date} and
{Hrs,Proj,Role,Emp}.
5.4.4 DATA OUTPUT functions
As indicated before, SQL-Sampler provides three different ways to display
an Armstrong table and its features. The three options to output this data
include the screen by default, a file, and a printer. Each of these options
has been implemented by its own function.
Screen output
The function
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PrintArmstrongTable(ArmsTable, AttList, NFSList, DomainList)
displays the computed Armstrong table on screen. The data of this table
are already stored in the array ArmsTable. Attribute names of the table
are stored in AttList, the attributes declared NOT NULL are recorded in
NFSList, and the domain values for each attribute are stored in DomainList.
The function
PrintOut(List)
displays the list List on screen. The list may contain duplicate sets, max-
imal sets, or anti-keys. This function, therefore, displays the features of




exports the computed Armstrong table and its features, which are already
displayed on screen, to a file. SQL-Sampler generates a .txt file in the desk-




exports the computed Armstrong table and its features, which are already
displayed on screen, to a printer. This function was developed as a JavaScript,
which is more time efficient than a server side script. All computed results
are already in the browser and JavaScript is the most effective language to
extend functionality of a website on the client side.
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5.5 Use Case Example
In this section the use of SQL-Sampler is illustrated on one of our running
examples. First we describe the input to the use case, followed by screen
shots that show the use of SQL-Sampler in computing an Armstrong table
for the input.
5.5.1 The Use Case
As use case we select the relation schema CONTACT which consists of the
attributes Address, City, and ZIP. The null-free subschema nfs(CONTACTs)
is defined by CONTACTs = {ZIP}, and as the input set of constraints we
select the set
Σ = {u(Address,City), (ZIP→ City)}
that consists of a weak uniqueness constraint and a weak functional de-
pendency. We illustrate how SQL-Sampler can be used to compute an
Armstrong table for Σ and nfs(CONTACTs) with respect to weak unique-
ness constraints, weak functional dependencies and NOT NULL constraints.
5.5.2 Context
The use case description above tells us which context needs to be defined:
We select the context Codd Table, which means that the interpretation of
all null marker occurrences unk in the Codd table are fixed to “value un-
known at present”. The Armstrong table is computed with respect to the
combined class of WUCs, WFDs with NOT NULL constraints. Figure 5.9
shows how the context can easily be selected in SQL-Sampler.
5.5.3 Input Data
Figure 5.10 shows a screenshot of the Input Data module of SQL-Sampler
after the data from the use case was filled in.
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Figure 5.9: Screenshot of Selecting the Context in the Use Case Example
5.5.4 Computing Armstrong Table
Figure 5.11 contains a screenshot of the Armstrong table computed by
SQL-Sampler on the basis of the input data. Since no domain values had
been supplied by the user, the Armstrong table was populated with generic
data values. The screenshot also shows the maximal and duplicate sets
computed by SQL-Sampler.
5.5.5 Output
Figure 5.12 shows a screenshot of an Armstrong table for the input data
after the generic domain values have been replaced by real data values.
This was done after the “Legend” button in the “Armstrong table output”
menu was activated by the user, and the generic data values were manu-
ally replaced by the real data values.
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Figure 5.10: Screenshot of Putting in Data in the Use Case Example
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Figure 5.11: Screenshot of Armstrong Table in the Use Case Example
Figure 5.12: Screenshot of Output Data in the Use Case Example
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5.6 Summary
This chapter described how the second objective of this thesis has been ad-
dressed. In fact, the implementation of a toolbox, called SQL-Sampler, was
detailed that computes Armstrong tables with respect to different classes
of constraints and different interpretations of null markers. The graphi-
cal user interface and functionality of SQL-Sampler was described for its
desktop version and its Web-based version. The design was divided into
four modules that are driven by a back-end database in case of the Web-
based version. The functions of each module were explained. Finally, a
use case scenario was illustrated by a series of screen shots. The function-
ality of SQL-Sampler forms the basis for the empirical evaluation of the
usefulness of Armstrong tables for the acquisition of semantically mean-
ingful constraints, as detailed in the next couple of chapters.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation - Part I:
Experiment Design
In this and the next chapter the third and final goal of this thesis is ad-
dressed, as stated at the end of chapter 2. The goal is to investigate em-
pirically whether Armstrong tables, as produced by SQL-Sampler, really
are useful for the acquisition of semantically meaningful constraints. The
goal means that measures will first need to be defined that provide us
with a precise definition of the term useful. Subsequently, experiments
with design teams can be conducted that apply the measures to observe
the extent by which an inspection of Armstrong tables is indeed useful for
the identification of semantically meaningful constraints. The focus of this
chapter is on the combined class of uniqueness constraints and functional
dependencies with nulls over SQL tables with a null-free subschema.
The measures introduced in this chapter were announced in the con-
ference paper [81].
This chapter is organized as follows: we describe the overall process of
the experiment in Section 6.1 and the characteristics of participants in the
experiment in Section 6.2. We introduce the application domain and the
target set of constraints used in the experiment in Section 6.3. In Section
6.4 we introduce three different measures, namely soundness, completeness,
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and proximity, to evaluate the quality of the constraints. Section 6.5 illus-
trates the measures on a running example taken from the data that was
collected during the experiments. Finally, in Section 6.6, we discuss limita-
tions of our experiments. The following chapter includes the quantitative
and qualitative analysis of the data from our experiments.
6.1 The overall process of the experiment
It has long been speculated that the inspection of Armstrong tables helps
database designers with the discovery of semantically meaningful con-
straints [77]. We are describing an experiment that is suitable to gather
empirical evidence for this hypothesis with respect to the SQL constraints
under investigation.
The experiment utilizes the pre-test post-test model [32, 85] to mea-
sure the extent by which the inspection of Armstrong tables improves the
discovery of SQL constraints. In the pre-test, participants indicate which
SQL constraints they perceive as semantically meaningful without having
available any sample data. In the post-test, participants revise their per-
ceptions based on Armstrong tables produced by SQL-Sampler for the set
of SQL constraints they currently perceive meaningful. Intuitively, Arm-
strong tables are considered to be useful if the quality of the constraint sets
which are perceived as meaningful by the participants improves from the
pre-test to the post-test phase. Several measures are proposed to evaluate
the quality of the constraint sets qualitatively and quantitatively.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the pre-test and post-test phases of the experi-
ment. In the first phase, the pre-test phase, the participants are asked to
write down a cover for the set of NUCs and NFDs that they perceive as
semantically meaningful for a given application domain. They are also
encouraged to ask questions regarding the application domain to the per-
son acting as domain experts. The person acting as domain expert is only
allowed to answer questions from the participants in plain English. At
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the experiment
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the end of the first phase each participating design team i hands in their
constraint set Σi1.
At the beginning of the second phase, the post-test phase, each design
team i is provided with an Armstrong table for their corresponding con-
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straint set Σi1. Each design team then investigates the provided sample ta-
ble and, if necessary, revises their constraint set. In particular, they can ask
the domain experts further questions with regard to the application do-
main. The questions may include direct references to the Armstrong table.
During the second phase, each design team can produce several revised
versions of its constraint set and can access the corresponding Armstrong
tables. This process continues until the design team is satisfied with the
result. Eventually, each team hands in a final constraint set Σi2.
6.2 Participants
The experiment was conducted in three different universities: The Uni-
versity of Auckland (AU), Victoria University of Wellington (VUW), and
Lotus University of Vietnam (LU). A total of 50 teams participated in the
experiments. Each team consisted of two to three students. Each team was
assigned a unique number i between 1 and 50.
The students that took part in the experiment were familiar with fun-
damental database concepts such as uniqueness constraints, functional de-
pendencies, and implied constraints. The students were not taught the
formal concept of Armstrong tables before the experiment. They were in-
formed that the tables they are given constitute perfect representations of
the constraint set Σ they have just specified, in the sense that the table
satisfies an NUC or NFD if it is implied by Σ, and violated otherwise.
Data from AU was collected from fourth-year post-graduate computer
science students divided into 12 teams. The students from VUW were
from the School of Engineering and Computer Science (CS) or from the
School of Information Management (IS). They were undergraduate stu-
dents taking a third-year database course. They formed 22 teams. The
students from LU were enrolled in a third-year undergraduate database
course offered by the School of Computer Science. The mix of students
with different background added to the robustness of the experiment.
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The author of this research and her supervisors acted as domain ex-
perts for the application domain, as described in detail below. There was
a concerted attempt to mimic a real-world situation as closely as possible.
For example, the domain experts answered questions by the design teams
regarding the application domain, but the design teams only received an-
swers to non-technical questions in plain English. Questions of the kind
“Does this functional dependency make sense?” were not answered, as
domain experts cannot be expected to be familiar with the database con-
cept of a functional dependency.
6.3 Application domain and the target set
A WORK relation schema with five attributes Proj, Emp, Date, Role, Hrs
was used in the experiment. The schema contains information related
to projects (using attribute Proj), employees (identified by attribute Emp),
date, roles, and hours (using attribute by Hrs). It records the number of
hours (e.g., 5) that an employee (e.g., Dilbert) works on a project (e.g., Blue)
in some role (e.g., Programmer) on some day (e.g., Oct 5). The application
domain defines WORKs={Date,Emp} as null-free subschema, which means
that the null marker ni cannot occur in the Emp and Date columns.
The following NUCs and NFDs over WORK constitute the target set
Σt which is a cover of the semantically meaningful NUCs and NFDs over
WORK:
• u(Date, Emp)
• Emp,Proj→ Role, Hrs
• Proj,Role→ Hrs
Note that the NFD Emp,Proj → Hrs is not implied by the NUC and
the NFDs Emp,Proj→ Role and Proj,Role→ Hrs, under the given null-free
subschema.
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6.4 Quality measures
This section introduces several quality measures that allow us to evaluate
the quality of a set Σ of NUCs and NFDs with respect to the target set Σt
and the NFS nfs(Rs) over relation schema R. We give some preliminary
notation.
6.4.1 Preliminary notation
For a set Σ of NUCs and NFDs, and an NFS nfs(Rs) over relation schema
R we define s(Σ) as the set of NUCs implied by Σ:
s(Σ) = {u(X) | ∅ 6= X ⊆ R ∧ Σ |=Rs u(X)} .





Recall that the attribute set closureX∗Σ,Rs for an attribute setX ⊆ R and
NFS nfs(Rs) is defined as follows:
X∗Σ,Rs = {A ∈ R | Σ |=Rs X → A} .
Table 6.1 shows the attribute set closure for each non-empty attribute
set over WORK with respect to our target set Σt and the NFS nfs(Rs). The
table also indicates for each non-empty attribute set X whether the NUC
u(X) is an element of s(Σt).
As both uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies are con-
sidered the measures of soundness, completeness, and proximity are sepa-
rated into measures for i) uniqueness constraints and ii) functional depen-
dencies. Both measures are determined by both uniqueness constraints
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Table 6.1: Closures and implied uniqueness constraints under the target
set Σt and the NFS nfs(WORKs)
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and functional dependencies, because of their interaction. This interaction
is completely captured by the axiomatization in Theorem 3.1. In partic-
ular, this means uniqueness constraints imply functional dependencies,
and functional dependencies together with some uniqueness constraints
may imply other uniqueness constraints. Non-standard uniqueness con-
straints and functional dependencies are not considered since they do not
enjoy Armstrong tables [64].
6.4.2 Soundness
Soundness measures which of the constraints perceived meaningful by a
design team are actually meaningful. Here, actually meaningful are the
constraints implied by the target set Σt. The soundness for uniqueness
constraints of a set Σ with respect to a target set Σt is defined as the ratio
between the as meaningful perceived uniqueness constraints implied by
Σt and all the as meaningful perceived uniqueness constraints, that is:
sounduΣt(Σ) =
 1 , if s(Σ) = ∅| s(Σ) ∩ s(Σt) || s(Σ) | , otherwise .
Note that, if sounduΣt(Σ) = 1, then every uniqueness constraint that is
perceived as meaningful is actually meaningful. By contrast, if sounduΣt =
0, then none of the uniqueness constraints perceived as meaningful are
actually meaningful.
Recall that P0(R) = {X ⊆ R | X 6= ∅ ∧X 6= R} denotes the set of non-
empty attribute subsets of R. The soundness for functional dependencies
of a set Σ with respect to the target set Σt is the ratio between the attribute
subsets in P0(R) whose closure under Σ is contained in the closure under
Σt, and P0(R), that is:
soundfΣt(Σ) =
| {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σ ⊆ X∗Σt} |
| P0(R) | .
If soundfΣt(Σ) = 1, then all the functional dependencies perceived as
meaningful are actually meaningful. By contrast, if soundfΣt = 0, then none
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of the functional dependencies perceived as meaningful is actually mean-
ingful.
6.4.3 Completeness
Completeness measures which of the actually meaningful constraints are
also perceived as meaningful by a team. Completeness for uniqueness
constraints is thus the ratio between the actually meaningful uniqueness
constraints that are also perceived as meaningful, and the actually mean-
ingful uniqueness constraints, that is:
completeuΣt(Σ) =
 1 , if s(Σ
t) = ∅
| s(Σ) ∩ s(Σt) |
| s(Σt) | , otherwise
.
If completeuΣt(Σ) = 1, then every actually meaningful uniqueness constraint
is also perceived as meaningful. By contrast, if completeuΣt(Σ) = 0, then
none of the actually meaningful uniqueness constraints is perceived as
meaningful.
Completeness for functional dependencies is the ratio between the at-
tribute sets in P0(R) whose closure under Σt is contained in the closure
under Σ, and P0(R), that is:
completefΣt(Σ) =
| {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σt ⊆ X∗Σ} |
| P0(R) | .
If completefΣt(Σ) = 1, then every actually meaningful functional depen-
dency is also perceived as meaningful. By contrast, if completefΣt(Σ) = 0,
then none of the actually meaningful functional dependencies is perceived
as meaningful.
6.4.4 Proximity
Proximity measures how close two sets of constraints are. For uniqueness
constraints it is the ratio between the as meaningful perceived uniqueness
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constraints that are actually meaningful, and all the actually meaningful
and all the as meaningful perceived uniqueness constraints, that is:
proxu(Σ,Σt) =
 1 , if s(Σ) ∪ s(Σ
t) = ∅
| s(Σ) ∩ s(Σt) |
| s(Σ) ∪ s(Σt) | , otherwise
.
Note that if proxuΣt(Σ) = 1, there is no distance between the actually
meaningful uniqueness constraints and those perceived as meaningful. In
contrast, if proxuΣt(Σ) = 0, then uniqueness constraints perceived as mean-
ingful and uniqueness constraints that are actually meaningful form dis-
joint sets.
For
distu(Σ,Σt) = (s(Σ)− s(Σt)) ∪ (s(Σt)− s(Σ)) ,
|distu(Σ,Σt)| defines a metric on equivalent sets of uniqueness constraints.
Indeed, distu(Σ,Σt) is the symmetric difference of s(Σ) and s(Σt).
For functional dependencies, completeness is the ratio between the at-
tribute sets in P0(R) whose closure under Σt is the same as the closure
under Σ, and P0(R):
proxf (Σ,Σt) =
| {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σt = X∗Σ} |
| P0(R) | .
Similar to uniqueness constraints, for
distf (Σ,Σt) = {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σt 6= X∗Σ},
|distf (Σ,Σt)| defines a metric on equivalent sets of functional dependen-
cies.
6.4.5 Gain
For each quality measure that was just introduced, we calculate for each
team how much they gained in terms of this measure by inspecting Arm-
strong tables, that is, by going from Phase 1 to Phase 2. Gain is then de-
fined as the arithmetic mean.
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Recall that i = 1, . . . , 50 identifies each of our 50 design teams, Σi1 and
Σi2 denote the sets of uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies
perceived semantically meaningful by design team i after Phase 1 and 2,
respectively, and Σt denotes the target set of uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies. For a = u or a = f , let
• gain-in-soundai = soundaΣt(Σi2)− soundaΣt(Σi1),
• gain-in-completeai = completeaΣt(Σi2)− completeaΣt(Σi1),
• gain-in-proxai = proxa(Σt,Σi2)− proxa(Σt,Σi1) .
The gain for every measure in sound, complete and prox, respectively,
from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of the experiment, is defined as the arithmetic






where n is the total number of teams involved in the experiment, that is,
50 in our case.
For every measure in {sound,complete,prox} we say that the use of Arm-
strong tables for the discovery of uniqueness constraints, functional de-
pendencies respectively, achieved a gain of gain-in-measurea × 100%. We
consider that Armstrong tables are useful for the discovery of uniqueness
constraints, functional dependencies respectively, in terms of these mea-
sures if their respective values for the gain gain-in-measurea is positive.
6.4.6 Actual and possible gain
In this section, some relativized versions of the measures for gains are in-
troduced. These illustrate the usefulness better than the previous mea-
sures as they show what has actually been gained relative to what could
have possibly been gained.
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Intuitively speaking, the possible gain of a measure is the maximal gain
possible to achieve for a team in Phase 2 of the experiment. More formally,
one can define for a ∈ {u, f}:
• possible-gain-in-sounda = 100% · (1− soundaΣt(Σi1)),
• possible-gain-in-completea = 100% · (1− completeaΣt(Σi1)), and
• possible-gain-in-proxa = 100% · (1− proxa(Σi1,Σt))
Possible gains should be contrasted with actual gains. For every mea-





The measures illustrated in the previous section are now illustrated on a
running example taken from design team 2 in the actual experiments.
6.5.1 Data gathering
At the beginning of the experiment all teams were provided with an In-
formation Sheet describing the steps of the experiment and a worksheet
describing the application domain. Recall that the application domain re-
lates to the relation schema WORK={Emp, Date, Proj, Role, Hrs} and an
NFS WORKs = {Date,Emp}. Teams were allowed to check their assump-
tions regarding the application domain with the domain experts present.
After 30 minutes each team was asked to hand in the set of uniqueness
constraints and functional dependencies that they perceived as meaning-
ful for the described application domain. For instance, Team 2 handed in
the following set.
Σ21 = {u(Date,Emp,Proj); Proj,Role→ Hrs} .
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We then produced an Armstrong table for each set Σi1 of constraints
handed in by the teams. In the next phase of the experiment, each team
i was given their corresponding Armstrong table for Σi1, and allowed to
revise their constraint set. Table 6.2 shows the actual Armstrong table re-
turned to Team 2. A new Armstrong table was produced for each new
set of constraints handed in by a team. This refinement process continued
until teams were happy with their result or the time of 1 hour, allowed for
the task, expired. The following set of constraints is the final set produced
by Team 2.
Σ22 = {u(Date,Emp); Proj,Role→ Hrs; Emp,Proj→ Role}
6.5.2 Data analysis
In what follows we describe how the measures that have been introduced
in this chapter apply to the data gathered from team 2.
The quality of constraint sets obtained from each team i in Phase 1
and 2, respectively, is measured on the basis of attribute set closures and
implied uniqueness constraints. For team 2, for example, Table 6.3 and
Table 6.4 show the closures and implied uniqueness constraints for Phase
1 and Phase 2, respectively.
Phase 1
We show next the soundness, completeness, and proximity measures cor-
responding to the constraints specified by Team 2 in Phase 1.
Team 2 achieved the following soundness for uniqueness constraints
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Date Emp Hrs Proj Role
01 Jan Mickey 2.5 Red Analyst
02 Jan Mickey 2.5 Red Analyst
03 Jan Donald 3 Blue Consultant
03 Jan Pluto 3 Blue Consultant
04 Jan Goofy 4 ni Programmer
04 Jan Goofy 5.5 ni Programmer
05 Feb Dale 6 Black ni
12 Feb Dale 7 Black ni
15 Mar Batman 8 White ni
15 Mar Dilbert 9 White ni
16 Apr Spiderman 4.5 Organge Security
16 Apr Spiderman 4.5 Magenta Security
17 May Catwoman 5 Purple Planner
18 Jun Catwoman 5 Purple Doctor
20 Jun Storm 2 Silver Manager
20 Jun Hulk 2 Silver Developer
21 Jul Tinkerbell 6.5 ni Mathematician
21 Jul Tinkerbell 6.5 ni Statistician
22 Jul Oliver ni Gold Physicist
Table 6.2: Armstrong table for the constraint set {u(Date,Emp,Proj);
Proj,Role→ Hrs} over WORK and NFS WORKs = {Date,Emp}
Indeed, all of the four uniqueness constraints implied by Σ21 are actually
meaningful. The only other functional dependency Proj,Role → Hrs, per-
ceived meaningful by team 2, is indeed meaningful. Therefore,
soundfΣt(Σ
2
1) = 1 .
Regarding the completeness of uniqueness constraints, out of the 8 ac-
tually meaningful uniqueness constraints, only 4 are implied by Σ21, that
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Table 6.3: Closures and implied uniqueness constraints for Σ21
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Several actually meaningful functional dependencies were not perceived







Indeed, the six violating sets are:
{X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σt ⊆ X∗Σ} =P0(R)− {{Date,Emp}, {Date,Emp,Hrs},
{Date,Emp,Hrs,Role}, {Date,Emp,Role},
{Emp,Hrs,Proj}, {Emp,Proj}} .
Since the soundness for uniqueness constraints and functional depen-
dencies is both 1, completeness and proximity coincide, that is:
• proxu(Σ21,Σt) = 48 = 0.5,
• proxf (Σ21,Σt) = 2531 ' 0.81 .
In conclusion, in phase 1 team 2 handed in a fully sound set Σ21 of con-
straints that is half complete in terms of uniqueness constraints and about
80 percent in terms of functional dependencies.
Phase 2
After Phase 2, team 2 had replaced their NUC u(Date,Emp,Proj) with the
uniqueness constraint u(Date,Emp), and added the functional dependency
Emp,Proj → Role. Both the new uniqueness constraint and the new func-
tional dependency are actually meaningful and, therefore, the soundness
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For the completeness of uniqueness constraints we can easily observe
















Again, as the soundness is 1, completeness and proximity measures
coincide:
• proxu(Σ22,Σt) = 88 = 1,
• proxfΣt(Σ22) = 3031 ' 0.97 .
Gain
We show next the gain measures corresponding to the constraints speci-
fied by team 2.
Indeed, team 2 achieved the following gains for uniqueness constraints:
• gain-in-soundu2 = 1− 1 = 0,
• gain-in-completeu2 = 1− 0.5 = 0.5, and
• gain-in-proxu2 = 1− 0.5 = 0.5,
and for functional dependencies as follows:
• gain-in-soundf2 = gain-in-sound-for-FDs = 1− 1 = 0,
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• gain-in-completef2 = gain-in-complete-for-FDs = 0.97− 0.81 = 0.16,
• gain-in-proxf2 = gain-in-prox-for-FDs = 0.97− 0.81 = 0.16 .
This means that team 2 achieved a gain in soundness for NUCs by 0 per-
cent, a gain in completeness for NUCs by 50 percent, a gain in proximity for
NUCs by 50. Meanwhile, team 2 obtained a gain in soundness for NFDs by
0 percent, a gain in completeness for NFDs by 16 percent, a gain in proximity
for NFDs by 16.
Actual and possible gain
The actual gains for team 2 can be summarized as follows:
• actual-gain-in-soundu2 = gain-in-soundu2 = 0,
• actual-gain-in-soundf2 = gain-in-soundf2 = 0,
• actual-gain-in-completeu2 = gain-in-completeu2 = 0.5,
• actual-gain-in-completef2 = gain-in-completef2 = 0.16,
• actual-gain-in-proxu2 = gain-in-completeu2 = 0.5,
• actual-gain-in-proxf2 = gain-in-completef2 = 0.16.
These are best viewed in contrast to the possible gains for team 2:
• possible-gain-in-soundu2 = 1− 1 = 0,
• possible-gain-in-soundf2 = 1− 1 = 0,
• possible-gain-in-completeu2 = 1− 0.5 = 0.5,
• possible-gain-in-completef2 = 1− 0.8 = 0.2,
• possible-gain-in-proxu2 = 1− 0.5 = 0.5,
• possible-gain-in-proxf2 = 1− 0.8 = 0.2.
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Remarkably, team 2 almost actually achieved what they could have
possibly achieved in terms of soundness, completeness, and proximity. In
terms of soundness, no improvement was possible but no decrease oc-
curred neither.
6.6 Further considerations and future research
Some factors that may influence the results of the experiments include:
• students acting as database designers,
• familiarity of students with application domain,
• fixation of the null-free subschema,
• number and size of the application domain,
• time constraints,
• assumption that domain experts are present, and
• assumption that there is consensus among domain experts.
The argument that students are not database designers is certainly a
valid one, in particular with respect to experience and their communica-
tion skills with the domain experts. However, it is by no means obvious
that a database designer is more skilled or motivated to identify seman-
tically meaningful constraints. For example, the experience of a designer
could suggest that it is only worth to identify the primary key [94]. There-
fore, experienced designers may not have an advantage after all in the task
of identifying a cover of all semantically meaningful NUCs and NFDs. The
lack of experience in students might contribute to be more open-minded
or motivated to complete the given task. Also, if Armstrong tables are al-
ready helpful for unexperienced students, then they are certainly helpful
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to experienced database designers. For these reasons we found that stu-
dents with a solid education in database concepts represent a reasonable
choice for the design teams. Moreover, database designers may not be
skilled at all with the interaction of constraints over partial tables.
A concern might be raised about the database designers’ level of fa-
miliarity with the application domain. In practice, however, it may also
be the case that designers are chosen that have some knowledge about
the domain of interest. Of course, this is not always possible. It will be
pointed out to the students that they cannot make assumptions about the
domain, and that it is safer to consult with the domain experts. Let us
suppose that the degree of familiarity was higher than in a “real-world”
situation. Consequently, with a normal degree of familiarity the design
teams would have specified a larger number of semantically meaningless
constraints and a smaller number of semantically meaningful constraints
prior to inspecting an Armstrong table. Consequently, the impact of Arm-
strong tables would be even bigger. Intuitively, this makes sense: the less
one knows about the application domain, the more assistance a good sam-
ple table can provide.
In practice, design teams will also face the challenge to identify the
null-free subschema of the application domain. In the experiment, the NFS
was provided to the design teams. The reason is our intended focus on the
uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies. Surely, if Armstrong
tables are found useful for their discovery, then they will be at least as
useful in case that the null-free subschema must be discovered as well.
Another concern is that we only consider one application domain, and
this domain has at most five attributes. In future work, experiments should
be conducted with different application domains. Our simple experiment
will hopefully be illustrative enough to show how our measures can be
applied to collect more evidence. The specific results and percentages
that we report for our experiment are likely to vary for different domains.
However, we strongly believe that the conclusion and overall insight will
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remain similar. Regarding the size of our application, we believe that the
impact of Armstrong tables will be even more positive for schemas with
more attributes. The reason is that the number of constraints to consider
grows exponentially with the number of attributes. Therefore, it becomes
more difficult to discover semantically meaningful constraints and to elim-
inate meaningless ones. We suspect that the usefulness of Armstrong ta-
bles will decline when their size becomes too large.
The experiment was conducted under stricter time constraints than po-
tentially available in practice. However, the complexity of the underlying
application domain gave the design teams sufficient time for consulting
the domain experts, discuss their understandings and formulate their so-
lutions.
In practice, it happens quite often that domain experts are unavailable
or non-existent. We believe that in these cases Armstrong tables might
be even more useful. Intuitively, Armstrong tables can pinpoint the deci-
sion whether a constraint is meaningful or not. When in doubt it is likely
that the designers will not specify a constraint in order to guarantee that
meaningful tables can still become database instances. That is, Armstrong
tables may prevent the database designer to make assumptions about the
application domain.
Furthermore, it is likely that there is no complete consensus among the
domain experts, in particular not about the semantic meaningfulness of
some constraint. Here we believe that Armstrong tables can help pinpoint
the inconsistencies between the domain experts’ opinions. A more com-
plex experiment could leave the meaningfulness of some of the possible
constraints open. In that case, several target FD sets would co-exist, and
the measures would have to be generalized. One possibility would be to
measure the quality of a constraint set relative to all possible target FD sets,
and then to take an optimum. This issue, however, is beyond the scope of
this study.
Chapter 7
Evaluation - Part II:
Data Analysis
This chapter presents the data analysis of the experiments on the use-
fulness of Armstrong tables for the acquisition of meaningful SQL con-
straints. In the quantitative analysis of Section 7.1 the measures, intro-
duced in Chapter 6, are applied to the results collected from the 50 design
teams. In Section 7.2 the measures of soundness, completeness and prox-
imity are applied to the data from a qualitative point of view, revealing
which meaningless and which meaningful constraints were discovered
and discarded with the use of Armstrong tables. A summary of the find-
ings for this chapter is presented in Section 7.3. Results on the quantitative
findings of this chapter were announced in the conference paper [81].
7.1 Quantitative data analysis
Recall the different measures of soundness, completeness, and proximity that
were proposed in Chapter 6 to assess the quality of a constraint set Σ with
respect to a target set Σt. As Σ can consist of both uniqueness constraints
and functional dependencies, each of the three measures above comes in
two flavors: one for each type of constraint. Note, however, that all mea-
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sures are determined by both classes of constraints since uniqueness con-
straints imply functional dependencies, and uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies together determine other uniqueness constraints.
This section contains a quantitative analysis of the data collected in the ex-
periments for both flavors of each of the three measures.
7.1.1 Quantitative analysis for soundness
Recall that soundness measures which of the constraints perceived mean-
ingful by a design team are actually meaningful.
Soundness for UCs
Figure 7.1: Possible and actual gain-in-sound for UCs
Table 7.1 shows the results for the soundness measures as they apply
to uniqueness constraints for each of the 50 design teams that participated
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01 50 67 17 50
02 100 100 0 0
03 100 100 0 0
04 50 67 17 50
05 50 67 17 50
06 67 67 0 33
07 100 100 0 0
08 50 67 17 50
09 67 67 0 33
10 67 67 0 33
11 100 100 0 0
12 50 100 50 50
13 100 100 0 0
14 100 67 -33 0
15 100 80 -20 0
16 40 57 17 60
17 80 100 20 20
18 100 100 0 0
19 100 100 0 0
20 50 50 0 50
21 100 100 0 0
22 67 67 0 33
23 50 67 17 50
24 100 67 -33 0
25 100 100 0 0
26 100 100 0 0
27 80 80 0 20
28 100 100 0 0
29 67 67 0 33
30 50 50 0 50
31 100 100 0 0
32 25 40 15 75
33 50 50 0 50
34 50 50 0 50
35 100 100 0 0
36 25 40 15 75
37 50 50 0 50
38 50 100 50 50
39 100 100 0 0
40 25 50 25 75
41 80 67 -13 20
42 50 50 0 50
43 100 100 0 0
44 50 50 0 50
45 67 67 0 33
46 100 67 -33 0
47 50 67 17 50
48 100 67 -33 0
49 100 100 0 0
50 50 50 0 50
Average 73.1 75.7 2.6 26.9
Table 7.1: Soundness measures for uniqueness constraints in percent
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in the experiments. The first two columns show the soundness that each
team scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong tables) and
phase 2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect to the tar-
get set. The next column displays the (actual) gains in soundness achieved
by the teams. The last column shows the possible gain as possible improve-
ment each team could have potentially achieved with the help of Arm-
strong tables. Along with Table 7.1, Figure 7.1 visualizes differences be-
tween possible and actual gains in soundness for uniqueness constraints
for each of the teams, and shows some basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.1 is that Armstrong tables should
not be considered useful in terms of soundness for uniqueness constraints.
That is, it is unlikely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables, teams
will recognize actually meaningless uniqueness constraints that they per-
ceived meaningful prior to the inspection of Armstrong tables. Indeed,
our quantitative data analysis shows a mere 2.6% average gain (i.e. arith-
metic mean) in soundness. After inspecting Armstrong tables, around one
fourth of the teams achieved an actual improvement in soundness (that is,
teams 1, 4, 5, 8, 12, 16, 17, 23, 32, 36, 38, 40, and 47). Worse than that, six
teams (that is, teams 14, 15, 24, 41, 46, and 48) had some losses (that is, a
negative gain in soundness). The highest loss was 33% by four teams 14,
24, 46, and 48. The greatest gain at 50% was achieved by both teams 12 and
38. Only three teams (that is, teams 12, 17, and 38) achieved a significant
increase in soundness for uniqueness constraints and attained the highest
possible score of 100%.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the minor impact of Armstrong tables on the sound-
ness of uniqueness constraints even better. It is easy to observe the signif-
icant difference between the actual and possible gains in soundness for
uniqueness constraints. While possible gains average around 26.9%, the
actual gains only average around 2.6%. Around one third of the 50 teams
meet their possible gains with the help of Armstrong tables (that is, teams
2, 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 26, 28, 31, 35, 38, 39, 43, and 49), but
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Figure 7.2: Possible and actual gain-in-sound for FDs
for 16 out of those 19 teams (namely, teams 2, 3, 7, 11, 13, 18, 19, 21, 25, 26,
28, 31, 35, 39, 43, and 49) the possible gain was 0%. The greatest difference
between two sets of gains is 60%, achieved by both teams 32 and 36.
In summary, by inspecting Armstrong tables database designers are
unlikely to recognize actually meaningless uniqueness constraints that they
incorrectly perceive as meaningful prior to the inspection. Indeed, the sat-
isfaction of meaningless uniqueness constraints is nearly impossible to be
observed.
Soundness for FDs
Table 7.2 shows the results for the soundness measures as they apply
to functional dependencies for each of the 50 design teams that partici-
pated in the experiments. The first two columns show the soundness that
each team scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong tables)











01 87 87 0 13
02 100 100 0 0
03 100 100 0 0
04 87 87 0 13
05 87 87 0 13
06 83 83 0 17
07 97 97 0 3
08 87 87 0 13
09 87 87 0 13
10 87 87 0 13
11 100 100 0 0
12 87 100 13 13
13 100 100 0 0
14 87 87 0 13
15 100 93 -7 0
16 80 80 0 20
17 87 100 13 13
18 100 100 0 0
19 100 100 0 0
20 87 87 0 13
21 100 100 0 0
22 77 77 0 23
23 87 87 0 13
24 100 87 -13 0
25 100 100 0 0
26 100 93 -7 0
27 87 87 0 13
28 57 57 0 43
29 73 73 0 27
30 80 87 7 20
31 87 87 0 13
32 57 57 0 43
33 83 70 -13 17
34 60 73 13 40
35 100 100 0 0
36 53 53 0 47
37 73 73 0 27
38 83 97 14 17
39 93 93 0 7
40 73 73 0 27
41 87 87 0 13
42 93 93 0 7
43 100 100 0 0
44 73 73 0 27
45 87 87 0 13
46 93 80 -13 7
47 87 87 0 13
48 87 87 0 13
49 100 100 0 0
50 87 87 0 13
Average 86.94 87.08 0.1 13.1
Table 7.2: Soundness measures for FDs in percent
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and phase 2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect to
the target set. The next column displays the (actual) gains in soundness
achieved by the teams. The last column shows the possible gain as possible
improvement each team could have potentially achieved with the help of
Armstrong tables. Along with Table 7.2, Figure 7.2 visualizes differences
between possible and actual gains in soundness for functional dependen-
cies for each of the teams, and shows some basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.2 is that Armstrong tables should
not be considered useful in terms of soundness for functional dependen-
cies. That is, it is unlikely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables,
teams will recognize actually meaningless functional dependencies that
they perceived meaningful prior to the inspection of Armstrong tables. In-
deed, our quantitative data analysis shows a mere 0.1% average gain (i.e.
arithmetic mean) in soundness for functional dependencies. In fact, only
five out of 50 teams (namely, teams 12, 17, 30, 34, and 38) achieve any gains
in soundness. Five other teams (namely, teams 15, 24, 26, 33 and 46) even
drop in soundness after inspecting Armstrong tables (that is, they have a
negative gain in soundness). The rest of the teams keep their soundness
measures unchanged, and 11 of them (namely, teams 2, 3, 11, 13, 18, 19, 21,
25, 35, 43, and 49) maintain the highest possible score of 100%.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the minor impact of Armstrong tables on the sound-
ness of functional dependencies even better. It is easy to observe the sig-
nificant difference between the actual and possible gains in soundness for
uniqueness constraints. While possible gains average around 13.1%, the
actual gains are next to zero, that is 0.1%. Indeed, only two of the 50
teams (namely, teams 12 and 17) were able to actually meet their possi-
ble non-zero gains. The widest gap between the actual and possible gains
in soundness for functional dependencies is 47% for team 36, followed by
a gap of 43% for teams 28 and 32. Gaps for other teams range from 3% to
30%.
In summary, we can extend our previous observation on the sound-
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ness from uniqueness constraints to functional dependencies. That is, by
inspecting Armstrong tables database designers are unlikely to recognize
actually meaningless functional dependencies that they incorrectly per-
ceive as meaningful prior to the inspection. Indeed, the satisfaction of
meaningless functional dependencies is nearly impossible to be observed.
7.1.2 Quantitative analysis for completeness
This subsection continues the quantitative analysis of the data with the
completeness measures introduced in Chapter 6. Recall that completeness
measures which of the actually meaningful constraints are also perceived
as meaningful by a team.
Completeness for UCs
Figure 7.3: Possible and actual gain-in-complete for UCs
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01 50 100 50 50
02 0 100 100 100
03 50 50 0 50
04 50 100 50 50
05 50 100 50 50
06 100 100 0 0
07 100 100 0 0
08 50 100 50 50
09 100 100 0 0
10 100 100 0 0
11 50 100 50 50
12 50 0 -50 50
13 100 100 0 0
14 0 100 100 100
15 0 100 100 100
16 50 100 50 50
17 100 100 0 0
18 0 100 100 100
19 100 100 0 0
20 50 50 0 50
21 100 100 0 0
22 50 100 50 50
23 50 100 50 50
24 50 100 50 50
25 100 100 0 0
26 100 100 0 0
27 100 100 0 0
28 0 0 0 100
29 100 100 0 0
30 25 50 25 75
31 100 100 0 0
32 50 100 50 50
33 50 100 50 50
34 100 100 0 0
35 50 100 50 50
36 50 100 50 50
37 100 100 0 0
38 50 50 0 50
39 100 100 0 0
40 25 100 75 75
41 100 100 0 0
42 25 25 0 75
43 100 100 0 0
44 100 100 0 0
45 100 100 0 0
46 0 100 100 100
47 50 100 50 50
48 0 100 100 100
49 100 100 0 0
50 50 50 0 50
Average 62.5 89.5 27 37.5
Table 7.3: Completeness measures for UCs in percent
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Table 7.3 shows the results for the completeness measures as they apply
to uniqueness constraints for each of the 50 design teams that participated
in the experiments. The first two columns show the completeness that
each team scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong tables)
and phase 2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect to the
target set. The next column displays the (actual) gains in completeness
achieved by the teams. The last column shows the possible gain as possi-
ble improvement each team could have potentially achieved with the help
of Armstrong tables. Along with Table 7.3, Figure 7.3 visualizes differ-
ences between possible and actual gains in completeness for uniqueness
constraints for each of the teams, and shows some basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.3 is that Armstrong tables should
be considered useful in terms of completeness for uniqueness constraints.
That is, it is likely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables, teams will
recognize actually meaningful uniqueness constraints that they perceived
meaningless prior to the inspection of Armstrong tables. Indeed, our quan-
titative data analysis shows a remarkable 27% average gain (i.e. arithmetic
mean) in completeness for uniqueness constraints. Indeed, most of the
teams achieved the highest possible score of 100% while among the re-
maining eight teams (that is, teams 3, 12, 20, 28, 30, 38, 42, and 50), six still
maintained their scores and only team 12 had a negative gain. The inspec-
tion of Armstrong tables also assists 21 teams (that is, teams 6, 7, 9, 10, 13,
17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 34, 37, 39, 41, 43, 44, 45, and 49) in maintaining
the highest completeness score possible.
Figure 7.3 illustrates the big impact of Armstrong tables on the com-
pleteness of uniqueness constraints even better. It is easy to observe the
minor differences between the actual and possible gains in completeness
for uniqueness constraints. While possible gains average around 37.5%,
the actual gains average around 27%. Indeed, 42 out of 50 teams actually
met the possible gains in completeness for uniqueness constraints while
other teams (that is, teams 3, 12, 20, 28, 30, 38, 42, and 50) have gaps be-
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tween actual and possible gains that range from 50% to 100%.
In summary, by inspecting Armstrong tables it is likely for database
designers to recognize meaningful uniqueness constraints that they incor-
rectly perceive as meaningless prior to the inspection. Indeed, the viola-
tion of meaningful uniqueness constraints is rather certain to be observed
in Armstrong tables.
Completeness for FDs
Figure 7.4: Possible and actual gain-in-complete for FDs
Table 7.4 shows the results for the completeness measures as they ap-
ply to functional dependencies for each of the 50 design teams that partic-
ipated in the experiments. The first two columns show the completeness
that each team scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong ta-
bles) and phase 2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect











01 87 100 13 13
02 83 93 10 17
03 80 87 7 20
04 80 93 13 20
05 80 100 20 20
06 93 100 7 7
07 87 93 6 13
08 80 93 13 20
09 90 97 7 10
10 97 100 3 3
11 80 97 17 20
12 83 97 14 17
13 97 100 3 3
14 73 100 27 27
15 83 97 14 17
16 80 97 17 20
17 97 100 3 3
18 70 97 27 30
19 97 100 3 3
20 73 90 17 27
21 97 100 3 3
22 73 100 27 27
23 80 93 13 20
24 73 93 20 27
25 87 93 6 13
26 87 87 0 13
27 87 90 3 13
28 80 87 7 20
29 93 100 7 7
30 63 83 20 37
31 87 97 10 13
32 87 100 13 13
33 83 97 14 17
34 93 93 0 7
35 70 83 13 30
36 87 100 13 13
37 93 100 7 7
38 87 93 6 13
39 83 93 10 17
40 73 100 27 27
41 87 100 13 13
42 73 80 7 27
43 83 97 14 17
44 93 100 7 7
45 90 97 7 10
46 80 93 13 20
47 80 93 13 20
48 80 100 20 20
49 87 97 10 13
50 80 87 7 20
Average 83.7 95.1 11.4 16.3
Table 7.4: Completeness measures for FDs in percent
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to the target set. The next column displays the (actual) gains in complete-
ness achieved by the teams. The last column shows the possible gain as
possible improvement each team could have potentially achieved with the
help of Armstrong tables. Along with Table 7.4, Figure 7.4 visualizes dif-
ferences between possible and actual gains in completeness for functional
dependencies for each of the teams, and shows some basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.4 is that Armstrong tables should
be considered useful in terms of completeness for functional dependen-
cies. That is, it is likely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables, teams
will recognize actually meaningful functional dependencies that they per-
ceived meaningless prior to the inspection of Armstrong tables. Indeed,
our quantitative data analysis shows a sizeable 11.4% average gain (i.e.
arithmetic mean) in completeness for functional dependencies. Apart from
teams 26 and 34, which do not change their completeness scores, all teams
achieve gains that range between 3% and 27%. While no team achieved
the highest possible completeness score of 100% in phase 1, 18 teams (that
is, teams 1, 5, 6, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 29, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, and 48)
achieved the top score in phase 2.
Figure 7.4 illustrates the big impact of Armstrong tables on the com-
pleteness of functional dependencies even better. It is easy to observe the
minor differences between the actual and possible gains in completeness
for functional dependencies. While possible gains average around 16.3%,
the actual gains average around 11.4%. Indeed, 19 out of 50 teams actually
met the possible gains in completeness for functional dependencies (that
is, teams 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 29, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, and 47)
Hence, we can extend our previous observation on the completeness
from uniqueness constraints to functional dependencies. That is, by in-
specting Armstrong tables it is likely for database designers to recognize
meaningful functional dependencies that they incorrectly perceive as mean-
ingless prior to the inspection. Indeed, the violation of meaningful func-
tional dependencies is rather certain to be observed in Armstrong tables.
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7.1.3 Quantitative analysis for proximity
This subsection continues the quantitative analysis of the data with the
proximity measures introduced in Chapter 6. Recall that proximity mea-
sures how close the perception of a design team is to the target set of con-
straints. Proximity combines soundness and completeness. Intuitively,
one would therefore expect an average behavior for the combination of
the two.
Proximity for UCs
Figure 7.5: Possible and actual gain-in-prox for UCs
Table 7.5 shows the results for the proximity measures as they apply to
uniqueness constraints for each of the 50 design teams that participated in
the experiments. The first two columns show the proximity that each team
scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong tables) and phase











01 33 67 34 67
02 0 100 100 100
03 50 50 0 50
04 33 67 34 67
05 33 67 34 67
06 67 67 0 33
07 100 100 0 0
08 33 67 34 67
09 67 67 0 33
10 67 67 0 33
11 50 100 50 50
12 33 0 -33 67
13 100 100 0 0
14 0 67 67 100
15 0 80 80 100
16 29 57 28 71
17 80 100 20 20
18 0 100 100 100
19 100 100 0 0
20 33 33 0 67
21 100 100 0 0
22 40 67 27 60
23 33 67 34 67
24 50 67 17 50
25 100 100 0 0
26 100 100 0 0
27 80 80 0 20
28 0 0 0 100
29 67 67 0 33
30 20 33 13 80
31 100 100 0 0
32 20 40 20 80
33 33 50 17 67
34 50 50 0 50
35 50 100 50 50
36 20 40 20 80
37 50 50 0 50
38 33 50 17 67
39 100 100 0 0
40 14 50 36 86
41 80 67 -13 20
42 20 20 0 80
43 100 100 0 0
44 50 50 0 50
45 67 67 0 33
46 0 67 67 100
47 33 67 34 67
48 0 67 67 100
49 100 100 0 0
50 33 33 0 67
Average 49 68.1 19.1 51
Table 7.5: Proximity measures for UCs in percent
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2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect to the target set.
The next column displays the (actual) gains in proximity achieved by the
teams. The last column shows the possible gain as possible improvement
each team could have potentially achieved with the help of Armstrong ta-
bles. Along with Table 7.5, Figure 7.5 visualizes differences between pos-
sible and actual gains in proximity for uniqueness constraints for each of
the teams, and shows basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.5 is that Armstrong tables should be
considered useful in terms of proximity for uniqueness constraints. That
is, it is likely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables, teams will im-
prove the overall quality of the uniqueness constraints. Indeed, our quan-
titative data analysis shows a significant 19.1% average gain (i.e. arith-
metic mean) in proximity for uniqueness constraints. The only teams with
negative gains in proximity were teams 12 and 41 with a loss of 33% and
13%, respectively. 24 out of the 50 teams had gains ranging from 13% up
to 100% (namely, teams 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 14-18, 22-24, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38,
40, and 46-48). The remaining teams had no change in proximity.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the considerable impact of Armstrong tables on
the proximity of uniqueness constraints even better. It is easy to observe
that, on average, the actual gains are about two fifths of the possible gains
in proximity for uniqueness constraints. In fact, possible gains average
around 51% and actual gains average around 19.1%. This behavior is con-
sistent with that of soundness and completeness: soundness has almost no
actual gains while actual and possible gains are nearly the same for com-
pleteness. About one third of the teams actually meet their possible gains
(namely, teams 2, 7, 11, 13, 17-19, 21, 25, 26, 31, 35, 39, 43, 49).
In summary, by inspecting Armstrong tables it is likely for database
designers to improve the overall quality of the uniqueness constraints that
they acquire.











01 73 87 14 27
02 83 93 10 17
03 80 87 7 20
04 67 80 13 33
05 67 87 20 33
06 77 83 6 23
07 83 90 7 17
08 67 80 13 33
09 77 83 6 23
10 83 87 4 17
11 80 97 17 20
12 70 97 27 30
13 97 100 3 3
14 67 87 20 33
15 83 90 7 17
16 60 77 17 40
17 83 100 17 17
18 70 97 27 30
19 97 100 3 3
20 60 77 17 40
21 97 100 3 3
22 57 77 20 43
23 67 80 13 33
24 73 80 7 27
25 87 93 6 13
26 87 80 -7 13
27 77 80 3 23
28 37 43 6 63
29 67 73 6 33
30 43 70 27 57
31 73 83 10 27
32 43 57 14 57
33 67 67 0 33
34 53 67 14 47
35 70 83 13 30
36 40 53 13 60
37 67 73 6 33
38 70 90 20 30
39 77 87 10 23
40 53 73 20 47
41 77 87 10 23
42 67 73 6 33
43 83 97 14 17
44 67 73 6 33
45 77 83 6 23
46 73 73 0 27
47 67 80 13 33
48 67 87 20 33
49 87 97 10 13
50 67 73 6 33
Average 71.2 82.2 11 28.8
Table 7.6: Possible and actual gain-in-prox for FDs
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Figure 7.6: Proximity measures for FDs in percent
Proximity for FDs
Table 7.6 shows the results for the proximity measures as they apply to
functional dependencies for each of the 50 design teams that participated
in the experiments. The first two columns show the proximity that each
team scored in phase 1 (that is, before inspecting Armstrong tables) and
phase 2 (that is, after inspecting Armstrong tables) with respect to the tar-
get set. The next column displays the actual gains in proximity achieved
by the teams. The last column shows the possible gain as possible improve-
ment each team could have potentially achieved with the help of Arm-
strong tables. Along with Table 7.6, Figure 7.6 visualizes differences be-
tween possible and actual gains in proximity for functional dependencies
for each of the teams, and shows basic statistics.
The main observation from Table 7.6 is that Armstrong tables should
be considered useful in terms of proximity for functional dependencies.
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That is, it is likely that, by the inspection of Armstrong tables, teams will
improve the overall quality of the functional dependencies. Indeed, our
quantitative data analysis shows a significant 11% average gain (i.e. arith-
metic mean) in proximity for functional dependencies. We further observe
that most of the teams obtain higher proximity measures in phase 2. Only
team 26 incurs a loss (7%), teams 33 and 46 maintain their score, and the
rest of the teams achieve a gain ranging from 3% to 27%. The maximal
gain is 27% achieved by three teams (namely, teams 12, 18 and 30). The
minimal gain of 3% is recorded for four teams (namely, teams 13, 19, 21,
and 27).
Figure 7.6 illustrates the considerable impact of Armstrong tables on
the proximity of functional dependencies even better. It is easy to observe
that, on average, the actual gains are more than one third of the possible
gains in proximity for functional dependencies. In fact, possible gains av-
erage around 28.8% and actual gains average around 11%. This behavior
is consistent with that of soundness and completeness: soundness has al-
most no actual gains while actual and possible gains are nearly the same
for completeness.
In summary, we can extend our previous observation on the proxim-
ity from uniqueness constraints to functional dependencies. That is, by
inspecting Armstrong tables it is likely for database designers to improve
the overall quality of the functional dependencies that they acquire.
7.1.4 Quantitative analysis for groups
The final subsection of the quantitative analysis compares the measures
between the four different groups of students that took part in the experi-
ments. These include the computer science students from the University of
Auckland (CS AU), the computer science students from the Victoria Uni-
versity of Wellington (CS VUW), the information systems students from
the Victoria University of Wellington (IS VUW), and the computer science
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Figure 7.7: Quantitative analysis for the four different groups
students from the Lotus University (CS LU) in Vietnam. These four groups
have different backgrounds and cultures, so it is interesting to investigate
whether Armstrong tables have different impacts on those groups.
Figure 7.7 summarizes the different measures for all measures consid-
ered. Overall, the figure shows that: (i) IS VUW tops the lists for sound-
ness, completeness, and proximity measured for uniqueness constraints;
CS AU is the runner up, and the other groups (CS VUW and CS LU) have
similar achievements. (ii) All four groups have similar soundness, com-
pleteness, and proximity measured for functional dependencies.
The data in Figure 7.7 comes from four tables: Table 7.7, Table 7.8, Ta-
ble 7.9, and Table 7.10; each of which shows the corresponding gains in
soundness, completeness, and proximity for the four groups.
The scores for the IS VUW teams are noticeably higher than all the oth-
ers for the measures quantified for uniqueness constraints. These scores













in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent
CSAU01 0 0 0 0 3 4
CSAU02 0 50 50 0 17 17
CSAU03 50 -50 -33 13 14 27
CSAU04 0 0 0 0 3 3
CSAU05 -33 100 67 0 27 20
CSAU06 -20 100 80 -7 14 7
CSAU07 17 50 28 0 17 17
CSAU08 20 0 20 13 3 17
CSAU09 0 100 100 0 27 27
CSAU10 0 0 0 0 3 3
CSAU11 0 0 0 0 17 17
CSAU12 0 0 0 0 3 3
Average 2.83 29.2 26 1.6 12.3 13.5













in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent
CSVUW01 0 50 27 0 27 20
CSVUW02 17 50 34 0 13 13
CSVUW03 -33 50 17 -13 20 7
CSVUW04 0 0 0 0 6 6
CSVUW05 0 0 0 -7 0 -7
CSVUW06 0 0 0 0 3 3
CSVUW07 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSVUW08 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSVUW09 0 25 13 7 20 27
CSVUW10 0 0 0 0 10 10
CSVUW11 15 50 20 0 13 14
CSVUW12 0 50 17 -13 14 0
CSVUW13 0 0 0 13 0 14
CSVUW14 0 50 50 0 13 13
CSVUW15 15 50 20 0 13 13
CSVUW16 0 0 0 0 7 6
Average 0.9 23.4 12.4 -0.8 10.8 9.4
Table 7.8: Gains of the CS VUW teams with respect to the target set Σt













in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent
ISVUW01 17 50 34 0 13 14
ISVUW02 0 100 100 0 10 10
ISVUW03 0 0 0 0 7 7
ISVUW04 17 50 34 0 13 13
ISVUW05 17 50 34 0 20 20
ISVUW06 0 0 0 0 7 6
Average 8.5 41.7 33.7 0 11.7 11.7













in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent in percent
CSLU01 0 0 0 0 6 7
CSLU02 17 50 34 0 13 13
CSLU03 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSLU04 50 0 17 14 6 20
CSLU05 0 0 0 0 10 10
CSLU06 25 75 36 0 27 20
CSLU07 -13 0 -13 0 13 10
CSLU08 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSLU09 0 0 0 0 14 14
CSLU10 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSLU11 0 0 0 0 7 6
CSLU12 -33 100 67 -13 13 0
CSLU13 17 50 34 0 13 13
CSLU14 -33 100 67 0 20 20
CSLU15 0 0 0 0 10 10
CSLU16 0 0 0 0 7 6
Average 1.9 23.4 15.1 0.1 11.3 10.4
Table 7.10: Gains of the CS LU teams with respect to the target set Σt
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also show that the CS AU teams are the runner up, and there are no re-
markable differences between the scores for the other groups (namely CS
VUW and CS LU). Regarding the soundness, for example, IS VUW show
a gain of 8.5% versus gains of 2.8%, 0.9%, and 1.9%, for CS AU, CS VUW,
and CS LU, respectively. The difference in scores from IS VUW is more
pronounced in completeness. For example, IS VUW has a 41.7% gain-in-
complete, which is significantly higher than 29.2%, 23.4%, and 23.4%, re-
spectively. Similarly, IS VUW achieves a 33.7% gain-in-prox versus gains
of 26%, 12.4%, and 15.1%.
There are no remarkable differences among the scores measured for
functional dependencies in all four groups CS AU, CS VUW, IS VUW, and
CS LU. For example, the gain-in-sound of the four groups are 1.6%, -0.8%,
0%, and 0.1%, respectively; the gain-in-complete are 12.3%, 10.8%, 11.7%,
and 11.3%, respectively; the gain-in-proximity are 13.5%, 9.4%, 11.7%, and
10.4%, respectively.
One may speculate why the information management students from
Wellington gained a significantly better understanding of uniqueness con-
straints from inspecting Armstrong tables over the computer science stu-
dents. Most likely, it is best explained by the fact that they formed the
smallest group with just six teams, as opposed to the other groups which
had at least twice as many teams each. Other than that, the impact of Arm-
strong tables appears to be invariant under the different background and
cultures of students, based on the data collected.
7.2 Qualitative data analysis
This section analyzes the collected data from a qualitative point of view.
That is, the focus of the analysis shifts from the different measures of gains
towards the analysis which uniqueness constraints and which functional
dependencies were removed or added after inspecting Armstrong tables.
Soundness will now tell us which meaningless uniqueness constraints and
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functional dependencies were removed or added, while completeness will
tell us which meaningful uniqueness constraints and functional depen-
dencies were removed or added.
Before the qualitative analysis, we summarize the most important points
of the quantitative analysis, as we aim to collect qualitative evidence for
their support.
• By inspecting Armstrong tables it is unlikely for database designers
to recognize meaningless uniqueness constraints or functional de-
pendencies that they incorrectly perceive as meaningless prior to the
inspection. Indeed, the satisfaction of meaningless uniqueness con-
straints or functional dependencies is almost impossible to be ob-
served in Armstrong tables.
• By inspecting Armstrong tables it is likely for database designers to
recognize meaningful uniqueness constraints and functional depen-
dencies that they incorrectly perceive as meaningless prior to the in-
spection. Indeed, the violation of meaningful uniqueness constraints
and functional dependencies is rather certain to be observed in Arm-
strong tables.
In favor of an effective presentation we will now utilize the first letters
D, E, T, P, R as abbreviations for the attribute names Date, Emp, Time, Proj,
Role, respectively, of our application domain.
7.2.1 Qualitative analysis for soundness
Recall that soundness measures which of the constraints perceived mean-
ingful by a design team are actually meaningful. Qualitatively speaking,
we are therefore interested in which meaningless constraints were added
or removed after the inspection of Armstrong tables. Adding meaningless
constraints means that soundness will decrease while removing meaning-
less constraints means that soundness will increase.
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Soundness for UCs
Our quantitative analysis has shown that the use of Armstrong tables is
ineffective for removing meaningless UCs, and unlikely to add further
meaningless UCs. The following analysis continues to examine whether
this is even true from a qualitative point of view.
Table 7.11 shows those actually meaningless uniqueness constraints
that were explicitly removed from or explicitly added to the data of the
first phase when our design teams submitted their data to us in the sec-
ond phase. The first observation is that only 7 out of 50 teams made any
explicit changes in terms of meaningless uniqueness constraints. How-
ever, the explicit changes from 2 of those 7 teams were not effective: team
6 removed the meaningless UC u(EP ) from their set in phase 1, but it was
still implied by their remaining constraints in phase 2, and team 44 added
the same meaningless UC u(EP ) to their set in phase 2, but it was already
implied by their constraints from phase 1. Therefore, only 10 percent of
the participating teams made explicit changes to meaningless UCs that
were effective. There was only one uniqueness constraint that was dis-
cussed amongst several of those teams: two of the teams explicitly added
the constraint u(EP ), and two other teams explicitly removed u(EP ).
Table 7.11 does not show the implicit changes made to meaningless
uniqueness constraints in phase 2. For that purpose, we consider Ta-
ble 7.12 that shows the sets of unsound UCs before (unsounduΣt(Σi1)) and
after (unsounduΣt(Σi2)) inspecting Armstrong tables for a team i (i ∈ [1, 50]).
Here,
unsounduΣt(Σ) = s(Σ)− s(Σt)
captures the set of all UCs that are meaningless with respect to the tar-
get set Σt. That is, all those UC implies by Σ that are not implied by Σt.
Teams i, for which unsounduΣt(Σi1) = ∅ = unsounduΣt(Σi2), are not listed in
Table 7.12.
First of all, the table confirms that there are no effective changes in
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Table 7.11: Meaningless UCs added and removed after using Armstrong
tables. The ∗ superscript indicates that either the added UC was already
implied, or the removed UC was still implied.
terms of meaningless UCs for teams 6 and 44, as already indicated above.
Secondly, Table 7.12 shows that 37 out of 50 teams did effectively make
no changes to meaningless uniqueness constraints. However, 10 teams
(14, 15, 22, 24, 30, 33, 40, 41, 46, and 48) effectively added some meaning-
less uniqueness constraints in phase 2, and only three teams (12, 17, and
38) removed some meaningless uniqueness constraints in phase 2. Only
one removal (team 17) was done implicitly, while the other two removals
(teams 12 and 38) were done explicitly, see Table 7.11. On the other hand, 7
out of the 10 additions of meaningless UCs were implicit (teams 14, 22, 24,
33, 40, 46, and 48), and only three explicit (teams 15, 30, and 41). Similar
to the explicit changes, most of the implicit changes revolve around the
uniqueness constraint u(EP ), with exceptions being u(DP ) (team 33) and
u(DPR) (team 17).
Since the removals and additions of u(EP ) by teams essentially cancel
each other out, it can be reiterated here that the inspection of Armstrong
tables does not give much opportunity to identify which of the uniqueness
constraints are incorrectly perceived as meaningless.
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Table 7.12: Qualitative analysis of soundness for UCs
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Soundness for FDs
Our quantitative analysis has shown that the use of Armstrong tables is
ineffective for removing meaningless FDs, and unlikely to add further
meaningless FDs. The following analysis continues to examine whether
this is even true from a qualitative point of view.
Table 7.13 shows those actually meaningless functional dependencies
that were removed from or added to the data of the first phase when our
design teams submitted their data to us in the second phase. The first
observation is that only 9 out of 50 teams made any changes in terms
of meaningless functional dependencies. Team 4 added the meaningless
FD ER → H , but it was already implied by their constraint set in phase
1. Therefore, only 16 percent of the participating teams made effective
changes to meaningless FDs. The second observation is that, amongst the
10 meaningless FDs that were removed or added, there were 9 different
ones. For the only meaningless FD that occurred twice (ER → P ), one
team added it (team 34) and the other team (team 30) removed it.










Table 7.13: Meaningless FDs added and removed after using Armstrong
tables. The ∗ superscript indicates that either the added FD was already
implied, or the removed FD was still implied.


















































Table 7.14: Qualitative analysis of soundness for FDs
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Table 7.13 does not show implicit changes to the meaningful functional
dependencies made by the teams. For that purpose we look at Table 7.14.
Here,
unsoundfΣt(Σ) = {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σ,Rs 6⊆ X∗Σt,Rs}
captures the set of all attribute sets that are meaningless with respect to
the target set Σt. That is, all those attribute sets that functionally determine
some attributes with respect to Σ that are not functionally determined with
respect to Σt. Teams i, for which unsoundfΣt(Σ
i
1) = ∅ = unsoundfΣt(Σi2), are
not listed.
Table 7.14 shows that only 11 out of 50 teams made implicit changes.
Six teams (12, 17, 30, 34, 38, 41) implicitly removed some meaningless FDs,
and six teams (15, 24, 26, 33, 34, and 46) implicitly added some meaningful
FDs. Note that team 34 did both. Each of these implicit changes results
either from an explicit change as observed in Table 7.13 (for teams 17, 24,
26, 30, 33, 34, 41, and 46) or from the explicit change of a meaningless UC
as observed in Table 7.11 (for teams 12, 15, and 38).
We conclude that the inspection of Armstrong tables does not give
much opportunity to identify which of the functional dependencies are
incorrectly perceived as meaningless.
7.2.2 Qualitative analysis for completeness
Our quantitative analysis has shown that the use of Armstrong tables is ef-
fective for adding meaningful UCs and FDs. The following analysis con-
tinues to examine whether this is even true from a qualitative point of
view.
Completeness for UCs
Table 7.15 shows those actually meaningful functional dependencies that
were added to or removed from the data of the first phase when our design
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Table 7.15: Meaningful UCs added and removed after using Armstrong
tables. The ∗ superscript indicates that either the added UC was already
implied, or the removed UC was still implied.
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Table 7.16: Qualitative analysis of completeness for UCs
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teams submitted their data to us in the second phase. The most pressing
observation is that 21 out of 50 teams (1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 14-16, 18, 22-24, 32,
33, 35, 36, 40, 46-48) explicitly added the meaningful UC u(DE) in phase 2.
21 other teams (6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 19, 21, 25-27, 29, 31, 34, 37, 39, 41, 43-45,
and 49) had already included this UC in phase 1. Team 38 added u(EDP),
but did not include u(ED). Two teams (11 and 16) replaced the meaningful
UC u(DEP) from phase 1 by the meaningful UC u(ED). Therefore, only one
team (30) explicitly removed a meaningful UC, namely u(DEHR).
Table 7.16 takes this analysis a step further by showing explicitly which
meaningful uniqueness constraints are missing after each phase. Here,
incompleteuΣt(Σ) = s(Σ
t)− s(Σ)
captures the set of all meaningful UCs that are not captured by Σ. That is,
all those UC implied by Σt but not implied by Σ.
Strikingly, 42 out of 50 teams have identified all meaningful UCs after
phase 2. For 6 of the remaining 8 teams (3, 20, 28, 38, 42, and 50) changes
occur between phase 1 and phase 2. Team 12 explicitly removed the mean-
ingless UC u(EP ) in phase 2, and thereby also removed some meaningful
UCs implicitly. Team 30 explicitly added the meaningless UC u(EP ) in
phase 2, and thereby also added some meaningful UCs implicitly.
The qualitative analysis further details how the quantitative evidence
has been derived that the inspection of Armstrong tables helps database
designer recognize additional UCs.
Completeness for FDs
We first analyze Table 7.17 to identify which meaningful FDs are removed
and added after inspecting Armstrong tables.
A strong majority of the teams (40 out of 50 teams) added at least one
meaningful FD in phase 2. 12 out of those 40 teams (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 14, 25, 30,
41, 43, 44, and 48) added two meaningful FDs, and three teams (12, 20, and
38) added three meaningful FDs. The most popular FD is Proj,Role→ Hrs
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Team Meaningful FDs added Meaningful FDs removed
01 EP→H, EP→R DE→P∗, DE→R∗
03 EP→H, DE→P -
04 EP→H -
05 EP→R, PR→H -






12 DE→R, DE→H, PR→H EPR→H∗
13 EP→H -

















38 DE→R, EP→R, PR→H -
39 PR→H -
40 EP→R -
41 PR→H, DE→R∗ -
42 DE→P -
43 EP→R, PR→H DE→R∗
44 EP→R∗, PR→H EP→H∗
45 PR→H -
48 PR→H, EP→R∗ -
49 PR→H -
50 PR→H -
Table 7.17: Meaningful FDs added and removed after using Armstrong
tables. The ∗ superscript indicates that either the added FD was already
implied, or the removed FD was still implied.

























































Table 7.18: Qualitative analysis of completeness for FDs
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which was added by 19 teams (5, 6, 10, 12, 18, 20, 22, 29, 31, 37-39, 41, 43-
45, 48-50) in phase 2. The runner-up is Emp,Proj→ Role added by 17 teams
(1, 5-7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 27, 28, 30, 38, 40, 43, 44, and 48). Emp,Proj→ Hrs is
in third place, added by 13 teams (1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, and
32). An important observation is that all of the meaningful FDs that were
removed in phase 2 are still implied by the corresponding constraint sets.
Hence, there was no effective loss in completeness due to the removal of
any meaningful FDs.
In analogy with the completeness analysis for UCs, Table 7.18 shows
a remarkable increase in the number of recognized meaningful FDs when
moving from phase 1 to 2. Here,
incompletefΣt(Σ) = {X ∈ P0(R) | X∗Σt,Rs 6⊆ X∗Σ,Rs}
captures the set of all attribute sets that are meaningful with respect to
the target set Σt but not captured by Σ. That is, all those attribute sets
that functionally determine some attributes with respect to Σt that are not
functionally determined with respect to Σ.
While none of the teams recognized all meaningful FDs after phase 1,
there are 18 teams that did recognize all meaningful FDs after phase 2 (1,
5, 6, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 29, 32, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, and 48). As indicated
above, there are no remarkable differences between the numbers of times
that teams recognized a meaningful FD in phase 2. The same is true for
the numbers of times that a meaningful FD was not recognized after phase
2.
We conclude that the inspection of Armstrong tables helps database
designer recognize additional FDs.
7.2.3 Qualitative analysis for proximity
Recall that the proximity between two sets of UCs and FDs measures their
degree of equivalence. Proximity combines soundness and completeness,

























































Table 7.19: Qualitative analysis of proximity for UCs
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Table 7.20: Qualitative analysis of proximity for FDs
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and is the natural counterpart for the distance of two constraint sets. In-
deed, recall from Chapter 6 that both our proximity measures define met-
rics.
We now list for each team i the distances between their constraint sets
Σi1, Σi2, and the target set Σt, separately for uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies. The analysis follows from the analyses of sound-




distf (Σ,Σt) = unsoundfΣt(Σ,Σ
t) ∪ incompletefΣt(Σ,Σt)
hold.
Recall from before that the inspection of Armstrong tables helps with
identifying meaningful UCs and FDs but not with identifying meaningless
UCs nor FDs. It is in this sense that the inspection of Armstrong tables
helps with the approximation of the target set in terms of proximity. As
we have seen before, there is no particular preference to which meaningful
UCs or FDs are recognized, or to which meaningless UCs or FDs are not
recognized.
7.2.4 Qualitative analysis by undiscovered constraints
In this section we move away from our formal measures and simply look
at those target constraints which were undiscovered after the first phase,
and which were undiscovered after the second phase. Table 7.21 lists for
each of the 50 participating teams which target FDs and which target UC
they did not discover after phase 1, and which target FDs and which target
UCs they did not discover after phase 2. Some of the target constraints
are marked with a symbol ∗ next to them. These constraints were not
explicitly specified by the teams, but they were still discovered in the sense
that they were implied by the constraint sets specified.
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After phase 1 After phase 2
Team Undiscovered FDs Undiscovered UCs Undiscovered FDs Undiscovered UCs
CSAU01 PR→H - - -
CSAU02 EP→H, EP→R u(DE) EP→H -
CSAU03 EP→H*, PR→H u(DE) EP→H u(DE)
CSAU04 EP→H - - -
CSAU05 EP→H, EP→R u(DE) - -
CSAU06 EP→H - EP→H -
CSAU07 EP→H, EP→R u(DE) EP→H -
CSAU08 EP→H - - -
CSAU09 EP→H, PR→H u(DE) EP→H -
CSAU10 EP→H - - -
CSAU11 EP→H, EP→R, PR→H u(DE) EP→H u(DE)
CSAU12 EP→H - - -
CSVUW01 EP→H, EP→R, PR→H u(DE) EP→H*, EP→R* -
CSVUW02 EP→H, PR→H u(DE) PR→H -
CSVUW03 EP→H, PR→H u(DE) PR→H, EP→H* -
CSVUW04 EP→H, PR→H - PR→H -
CSVUW05 EP→H, PR→H - PR→H, EP→H -
CSVUW06 EP→H,EP→R, PR→H - EP→H, PR→H -
CSVUW07 EP→H, EP→R, PR→H* u(DE) EP→H, PR→H* u(DE)
CSVUW08 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H - EP→H*, EP→R* -
CSVUW09 EP→H, EP→R,PR→H u(DE) EP→H*, PR→H u(DE)
CSVUW10 EP→H, PR→H - EP→H, EP→R* -
CSVUW11 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H* u(DE) PR→H* -
CSVUW12 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE) EP→H*, PR→H -
CSVUW13 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE)* EP→H*,EP→R*,PR→H u(DE)*
CSVUW14 EP→H,EP→R, PR→H u(DE) EP→H, EP→R, PR→H -
CSVUW15 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H* u(DE) EP→H*, PR→H* -
CSVUW16 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE)* EP→H*, EP→R* u(DE)*
ISVUW01 EP→H,EP→R u(DE) - -
ISVUW02 PR→H u(DE) PR→H -
ISVUW03 EP→H, EP→R u(DE) EP→R u(DE)
ISVUW04 EP→H, PR→H u(DE) PR→H -
ISVUW05 EP→R, PR→H u(DE) - -
ISVUW06 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H - EP→H* -
CSLU01 EP→H, EP→R, PR→H - PR→H -
CSLU02 EP→H, PR→H u(DE) PR→H -
CSLU03 EP→H, PR→H - PR→H -
CSLU04 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE) EP→H u(DE)
CSLU05 EP→H, EP→R, PR→H - EP→H, EP→R -
CSLU06 EP→R, PR→H* u(DE) PR→H* -
CSLU07 EP→R, PR→H - EP→R* -
CSLU08 EP→R, PR→H u(DE) EP→R, PR→H u(DE)
CSLU09 EP→H,EP→R, PR→H - EP→H -
CSLU10 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE)* EP→H* u(DE)*
CSLU11 EP→H, PR→H - EP→H -
CSLU12 EP→R*, PR→H u(DE) EP→R*, PR→H -
CSLU13 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE) EP→H*,EP→R*, PR→H -
CSLU14 PR→H u(DE) - -
CSLU15 EP→H, PR→H - EP→H -
CSLU16 EP→H*, EP→R*, PR→H u(DE) EP→H*, EP→R* u(DE)
Table 7.21: Undiscovered UCs and FDs before and after using Armstrong
tables. The symbol ∗ next to a constraint indicates that it was not explicitly
mentioned by the team but implied by its constraint set
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The results of Table 7.21 are summarized in Table 7.22. It shows that
56 percent of all target constraints remained undiscovered after phase 1,
while only 22 percent remained undiscovered after inspecting Armstrong
tables. Therefore, Armstrong tables enabled the teams to discover 34 per-
cent more of the target constraints. In total, 68 more constraints were dis-
covered with the help of Armstrong tables, leading from 112 undiscovered
constraints after phase 1 to 44 undiscovered constraints after phase 2.






In percent 56 22
Table 7.22: Number of teams that did not discover a given target constraint
Armstrong tables provided the most help with the discovery of the FD
PR→ H and the UC u(DE). Indeed, 20 teams discovered these constraints
after phase 2, while they had not discovered these constraints after phase
1. For the FDs EP → H and EP → R there were 14 teams who discovered
these constraints only with the help of Armstrong tables.
7.2.5 Qualitative analysis per groups
For the qualitative analysis per groups we simply break down Table 7.22
from the previous subsection into groups. Indeed, Tables 7.23 and 7.24
summarize the results from Table 7.21 per group.
Table 7.23 shows that the group CS AU discovered the most constraints
amongst all groups without inspecting an Armstrong table. In fact, they
discovered half of all the target constraints possible. They were followed
by the group CS LU with 44 percent of possible target constraints discov-
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After phase 1
Group EP→H PR→H EP→R u(DE) Total In Percent
CS AU 10/12 4/12 4/12 6/12 24/48 50
CS VUW 10/16 13/16 5/16 9/16 37/64 58
IS VUW 3/6 4/6 3/6 5/6 15/24 63
CS LU 7/16 15/16 6/16 8/16 36/64 56
Table 7.23: Number of teams per group that did not discover a given target
constraint after phase 1
After phase 2
Group EP→H PR→H EP→R u(DE) Total In Percent
CS AU 6/12 0/12 0/12 2/12 8/48 17
CS VUW 5/16 8/16 1/16 2/16 16/64 25
IS VUW 0/6 2/6 1/6 1/6 4/24 17
CS LU 5/16 6/16 2/16 3/16 16/64 25
Table 7.24: Number of teams per group that did not discover a given target
constraint after phase 2
EP→H PR→H EP→R u(DE)
Group P1 P2 P2-P1 P1 P2 P2-P1 P1 P2 P2-P1 P1 P2 P2-P1
CS AU 17 50 33 67 100 33 67 100 33 50 83 33
CS VUW 38 69 31 19 50 31 69 94 25 44 88 44
IS VUW 50 100 50 33 66 33 50 83 33 17 83 66
CS LU 56 69 13 6 63 57 63 88 25 50 81 31
Table 7.25: Percentage of teams per group that discovered a given target
constraint after phase 1 (P1) and phase 2 (P2) and their difference (P2-P1)
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ered, the group CS VUW with 42 percent, and the group IS VUW with
37 percent discovered. Table 7.24 shows that the groups CS AU and IS
VUW discovered the most constraints amongst all groups after inspecting
an Armstrong table. In fact, they discovered 83 percent of all the target
constraints possible. They were followed by the groups CS LU and CS
VUW with 75 percent of possible target constraints discovered.
This means that the inspection of Armstrong tables had the biggest
positive effect on the group IS VUW who increased the discovery of target
constraints by 46 percent, followed by the groups CS VUW and CS AU
who both had an increase of 33 percent, and the group CS LU who had an
increase of 31 percent.
Finally, we look at Table 7.25, which shows per group, the percentages
of teams that did discover a given target constraint after phase 1 (P1) and
phase 2 (P2), respectively, and the difference of these percentages (P2-P1).
For EP → H , we observe that the group CS LU had the most teams
who discovered this FD after phase 1, but only all teams of the group IS
VUW discovered the FD after phase 2. The same group also showed the
biggest learning effect for this FD from inspecting Armstrong tables.
For PR → H , we observe that the group CS AU had the most teams
who discovered this FD after phase 1, and only all teams of this group
discovered the FD after phase 2. The group CS LU showed the biggest
learning effect for this FD from inspecting Armstrong tables.
For EP → R, we observe that the group CS VUW had the most teams
who discovered this FD after phase 1, and only all teams of the group
CS AU discovered the FD after phase 2. The groups CS AU and IS VUW
showed the biggest learning effect for this FD from inspecting Armstrong
tables.
For u(DE), the groups CS AU and CS LU had the most teams who dis-
covered the UC after phase 1, and the group CS VUW had the most teams
who discovered the UC after phase 2. The group IS VUW showed the
biggest learning effect for the UC from inspecting Armstrong tables.
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Amongst all groups, the biggest average learning effect from inspect-
ing Armstrong tables was observed for the u(DE) with 44 percent of more
teams discovering the UC, followed by the FD PR → H with 39 percent
more teams, then the FD EP → H with 32 percent, and finally the FD
EP → R with 29 percent.
7.3 Summary
The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data, collected from 50
teams at different universities, suggests that Armstrong tables are i) ef-
fective in terms of completeness, ii) ineffective in terms of soundness, and
thereby iii) useful in terms of proximity. Our relative measures allow us to
say that the violation of meaningful uniqueness constraints and functional
dependencies is rather certain to be observed when inspecting Armstrong
tables. Moreover, the satisfaction of meaningless uniqueness constraints
and functional dependencies is rather impossible to be observed when
inspecting Armstrong tables. Our data confirms that these observations
are robust under different meaningless and different meaningful unique-
ness constraints and functional dependencies, and different educational
and cultural backgrounds. The analysis confirms, in particular, that the
tool SQL-Sampler produced Armstrong tables for which these observations
hold. In summary, SQL-Sampler produces Armstrong tables that are of
great value for the acquisition of meaningful uniqueness constraints and
functional dependencies that encode application semantics in the form of
SQL constraints. For practice, our conclusions suggest to recommend the
use of Armstrong tables as early as possible in the requirements acquisi-
tion process. On the one hand, this is to prevent meaningless constraints
from being incorrectly perceived as meaningful and not being able to rec-
ognize their meaningless later on in the process. On the other hand, Arm-
strong tables are likely to produce a more complete set of semantically
meaningful constraints, probably also with less resources involved.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this final chapter the contributions of the thesis are summarized and
avenues for future possible work are discussed briefly.
8.1 Conclusion
Functional dependencies play a central role for the design [24, 54, 105, 107,
123, 124] and normalization [90, 106] of databases, and have found im-
portant applications in a diverse number of areas including query op-
timization [27, 39, 104], database maintenance [53, 74, 118] and security
[14, 132], and data cleaning [51, 52], entry [105], exchange [98] and inte-
gration [23,101,131]. Fundamental to all these applications are the assumptions
that i) the set of functional dependencies that are semantically meaningful for a
given relation schema has been correctly identified, and ii) the underlying data is
purely relational.
The research of this thesis establishes new contributions that enable
database designers to recognize a more complete set of semantically mean-
ingful functional dependencies where the underlying data may contain
duplicate rows and null marker occurrences.
As a first contribution, the thesis has developed new foundations for
the combined class of uniqueness constraints, NOT NULL constraints and
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functional dependencies in databases that may contain duplicate rows and
null marker occurrences of the type value unknown at present. More pre-
cisely, the associated implication problem has been characterized axiomat-
ically by a finite set of inference rules, by an input-linear time algorithm,
and in terms of Horn clauses interpreted in the well-known approxima-
tion logic S-3. The structure of Armstrong tables for this combined class
of constraints has then been characterized in terms of maximal, duplicate
and closed sets. The structural characterization was exploited to establish
a provably-correct algorithm that computes an Armstrong table for an ar-
bitrarily given finite set of constraints from this class. While the problem
of finding an Armstrong table is precisely exponential, the algorithm com-
putes an Armstrong table that is guaranteed to have a number of rows
that is at most quadratic in the minimum number of rows required for the
input.
As a second contribution, the thesis described the implementation of
a toolbox for Armstrong tables, called SQL-Sampler, which comes in two
flavors: either a desktop-based or a Web-based graphical user interface.
SQL-Sampler allows its users to select different classes of SQL constraints,
such as the combined class above under the value unknown at present in-
terpretation of null markers, but also the same combined class under the
no information interpretation. The tool allows its user to specify a table
schema, a null-free subschema, and a set of uniqueness constraints and/or
functional dependencies, and then computes an Armstrong table for this
input. The tables are populated with either artificial values or values pre-
defined by the users of the tool. In the first case, users can also replace the
artificial values by other values.
As a third contribution, the thesis investigated empirically in which
sense Armstrong tables, as produced by SQL-Sampler, are useful. For this
purpose, the focus was shifted towards the combined class of uniqueness
constraints, NOT NULL constraints and functional dependencies under the
no information interpretation. Several measures such as soundness, com-
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pleteness and proximity were introduced to formalize the notion of “use-
fulness”. Detailed experiments with 50 design teams suggested that, by
inspecting Armstrong tables, database designers are likely to recognize the
actual meaningfulness of most uniqueness constraints and functional de-
pendencies that they perceived as meaningless prior to the inspection. The
experiments also suggested that, by inspecting Armstrong tables, database
designers are unlikely to recognize the actual meaninglessness of most
uniqueness constraints and functional dependencies that they perceived
as meaningful prior to the inspection. These empirical observations are
consistent with the structural properties of Armstrong tables.
The research extends several well-known findings from the idealized
special case of relations to tables, where duplicate rows and null marker
occurrences are permitted to occur.
In conclusion, the contributions of the thesis have given detailed an-
swers to the following research question: How can database designers
discover real-world database constraints that are meaningful for the given
application domain?
8.2 Future Work
The research naturally suggests a variety of open problems that are inter-
esting to consider in future work.
On the foundation side, one may consider other popular classes of
database constraints. It might be interesting to start with multivalued
dependencies, since these naturally extend the class of functional depen-
dencies and since there already is known work in the presence of no in-
formation null markers [70, 89]. However, the author is unaware of any
work on multivalued dependencies under the value exists but unknown
interpretation, and Armstrong databases for multivalued dependencies
have not received any attention yet in the context of partial data. Mul-
tivalued dependencies also have strong links with classes of conditional
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independencies in the fields of multivariate statistics and probability the-
ory [58, 93]. Another important class of data dependencies to consider are
fragments of inclusion dependencies. In general, the implication prob-
lem for the combined class of functional and inclusion dependencies is
different in the context of finite databases from that in the context of unre-
stricted databases, and both versions are undecidable and not axiomatiz-
able by a finite set of Horn rules [25, 102]. However, efficiently decidable
fragments are known such as functional dependencies and unary inclu-
sion dependencies. It is also known that Armstrong databases exist for
the combined class of functional and inclusion dependencies over purely
relational databases [50]. Inclusion dependencies would be interesting for
a number of reasons. One reason is that they constitute an important class
of constraints that can enforce the relationship between data across differ-
ent tables. This is the reason why they also enjoy native support in real
database management systems, at least in the form of foreign keys. An-
other reason is that inclusion dependencies can be given different seman-
tics in the context of partial data. The SQL standard, for example, pro-
poses the use of a simple and a partial semantics for referential integrity
constraints. The author is unaware of any work on referential integrity
constraints under the no information interpretation. Levene and Loizou
have studied inclusion dependencies under the value exists but unknown
interpretation, but not in the presence of NOT NULL constraints.
Mainstream research has recently focused on Web data models such
as the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and the Resource Description
Framework (RDF). The work on XML constraints is rather advanced [5, 6,
21, 67, 68, 76, 129, 130], but it would still be interesting to investigate which
impact the work on integrity constraints in the presence of partial data
can have on XML constraints. The work on integrity constraints in RDF is
still very much in its infancy [79, 80, 103]. The same can also be said about
constraints on probabilistic data [38, 109, 117].
It would also be interesting to consider other approaches to partial
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data, including other interpretations of null markers [29, 60–62, 95], or-
relations [71, 73], fuzzy [113] and rough sets [135].
On the application side, the impact of the results established in this the-
sis could be studied with respect to query optimization, database normal-
ization and security, data cleaning, exchange and integration. While this
has been done extensively for functional dependencies in strictly relational
databases, only little work has been done in the more realistic context of
incomplete data.
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Flavio Ferrarotti of the School of Information Management, Victoria 
University, Wellington, New Zealand. The objective of this research is to 
investigate the usefulness of sample databases, formally called Armstrong 
databases, to database designers as a means to identify database 
constraints that are meaningful to the underlying application domain.  
 
If you agree to participate in this research, you will act as a member of a 
database design team. For a given application domain, the task of the team 
will be to identify all meaningful functional dependencies and uniqueness 
constraints, i.e., all those constraints that you expect every future database 
instance to satisfy. The researcher and her supervisors will act as domain 
experts in the process of identifying the constraints. That is, they will be 
happy to answer any questions you might have about the application domain 
in English language. Since they act in the role of domain experts, they do not 
have any knowledge about the formal specification of functional 
dependencies and uniqueness constraints. This is your task. After your team 
has come up with some agreement about the functional dependencies and 
uniqueness constraints, please write these down on the sheet allocated to 
your team, and hand it to the researcher or her supervisors.   
The researcher or her supervisors will then use a toolbox to compute a 
specific sample database (a so-called Armstrong database) that is a concise 
representation of the constraints you have specified. If you have perceived a 
functional dependency or uniqueness constraint as meaningful, then the 
sample database will satisfy it. If you have perceived such a constraint as 
meaningless, then the sample database will violate it. The sample database 
will be returned to you. As a team, you have then the opportunity to revise 
your set of constraints based on the sample database provided. You may 
observe by looking at the sample that some of the constraints you have 
specified previously, do not make sense after all, and therefore remove them. 
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You may also observe that some of the patterns in the sample do not make 
sense, because you missed to specify some constraint. In that case, you can 
add this constraint to your revised set.  After you have come to an agreement 
in your team, please write down your revised constraint set. Time permitting; 
there might be another round with a new sample database that represents 
your revised constraint set. At the end, you will be shown the target constraint 
set that we had in mind for the application domain. 
 
The experiment will be conducted during a tutorial slot for the database 
course you are currently enrolled in. Your participation in this project is 
completely voluntary, and you will neither be assessed nor judged according 
to the input you provide. You may choose to withdraw from your participation 
at any point during the experiment without having to give reasons. In this 
case, you may also choose that information provided by you will not be used. 
Your decision to participate, or refuse to participate in the experiment or to 
withdraw during the experiment will not, in any way, affect your course 
results. The only data that is of interest to this research consists of the 
several sets of functional dependencies and uniqueness constraints that your 
team decides to specify. The origin of this data will not be recorded. These 
points have been acknowledged by your course co-ordinator in writing, 
please see the attached document. 
 
The findings of this research will be reported in a PhD thesis, a conference 
paper, or a journal article. Raw data will be reported in aggregated form in 
such a way that individual persons or organisations are not identifiable. All 
written material will be kept in a locked file and access will be restricted to the 
investigator. All electronic information will be kept in a password-protected file 
and access will be restricted to the investigator. All notes and materials will be 
destroyed 2 years after the conclusion of the research. 
 
Approval for this project has been given by the Human Ethics Committee of 
Victoria University of Wellington. 
 
Should you have any questions about the study or its progress or would like 
an electronic copy of the final PhD thesis, please feel free to contact: 
 
Van Tran Bao Le 
Email:van.t.le@vuw.ac.nz 
 
AProf. Sebastian Link 
School of Information Management 
Victoria University of Wellington 
Room 524, Rutherford House  
23 Lambton Quay, Pipitea Campus 
Phone: 04 463 6813 
E-mail: Sebastian.Link@vuw.ac.nz 
Dr. Flavio Ferrarotti 
School of Information Management 
Victoria University of Wellington 
Room 527, Rutherford House  
23 Lambton Quay, Pipitea Campus 
Phone: : 04 463 6857 
Email:Flavio.Ferrarotti@vuw.ac.nz 
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Course Co-ordinator Consent and Sign-off Form 
 
 
Project Title: Discovering semantically meaningful constraints from 
sample data –Foundations, algorithms and evaluation 
 
I have been given an Information Sheet about this research and understood 
the explanations given. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have 
them answered to my satisfaction. 
 
I understand that the participation of any student in this project is completely 
voluntary. I also understand that the students may withdraw from their 
participation during the experiment without having to give reasons. In this 
case, they may choose that any information they have provided as part of 
their participation will be excluded from the data collection and analysis. 
 
I understand that the students will not be assessed nor judged for their 
contribution to this research project. In particular, the students’ decision to 
participate, or refuse to participate in the experiment or to withdraw during the 
experiment will not, in any way, affect their course results. 
 
I understand that the data collected in this research may be used for research 
reports of a PhD thesis, a conference paper, or a journal article. I understand 
that the raw data will be reported in aggregated form in such a way that 
individual persons or organisations are not identifiable. All written material will 
be kept in a locked file and access will be restricted to the investigator. All 
electronic information will be kept in a password-protected file and access will 
be restricted to the investigator. All notes and materials will be destroyed two 
years after the conclusion of the research. 
 
I give consent that the researcher and his supervisor can utilize tutorial time 
of my course to conduct their experiment.  
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT & SIGN OFF FORM 
 
 
Project Title: Discovering semantically meaningful constraints from 
sample data –Foundations, algorithms and evaluation 
 
 
I have been given an Information Sheet about this research and understood 
the explanations given. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have 
them answered to my satisfaction. 
 
I understand that the researcher and his supervisor have written consent from 
the course co-ordinator to conduct their experiment during this tutorial, and 
when requested, I have been shown the sign-off form. 
 
I understand that my participation in this project is completely voluntary. I also 
understand that I may withdraw from my participation during the experiment 
without having to give reasons. In this case, I may choose that any 
information I have provided as part of my participation will be excluded from 
the data collection and analysis. 
 
I understand that I will not be assessed nor judged for my contribution to this 
research project. In particular, I understand that my decision to participate, or 
refuse to participate in the experiment or to withdraw during the experiment 
will not, in any way, affect my course results. 
 
I understand that this consent form will be kept securely.  
 
I understand that the data collected in this research may be used for research 
reports of a PhD thesis, a conference paper, or a journal article. I understand 
that the raw data will be reported in aggregated form in such a way that 
individual persons or organisations are not identifiable. All written material will 
be kept in a locked file and access will be restricted to the investigator. All 
electronic information will be kept in a password-protected file and access will 
be restricted to the investigator. All notes and materials will be destroyed two 
years after the conclusion of the research. 
 
I give my consent to participate in this study. 
 
 
Signed:           Date: 
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